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UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE.

Part I. Winter.

Chapter I. Mellstock-lane.

To dwellers in a wood, almost every species

of tree has its voice as well as its feature

At the passing of the breeze, the fir-trees

sob and moan no less distinctly than they

rock ; the holly whistles as it battles with

itself; the ash hisses amid its quiverings;

the beech rustles while its flat boughs rise

and fall. And winter, which modifies the

note of such trees as shed their leaves, does

not destroy its individuality.

On a cold and starry Christmas-eve less

than a generation ago, a man was passing

along a lane in the darkness of a plantation

B
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that whispered thus distinctively to his in-

telligence. All the evidences of his nature

were those afforded by the spirit of his foot-

steps, which succeeded each other lightly

and quickly, and by the liveliness of his

voice as he sang in a rural cadence

:

' With the rose and the lily

And the daffadowndilly,

The lads and the lasses a-sheep-shearing go.'

The lonely lane he was following con-

nected the hamlets of Mellstock and Lew-

gate, and to his eyes, casually glancing up-

ward, the silver and black-stemmed birches

with their characteristic tufts, the pale gray

boughs of oak, the dark-creviced elm, all

appeared now as black and flat outlines

upon the sky, wherein the white stars

twinkled so vehemently that their flickering

seemed like the flapping of wings. Within

the woody pass, at a level anything lower

than the horizon, all was dark as the grave.

The copsewood forming the sides of the

bower interlaced its branches so densely,

even at this season of the year, that the

draught from the north-east flew along the
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channel with scarcely an interruption from

lateral breezes.

At the termination of the wood, the

white surface of the lane revealed itself be-

tween the dark hedgerows, like a ribbon

jagged at the edges ; the irregularity being

caused by temporary accumulations ofleaves

extending from the ditch on either side.

The song (many times interrupted by

flitting thoughts which took the place of

several bars, and resumed at a point it

would have reached had its continuity been

unbroken) now received a more palpable

check, in the shape of ' Ho-i-i-i-i-i !' from

the dark part of the lane in the rear of

the singer, who had just emerged from the

trees.

' Ho-i-i-i-i-i !' he answered with uncon-

cern, stopping and looking round, though

with no idea of seeing anything more than

imagination pictured.

1 Is that thee, young Dick Dewy ?' came

from the darkness.

' Ay, sure, Michael Mail.'

' Then why not stop for fellow-craters

—
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going to thy own father's house too, as we

be, and knowen us so well?'

Young Dick Dewy faced about and con-

tinued his tune in an under-whistle, imply-

ing that the business of his mouth could

not be checked at a moment's notice by the

placid emotion of friendship.

Having escaped both trees and hedge,

he could now be distinctly seen rising

against the sky, his profile appearing on the

light background like the portrait of a

gentleman in black cardboard. It assumed

the form of a low-crowned hat, an ordi-

nary-shaped nose, an ordinary chin, an ordi-

nary neck, and ordinary shoulders. What he

consisted of farther down was invisible from

lack of sky low enough to picture him on.

Shuffling, halting, irregular footsteps of

various kinds were now heard, coming up

the hill from the dark interior of the grove,

and presently there emerged severally five

men of different ages and gaits, all of them

working villagers of the parish ofMellstock.

They too had lost their rotundity with the

daylight, and advanced against the sky in
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flat outlines, like some procession in Assy-

rian or Egyptian incised work. They repre-

sented the chief portion of Mellstock parish

choir.

The first was a bowed and bent man,

who carried a fiddle under his arm, and

walked as if engaged in studying some sub-

ject connected with the surface of the road.

He was Michael Mail, the man who had

hallooed to Dick.

The next was Mr. Robert Penny, boot-

and shoe-maker ; a little man, who, though

rather round-shouldered, walked as if that

fact had not come to his own knoAvledge,

moving on with his back very hollow and

his face fixed on the north quarter of the

heavens before him, so that his lower waist-

coat-buttons came first, and then the re-

mainder of his figure. His features were

invisible
;
yet when he occasionally looked

round, two faint moons of light gleamed

for an instant from the precincts of his eyes,

denoting that he wore spectacles of a circu-

lar form.

The third was Elias Spinks, who walked
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perpendicularly and dramatically. The

fourth outline was that of Joseph Bowman,

who had now no distinctive appearance be-

yond that of a human being. Finally came

a weak lath-like form, trotting and stumb-

ling along with one shoulder forward and

his head inclined to the left, his arms dang-

ling nervelessly in the wind as if they were

empty sleeves. This was Thomas Leaf.

' Where be the boys ?' said Dick to this

somewhat indifferently-matched assembly.

The eldest of the group, Michael Mail,

cleared his throat from a great depth.

' We told them to keep back at home

for a time, thinken they wouldn't be wanted

yet awhile ; and we could choose the tuens,

and so on.'

' Father and grandfather William have

expected ye a little sooner. I have just

been for a run to warm my feet.'

' To be sure father did! To be sure 'a

did expect us— to taste the little barrel

beyond compare that he's going to tap.'

' 'Od rabbit it all ! Never heard a word

of it !' said Mr. Penny, small gleams of de-
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light appearing upon his spectacle-glasses,

Dick meanwhile singing parenthetically,

' The lads and the lasses a-sheep-shearing go.'

' Neighbours, there's time enough to

drink a sight of drink now afore bedtime,'

said Mail.

'Trew, trew—time enough to get as

drunk as lords!' replied Bowman cheer-

fully.

This argument being convincing, they

all advanced between the varying hedges

and the trees dotting them here and there,

kicking their toes occasionally among the

crumpled leaves. Soon appeared glimmer-

ing indications of the few cottages forming

the small hamlet of Lewgate, for which

they were bound, whilst the faint sound

of church-bells ringing a Christmas peal

could be heard floating over upon the breeze

from the direction of Mintfield parish on

the other side of the hills. A little wicket

admitted them to a garden, and they pro-

ceeded up the path to Dick's house.
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CHAPTER II.

THE TRANTEK'S.

It was a small low cottage with a thatched

pyramidal roof, and having dormer win-

dows breaking up into the eaves, a single

chimney standing in the very midst. The

window-shutters were not yet closed, and

the fire- and candle-light within radiated

forth upon the bushes of variegated box and

thick laurestinus growing in a throng out-

side, and upon the bare boughs of several

codlin-trees hanging about in various dis-

torted shapes, the result of early training as

espaliers, combined with careless climbing

into their boughs in later years. The walls of

the dwelling were for the most part covered

with creepers, though these were rather

beaten back from the doorway— a feature

which was worn and scratched by much
passing in and out, giving it by day the

appearance of an old keyhole. Light

streamed through the cracks and joints of a

wooden shed at the end ofthe cottage, a sight
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which nourished a fancy that the purpose

of the erection must be rather to veil bright

attractions than to shelter unsightly neces-

saries. The noise of a beetle and wedges

and the splintering ofwood was periodically

heard from this direction ; and at the other

end of the house a steady regular munch-

ing and the occasional scurr of a rope be-

tokened a stable, and horses feeding with-

in it.

The choir stamped severally on the door-

stone to shake from their boots any frag-

ment of dirt or leaf adhering thereto, then

entered the house, and looked around to

survey the condition of things. Through

the open doorway of a small inner room

on the left hand, of a character between

pantry and cellar, was Dick Dewy's father,

Reuben, by vocation a 'tranter,' or irregu-

lar carrier. He was a stout florid man about

forty years of age, who surveyed people up

and down when first making their acquaint-

ance, and generally smiled at the horizon

or other distant object during conversa-

tions with friends, walking about with a
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steady sway, and turning out his toes very

considerably. Being now occupied in bend-

ing over a hogshead, that stood in the pan-

try ready horsed for the process of broach-

ing, he did not take the trouble to turn or

raise his eyes at the entry of his visitors,

well knowing by their footsteps that they

were the expected old acquaintance.

The main room, on the right, was decked

with bunches of holly and other evergreens,

and from the middle of the huge beam bi-

secting the ceiling hung the mistletoe, of a

size out of all proportion to the room, and

extending so low that it became necessary

for a full-grown person to walk round it in

passing, or run the risk of entangling his

hair. This apartment contained Mrs. Dewy
the tranter's wife, and the four remaining

children, Susan, Jim, Bessy, and Charley,

graduating uniformly though at wide stages

from the age of sixteen to that of four years

—the eldest of the series being separated

from Dick the firstborn by a nearly equal

interval.

Some circumstance having apparently
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caused much grief to Charley just previous

to the entry of the choir, he had absently

taken down a looking-glass, and was holding

it before his face to see how the human

countenance appeared when engaged in

crying, which survey led him to pause at

the various points in each wail that were

more than ordinarily striking, for a more

thorough appreciation of the general effect.

Bessy was leaning against a chair, and

glancing under the plaits about the waist

of the plaid frock she wore, to notice the

original unfaded pattern of the material as

there preserved, her face bearing an ex-

pression of regret that the brightness had

passed away from the visible portions. Mrs.

Dewy sat in a brown settle by the side of

the glowing wood fire—so glowing that

with a doubting compression of the lips she

would now and then rise and put her hand

upon the hams and flitches of bacon lining

the chimney, to reassure herself that they

were not being broiled instead of smoked,

—a misfortune that had been known to

happen at Christmas-time.
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' Hullo, my sonnies, here you be, then!'

said Reuben Dewy at length, standing up

and blowing forth a vehement gust of

breath. ' How the blood do puff up in

anybody's head, to be sure, stooping like

that ! I was just coming athwart to hunt

ye out.' He then carefully began to wind a

strip of brown paper round a brass tap he

held in his hand. ' This in the cask here

is a drop o' the right sort' (tapping the

cask) ;
' 'tis a real drop o' cordial from the

best picked apples—Horner's and Cadbury's

—you d'mind the sort, Michael?' (Michael

nodded. ) ' And there's a sprinkling of they

that grow down by the orchard - rails—
streaked ones—rail apples Ave d'call 'em, as

'tis by the rails they grow, and not know-

ing the right name. The water-cider from

'em is as good as most people's best cider is.'

' Ay, and of the same make too,' said

Bowman. ' It rained when we wrung it

out, and the water got into it, folk will say.

But 'tis on'y an excuse. Watered cider is

too common among us.'

' Yes, yes ; too common it is !' said Spinks
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with an inward sigh, whilst his eyes seemed

to be looking at the world in an abstract

form rather than at the scene before him.

' Such poor liquor makes a man's throat

feel very melancholy—and is a disgrace to

the name of stimmilent.'

' Come in, come in, and draw up to the

fire; never mind your shoes,' said Mrs.

Dewy, seeing that all except Dick had

paused to wipe them upon the door-mat.

' I be glad that you've stepped up-along at

last; and, Susan, you run across to Gam-

mer Caytes's and see if you can borrow

some larger candles than these fourteens.

Tommy Leaf, don't ye be afeard ! Come
and sit here in the settle.'

This was addressed to the young man

before mentioned, consisting chiefly of a

human skeleton and a smock-frock, and who

was very awkward in his movements, ap-

parently on account of having grown so

very fast, that before he had had time to

get used to his height he was higher.

' Hee—hee—ay !' replied Leaf, letting

his mouth continue to smile for some time
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after his mind had done smiling, so that his

teeth remained in view as the most conspi-

cuous members of his body.

' Here, Mr. Penny,' continued Mrs.

Dewy, 'you sit in this chair. And how's

your daughter, Mrs. Brownjohn?'

' Well, I suppose I must say pretty fair,'

adjusting his spectacles a quarter of an inch

to the right. ' But she'll be worse before

she's better, 'a b'lieve.'

' Indeed—poor soul ! And how many

will that make in all, four or five?'

' Five ; they've buried three. Yes, five

;

and she no more than a maid yet. How-

ever, 'twas to be, and none can gainsay

it.'

Mrs. Dewy resigned Mr. Penny. ' Won-

der where your grandfather James is?' she

inquired of one of the children. ' He said

he'd drop in to-night.'

'Out in fuel -house with grandfather

William,' said Jimmy.
' Now let's see what we can do,' was

heard spoken about this time by the tranter

in a private voice to the barrel, beside
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which he had again established himself,

and was stooping to cut away the cork.

' Reuben, don't make such a mess o'

tapping that barrel as is mostly made in

this house,' Mrs. Dewy cried from the fire-

place. ' I'd tap a hundred without wasting

more than you do in one. Such a squizzling

and squirting job as 'tis in your hands.

There, he always was such a clumsy man

indoors.'

' Ay, ay ; I know you'd tap a hundred,

Ann— I know you would; two hundred,

perhaps. But I can't promise. This is a

old cask, and the wood's rotted away about

the tap-hole. The husbird of a feller Sam
Lawson—that ever I should call'n such,

now he's dead and gone, pore old heart !

—

took me in completely upon the feat of

buying this cask. " Reub," says he—'a

always used to call me plain Reub, pore old

heart !
—" Reub," he said, says he, " that

there cask, Reub, is as good as new; yes,

good as new 'Tis a wine-hogshead; the

best port-wine in the commonwealth have

been in that there cask ; and you shall have
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en for ten shillens, Reub,"
—

'a said, says

he— "he's worth twenty, ay, five and-

twenty, if he's worth one; and an iron

hoop or two put round en among the

wood ones will make en worth thirty

shillens of any man's money, if
—

"
'

'I think I should have used the eyes

that Providence gave me to use afore I paid

any ten shillens for a jimcrack wine-barrel

;

a saint is sinner enough not to be cheated.

But 'tis like all your family were, so easy

to be deceived.'

' That's as true as gospel of this mem-

ber,' said Reuben.

Mrs. Dewy began a smile at the ans-

wer, then altering her lips and re-folding

them so that it was not a smile, commenced

smoothing little Bessy's hair ; the tranter

having meanwhile suddenly become oblivi-

ous to conversation, occupying himself in a

deliberate cutting and arrangement of some

more brown paper for the broaching oper-

ation.

' Ah, who can believe sellers !' said old

Michael Mail in a carefully-cautious voice,
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by way of tiding-over this critical point of

affairs.

' No one at all,' said Joseph Bowman,
in the tone of a man fully agreeing with

everybody.

' Ay,' said Mail, in the tone of a man
who did not agree with everybody as a

rule, though he did now ;
' I knowed an

auctioneering feller once—a very friendly

feller 'a was too. And so one day as I was

walking down the front street of Caster-

bridge, I passed a shop-door and see him

inside, stuck upon his perch, a-selling off.

I jest nodded to en in a friendly way as I

passed, and went my way, and thought no

more about it. Well, next day, as I was

oilen my boots by fuel-house door, if a letter

didn't come wi' a bill in en, charging me
with a feather-bed, bolster, and pillers, that

I had bid for at Mr. Taylor's sale. The

slim-faced martel had knocked 'em down to

me because I nodded to en in my friendly

way ; and I had to pay for 'em too. Now,

I hold that that was cutting it very close,

Reuben ?'

c
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' 'Twas close, there's no denying,' said

the general voice.

' Too close, 'twas,' said Reuben, in the

rear of the rest. ' And as to Sam Lawson

—pore heart ! now he's dead and gone too

!

—I'll warrant, that if so be I've spent one

hour in making hoops for that barrel, I've

spent fifty, first and last. That's one of my
hoops'—touching it with his elbow— ' that's

one of mine, and that, and that, and all

these.'

' Ah, Sam was a man !' said Mr. Penny,

looking contemplatively at a small stool.

' Sam was !' said Bowman, shaking his

head twice.

' Especially for a drap o' drink,' said the

tranter.

'Good, but not religious -good,' sug-

gested Mr Penny.

The tranter nodded. Having at last

made the tap and hole quite ready, ' Now
then, Suze, bring a mug,' he said. 'Here's

luck to vis, my sonnies!'

The tap went in, and the cider imme-

diately squirted out in a horizontal shower
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over Reuben's hands, knees, and leggings,

and into the eyes and neck of Charley, who,

having temporarily put off his grief under

pressure of more interesting proceedings,

was squatting down and blinking near his

father.

' There 'tis again!' said Mrs. Dewy
' D—1 take the hole, the cask, and Sam

Lawson too, that good cider should be

wasted like this !' exclaimed the tranter

excitedly ' Your thumb ! Lend me your

thumb, Michael ! Ram it in here, Michael

!

I must get a bigger tap, my sonnies.'

'Idd it cold inthide te hole?' inquired

Charley of Michael, as he continued in a

stooping posture with his thumb in the cork-

hole.

'What wonderful odds and ends that

chiel has in his head to be sure !' Mrs. Dewy
admiringly exclaimed from the distance. ' I

lay a wager that he cares more about the

climate inside that barrel than in all the

other parts of the world put together.'

All persons present put on a speaking

countenance ofadmiration for the cleverness
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alluded to, in the midst of which Reuben

returned. The operation was then satisfac-

torily performed ; when Michael arose, and

stretched his head to the extreme st fraction

of height that his body would allow of, to

restraighten his bent back and shoulders

—

thrusting out his arms and twisting his fea-

tures to a mere mass of wrinkles at the

same time, to emphasise the relief acquired.

A quart or two of the beverage was then

brought to table, at which all the new arri-

vals reseated themselves with wide- spread

knees, their eyes meditatively seeking out

with excruciating precision any small speck

or knot in the table upon which the gaze

might precipitate itself.

' "What ever is father a-biding out in fuel-

house so long for?' said the tranter. ' Never

such a man as father for two things—cleav-

ing up old dead apple-tree wood and play-

ing the bass-viol. 'A'd pass his life between

the two, that 'a would.' He stepped to the

door and opened it.

' Father !'

' Ay !' rang thinly from round the corner.
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' Here's the barrel tapped, and we all

a-waiting
!'

A series of dull thuds, that had been

heard through the chimney-back for some

time past, now ceased ; and after the light

of a lantern had passed the window and

made wheeling rays upon the ceiling inside,

the eldest of the Dewy family appeared.

CHAPTER III.

THE ASSEMBLED CHOIR.

William Dewy—otherwise grandfather

William—was now about seventy; yet an

ardent vitality still preserved a warm and

roughened bloom upon his face, which re-

minded gardeners of the sunny side of a

ripe ribstone-pippin ; though a narrow strip

of forehead, that was protected from the

weather by lying above the line of his hat-

brim, seemed to belong to some town man,

so gentlemanly was its whiteness. His was

a humorous and gentle nature, not unmixed

with a frequent melancholy ; and he had a
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firm religious faith. But to his neighbours

he had no character in particular. If they

saw him pass by their windows when they

had been bottling off old mead, or when they

had just been called long-headed men who

might do anything in the world if they

chose, they thought concerning him, 'Ah,

there's that good-hearted man—open as a

child !' If they saw him just after losing a

shilling or half-a-crown, or accidentally let-

ting fall a piece of crockery, they thought,

' There's that poor weak-minded man Dewy
again ! Ah, he'll never do much in the

world either!' If he passed when fortune

neither smiled nor frowned on them, they

merely thought him old William Dewy.

'Ah, so's—here you be!— Ah, Michael

and Joseph and John—and you too, Leaf! a

merry Christmas all ! We shall have a rare

leg-wood fire directly, Reub, if it d'go by the

toughness of the job I had in cleaving 'em.'

As he spoke he threw down an armful of

logs, which fell in the chimney-corner with

a rumble, and looked at them with some-

thing of the admiring enmity he would
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have bestowed on living people who had

been very obstinate in holding their own.
' Come in, grandfather James.'

Old James (grandfather on the maternal

side) had simply called as a visitor. He
lived in a cottage by himself, and many
people considered him a miser : some, rather

slovenly in his habits. He now came for-

ward from behind grandfather William,

and his stooping figure formed a well-illumi-

nated picture as he passed towards the fire-

place. Being by trade a mason, he wore a

long linen apron reaching almost to his

toes, corduroy breeches and gaiters, which,

together with his boots, graduated in

tints of whitish-brown by constant friction

against lime and stone. He also wore a very

stiff fustian coat, having folds at the elbows

and shoulders as unvarying in their arrange-

ment as those in a pair of bellows: the

ridges and the projecting parts of the coat

collectively exhibiting a shade different

from that of the hollows, which were lined

with small ditch-like accumulations of stone

and mortar-dust. The extremely large side-
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pockets, sheltered beneath wide flaps, bulged

out convexly whether empty or full ; and

as he was often engaged to work at build-

ings far away—his breakfasts and dinners

being eaten in a strange chimney-corner,

by a garden wall, on a heap of stones, or

walking along the road—he carried in theseO CD

pockets a small tin canister of butter, a

small canister of sugar, a small canister of

tea, a paper of salt, and a paper of pepper
;

the bread, cheese, and meat, forming the

substance of his meals, hanging up behind

him in his basket among the hammers and

chisels. If a passer-by looked hard at him

when he was drawing forth any of these,

—

'My larders,' he said, with a pinched smile.

' Better try over number seventy-eight

before we start, I suppose ?' said William,

pointing to a heap of old Chrismas-carol

books on a side table.

' Wi' all my heart,' said the choir gene-

rally.

' Number seventy-eight was always a

teaser—always. I can mind him ever since

I was growing up a hard boy-chap.'
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' But he's a good tune, and worth a mint

o' practice,' said Michael.

'He is ; though I've been mad enough

wi' that tune at times to seize en and tear

en all to linnet. Ay, he's a splendid carrel

—there's no denying that.'

' The first line is well enough,' said Mr.

Spinks ;
' but when you come to " 0, thou

man," you make a mess o't.'

' We'll have another go into en, and see

what we can make of the martel. Half an

hour's hammering at en will conquer the

toughness of en ; I'll warn it.'

' 'Od rabbit it all !' said Mr. Penny, in-

terrupting with a flash of his spectacles,

and at the same time clawing at something

in the depths of a large side-pocket. ' If so

be I hadn't been as scatter-brained and

thirtinodll as a chiel, I should have called at

the schoolhouse wi' a boot as I cam up-

along. What ever is coming to me I really

can't estimate at all
!'

' The brain hev its weaknesses,' mur-

mured Mr. Spinks, waving his head omin-

ously
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'Well, I must call with en the first

thing to-morrow. And I'll empt my pocket

o' this last too, if you don't mind, Mrs.

Dewy.' He drew forth a last, and placed

it on a table at his elbow. The eyes of

three or four followed it.

' Well,' said the shoemaker, seeming to

perceive that the sum-total of interest the

object had excited was greater than he had

anticipated, and warranted the last's being

taken up again and exhibited, ' now, whose

foot do ye suppose this last was made for?

It was made for Geoffrey Day's father, over

at Yalbury Wood. Ah, many's the pair o'

boots he've had off the last ! Well, when 'a

died, I used the last for Geoffrey, and have

ever since, though a little doctoring was

wanted to make it do. Yes, a very quaint

humorous last it is now, 'a b'lieve,' he con-

tinued, turning it over caressingly. 'Now,

you notice that there' (pointing to a lump

of leather bradded to the toe)—'that's avery

bad bunion that he've had ever since 'a was

a boy- Now, this remarkable large piece'

(pointing to a patch nailed to the side)
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' shows an accident he received by the tread

of a horse, that squashed his foot a'most

to a pomace. The horseshoe cam full-

butt on this point, you see. And so I've

just been over to Geoffrey's, to know if he

wanted his bunion altered or made bigger

in the new pair I'm making.'

During the latter part of this speech,

Mr. Penny's left hand wandered towards

the cider-cup, as if the hand had no connec-

tion with the person speaking; and bring-

ing his sentence to an abrupt close, all but

the extreme margin of the bootmaker's face

was eclipsed by the circular brim of the

vessel.

' However, I was going to say,' con-

tinued Penny, putting down the cup, 'I

ought to have called at the school'—here he

went groping again in the depths of his

pocket— ' to leave this without fail, though

I suppose the first thing to-morrow will do.'

He now drew forth and placed upon the

table a boot— small, light, and prettily

shaped— upon the heel of which he had

been operating. ' The new schoolmistress's
!'
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' Ay, no less ; Miss Fancy Day : as nate

a little figure of fun as ever I see, and just

husband-high.'

' Xever Geoffrey's daughter Fancy ?' said

Bowman, as all glances present converged

like wheel-spokes upon the boot in the centre

of them.

'Yes, sure,' resumed Mr. Penny, regard-

ing the boot as if that alone were his audi-

tor ;
' 'tis she that's come here schoolmis-

tress. You knowed his daughter was in

training ?'

' Strange, isn't it, for her to be here

Christmas-night, Master Penny ?'

' Yes; but here she is, 'a b'lieve.'

' I know how she d'come here—so I do !'

chirruped one of the children.

' Why ?' Dick inquired, with subtle in-

terest.

' Parson Maybold was afraid he couldn't

manage us all to-morrow at the dinner, and

he talked o' getting her jist to come over and

help him hand about the plates, and see we
didn't make beasts of ourselves; and that's

what she's come for!'
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' And that's the boot, then,' continued

its mender imaginatively, 'that she'll walk

to church in to-morrow morning. I don't

care to mend boots I don't make ; but

there's no knowing what it may lead to, and

her father always comes to me.'

There, between the cider-mug and the

candle, stood this interesting receptacle of

the little unknown's foot ; and a very pretty

boot it was. A character, in fact—the flexi-

ble bend at the instep, the rounded locali-

ties of the small nestling toes, scratches

from careless scampers now forgotten—all,

as repeated in the tell-tale leather, evi-

dencing a nature and a bias. Dick surveyed

it with a delicate feeling that he had no

right to do so without having first asked

the owner of the foot's permission.

' Now, naibours, though no common eye

can see it,' the shoemaker went on, ' a man

in the trade can see the likeness between

this boot and that last, although that is so

deformed as hardly to be called one of God's

creatures, and this is one of as pretty a

pair as you'd get for ten-and-sixpence in
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Casterbridge. To you, nothing ; but 'tis

father's foot and daughter's foot to me, as

plain as houses.'

' I don't doubt there's a likeness, Master

Penny—a mild likeness—a far-remote like-

ness—still, a likeness as far as that goes,'

said Spinks. ' But / haven't imagination

enough to see it, perhaps.'

Mr. Penny adjusted his spectacles.

'Now, I'll tell you what happened to

me once on this very point. You used to

know Johnson the dairyman, William?'

' Ay, sure ; that I did.'

' Well, 'twasn't opposite his house, but

a little lower down—by his pigsty, in front

o' Parkmaze Pool. I was a-walking down

the lane, and lo and behold, there was a

man just brought out o' the Pool, dead; he

had been bathing, and gone in flop over his

head. Men looked at en ; women looked at

en ; children looked at en , nobody knowed

en. He was covered in a cloth; but I

catched sight of his foot, just showing out

as they carried en along. " I don't care

Avhat name that man went by," I said, in my
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bold way, " but he's John Woodward's bro-

ther; lean swear to the family foot." At

that very moment, up comes John Wood-

ward, weeping and crying, "I've lost my
brother ! I've lost my brother

!"

'

' Only to think ofthat !' said Mrs. Dewy.
' 'Tis well enough to know this foot and

that foot,' said Mr. Spinks. ' 'Tis some-

thing, in fact, as far as that goes. I know

little, 'tis true—I say no more; but show

me a man's foot, and I'll tell you that man's

heart.'

' You must be a cleverer feller, then,

than mankind in jineral,' said the tranter.

' Well, that's nothing for me to speak

of,' returned Mr. Spinks solemnly ' A man

acquires. Maybe I've read a leaf or two

in my time. I don't wish to say anything

large, mind you ; but nevertheless, maybe

I have.'

' Yes, I know,' said Michael soothingly,

' and all the parish knows, that ye've read

something of everything almost. Learning's

a worthy thing, and ye've got it, Master

Spinks.'
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'I make no boast, though I ma)7 have

read and thought a little; and I know—it

may be from much perusing, but I make

no boast—that by the time a man's head is

finished, 'tis almost time for him to creep

underground. I am over forty-five.'

Mr. Spinks emitted a look to signify that

if his head was not finished, nobody's head

ever could be.

' Talk of knowing people by their feet
!'

said Eeuben. ' Rot me, my sonnies, then,

if I can tell what a man is from all his

members put together, oftentimes.'

' But still, look is a good deal,' observed

grandfather William absently, moving and

balancing his head till the tip of grand-

father James's nose was exactly in a right

line with William's eye and the mouth of a

miniature cavern he was discerning in the

fire. ' By the way,' he continued in a fresher

voice, and looking up, ' that young crater,

the schoolmistress, must be sung to to-

night wi' the rest? If her ear is as fine as

her face, we shall have enough to do to be

up-sides with her.'
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' What about her face ?' said young

Dewy
' Well, as to that,' Mr. Spinks replied,

4
'tis a face you can hardly gainsay. A very

good face—and a pink face, as far as that

goes. Still, only a face, when all is said

and done.'

' Come, come, Elias Spinks, say she's a

pretty maid, and. have done wi' her,' said

the tranter, again preparing to visit the

cider-barrel.

CHAPTER IV

GOING THE BOUNDS.

Shortly after ten o'clock, the singing-

boys arrived atthe tranter's house, whichwas

invariably the place of meeting, and prepa-

rations were made for the start. The older

men and musicians wore thick coats, with

stiff perpendicular collars, and coloured

handkerchiefs wound round and round the

neck till the end came to hand, over all

which they just showed their ears and

noses, like people looking over a wall. The

D
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remainder, stalwart ruddy men and boys,

were mainly dressed in snow-white smock-

frocks, embroidered upon the shoulders

and breasts, in ornamental forms of hearts,

diamonds, and zigzags. The cider-mug was

emptied for the ninth time, the music-books

were arranged, and the pieces finally decided

upon. The boys in the mean time put the

old horn-lanterns in order, cut candles into

short lengths to fit the lanterns ; and a thin

fleece of snow having fallen since the early

part of the evening, those who had no leg-

gings went to the stable and wound wisps

of hay round their ankles to keep the insi-

dious flakes from the interior of their boots.

Mellstock was a parish of considerable

acreage, the hamlets composing it lying at

a much greater distance from each other

than is ordinarily the case. Hence several

hours were consumed in playing and sing-

ing within hearing of every family, even if

but a single air were bestowed on each.

There was East Mellstock, the main village

;

half a mile from this were the church and

the vicarage, called West Mellstock, and
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originally the most thickly - populated

portion. A mile north-east lay the hamlet

of Lewgate, where the tranter lived; and

at other points knots of cottages, besides

solitary farmsteads and dairies.

Old William Dewy, with the violoncello,

played the bass ; his grandson Dick the

treble violin ; and Eeuben and Michael Mail

the tenor and second violins respectively -

The singers consisted of four men and

seven boys, upon whom devolved the task

of carrying and attending to the lanterns,

and holding the books open for the players.

Directly music was the theme, old William

ever and instinctively came to the front.

' Now mind, naibours,' he said, as they all

went out one by one at the door, he himself

holding it ajar and regarding them with a

critical face as they passed, like a shepherd

counting out his sheep. ' You two counter-

boys, keep your ears open to Michael's fin-

gering, and don't ye go straying into the

treble part along o' Dick and his set, as ye

did last year ; and mind this especially when

we be in " Arise.* and hail." Billy Chimlen,
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don't you sing quite so raving mad as you

fain would ; and, all o' ye, whatever ye do,

keep from making a great scuffle on the

ground when we go in at people's gates;

but go quietly, so as to strik' up all of a

sudden, like spirits.'

' Farmer Ledlow's first?'

' Farmer Ledlow's first ; the rest as

usual.'

'And, Voss,' said the tranter termina-

tively, ' you keep house here till about half-

past two ; then heat the metheglin and cider

in the warmer you'll find turned up upon

the copper; and bring it wi' the victuals

to church-porch, as th'st know.'

Just before the clock struck twelve, they

lighted the lanterns and started. The moon,

in her third quarter, had risen since the

snow-storm ; but the dense accumulation of

snow-cloud weakened her power to a faint

twilight, which was rather pervasive of the

landscape than traceable to the sky. The

breeze had gone down, and the rustle of

their feet, and tones of their speech, echoed
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with an alert rebound from every post,

boundary-stone, and ancient wallthey passed,

even where the distance of the echo's origin

was less than a few yards. Beyond their

own slight noises nothing was to be heard,,

save the occasional howl of foxes in the

direction of Yalbury Wood, or the brush

of a rabbit among the grass now and then,

as it scampered out of their way

Most of the outlying homesteads and

hamlets had been visited by about two-

o'clock : they then passed across the Home
Plantation toward the main village. Pur-

suing no recognised track, great care was

necessary in walking lest their faces should

come in contact with the low -hanging

boughs of the old trees, which in many

spots formed dense overgrowths of inter-

laced branches.

'Times have changed from the times

they used to be,' said Mail, regarding no-

body can tell what interesting old pano-

ramas with an inward eye, and letting his

outward glance rest on the ground, because

it was as convenient a position as any.
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' People don't care much about us now

!

I've been thinking, we must be almost the

last left in the county of the old string

players. Barrel-organs, and they next door

to 'em that .you blow wi' your foot, have

come in terribly of late years.'

'Ah!' said Bowman, shaking his head;

and old William, on seeing him, did the

same thing.

' More's the pity,' replied another. ' Time

was—long and merry ago now !—when not

one of the varmits was to be heard of; but

it served some of the choirs right. They

should have stuck to strings as we did, and

keep out clar'nets, and done away with ser-

pents. If you'd thrive in musical religion,

stick to strings, says I.'

' Strings are well enough, as far as that

goes,' said Mr. Spinks.

' There's worse things than serpents,'

said Mr. Penny. ' Old things pass away,

'tis true ; but a serpent was a good old

note : a deep rich note was the serpent.'

' Clar'nets, however, be bad at all times,'

said Michael Mail. ' One Christmas—years
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agone now, years—I went the rounds wi'

the Dibbeach choir. 'Twas a hard frosty

night, and the keys of all the clar'nets froze

—ah, they did freeze !—so that 'twas like

drawing a cork every time a key was

opened ; the players o' 'em had to go into

a hedger and ditcher's chimley-corner, and

thaw their clarinets every now and then.

An icicle o' spet hung down from the end

of every man's clar'net a span long ; and as

to fingers—well, there, if ye'll believe me,

we had no fingers at all, to our know-

ledge.'

' I can well bring back to my mind,'

said Mr. Penny, ' what I said to poor Joseph

Ryme (who took the tribble part in High-

Story Church for two-and-forty year) when

they thought of having clar'nets there.

"Joseph," I said, says I, "depend upon't, if

so be you have them tooting clar'nets you'll

spoil the whole set-out. Clar'nets were not

made for the service of Providence
;
you

can see it by looking at 'em," I said. And

what cam o't? Why, my dear souls, the

parson set up a barrel-organ on his own ac-
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count within two years o' the time I spoke,

and the old choir went to nothing.'

' As far as look is concerned,' said the

tranter, ' I don't for my part see that a fid-

dle is much nearer heaven than a clar'net.

"lis farther off. There's always a rakish,

scampish countenance about a fiddle that

seems to say the Wicked One had a hand in

making o'en; while angels be supposed to

play clar'nets in heaven, or som'at like 'em,

if ye may believe picters.'

' Robert Penny, you were in the right,'

broke in the eldest Dewy. ' They should ha'

stuck to strings. Your brass-man, is brass

—well and good
;
your reed-man, is reed

—

well and good; your percussion-man, is

percussion—good again. But I don't care

who hears me say it, nothing will speak to

your heart wi' the sweetness of the man of

strings!'

' Strings for ever!' said little Jimmy.
' Strings alone would have held their

ground against all the new comers in crea-

tion.' (' True, true !' said Bowman.) ' But
clar'nets was death.' ('Death they was !' said
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Mr. Penny )
' And harmoniums,' William

continued in a louder voice, and getting

excited by these signs of approval, 'har-

moniums and barrel - organs' ('Ah!' and

groans from Spinks) 'be miserable—what

shall I call 'em?—miserable—

'

' Sinners,' suggested Jimmy, who made

large strides like the men, and did not lag

behind like the other little boys.

' Miserable machines for such a divine

thing as music !'

' Right, "William, and so they be !' said

the choir with earnest unanimity

By this time they were crossing to a

wicket in the direction of the school, which,

standing on a slight eminence on the op-

posite side of a cross lane, now rose in un-

varying and dark flatness against the sky.

The instruments were retuned, and all the

band entered the enclosure, enjoined by old

William to keep upon the grass.

'Number seventy -eight,' he softly gave

out as they formed round in a semicircle, the

boys opening the lanterns to get a clearer

light, and directing their rays on the books.
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Then passed forth into the quiet night

an ancient and well-worn hymn, embodying

Christianity in words peculiarly befitting

the simple and honest hearts of the quaint

characters who sang them so earnestly.

' Remember Adam's fall,

thou man

:

Remember Adam's fall

From Heaven to Hell.

Remember Adam's fall
;

How he hath condemn'd all

In Hell perpetual

Therefore to dwell.

Remember God's goodnesse,

thou man

:

Remember God's goodnesse,

His promise made.

Remember God's goodnesse;

He sent his Son sinlesse

Our ails for to redress,

Our hearts to aid.

In Bethlehem he was born,

thou man:

In Bethlehem he was born,

For mankind's sake.

In Bethlehem he was bom,
Christmas-day i' the morn :

Our Saviour did not scorn

Our faults to take.
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Give thanks to God alway,

thou man :

Give thanks to God alway

With heart-felt joy.

Give thanks to God alway

On this our joyful day :

Let all men sing and say,

Holy, Holy !'

Having concluded the last note, they

listened for a minute or two, but found that

no sound issued from the school-house.

' Forty breaths, and then, " 0, what

unbounded goodness !" number fifty nine,'

said William.

This was duly gone through, and no

notice whatever seemed to be taken of the

performance.

' Surely 'tisn't an empty house, as befell

us in the year thirty-nine and forty-three
!'

said old Dewy, with much disappointment.

' Perhaps she's jist come from some

noble city, and sneers at our doings,' the

tranter whispered.

' 'Od rabbit her !' said Mr. Penny, with

an annihilating look at a corner of the school

chimney, ' I don't quite stomach her, ifthis
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is it. Your plain music well done is as

worthy as your other sort done bad, a'

b'lieve souls; so say I.'

' Forty breaths, and then the last,'

said the leader authoritatively. ' " Rejoice,

ye tenants of the earth," number sixty-

four.'

At the close, waiting yet another minute,

he said in a clear loud voice, as he had said

in the village at that hour and season for

the previous forty years

:

' A merry Christmas to ye !'

CHAPTER V.

THE LISTENERS.

When the expectant stillness consequent

upon the exclamation had nearly died out

of them all, an increasing light made itself

visible in one of the windows of the upper

floor. It came so close to the blind that

the exact position of the flame could be

perceived from the outside. Remaining

steady for an instant, the blind went up-
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ward from before it, revealing to thirty con-

centrated eyes a young girl, framed as a

picture by the window-architrave, and un-

consciously illuminating her countenance

to a vivid brightness by a candle she held

in her left hand, close to her face, her right

hand being extended to the side of the win-

dow. She was wrapped in a white robe

of some kind, whilst down her shoulders

fell a twining profusion of marvellously rich

hair, in a wild disorder which proclaimed

it to be only during the invisible hours of

the night that such a condition was dis-

coverable. Her bright eyes were looking

into the gray world outside with an uncer-

tain expression, oscillating between courage

and shyness, which, as she recognised the

semicircular group of dark forms gathered

before her, transformed itself into pleasant

resolution.

Opening the window, she said lightly

and warmly

:

' Thank you, singers, thank you !'

Together went the window quickly and

quietly, and the blind started downward
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on its return to its place. Her fair fore-

head and eyes vanished ; her little mouth

;

her neck and shoulders ; all of her. Then

the spot of candlelight shone nebulously as

before ; then it moved away.

' How pretty !' exclaimed Dick Dewy.
' If she'd been rale wexwork she couldn't

ha' been comelier,' said Michael Mail.

' As near a thing to a spiritual vision

as ever I wish to see !' said tranter Dewy
fervently.

' 0, sich I never, never see !' said Leaf.

All the rest, after clearing their throats

and adjusting their hats, agreed that such

a sight was worth singing for.

' Now to Farmer Shinar's, and then re-

plenish our insides, father,' said the tran-

ter.

' Wi' all my heart,' said old William,

shouldering his bass-viol.

Farmer Shinar's was a queer lump of a

house, standing at the corner of a lane that

ran obliquely into the principal thorough-

fare. The upper windows were much wider

than they were high, and this feature, to-
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gether with a broad bay-window where the

door might have been expected, gave it

by day the aspect of a human countenance

turned askance, and wearing a sly and

wicked leer. To-night nothing was visible

but the outline of the roof upon the sky

The front of this building was reached,

and the preliminaries arranged as usual.

' Forty breaths, and number thirty-two,

— " Behold the morning star," ' said old

William.

They had reached the end of the second

verse, and the fiddlers were doing the up

bow-stroke previously to pouring forth the

opening chord of the third verse, when,

without a light appearing or any signal

being given, a roaring voice exclaimed

:

' Shut up ! Don't make your blaring

row here. A feller wi' a headache enough

to split likes a quiet night.'

Slam went the window.

' Hullo, that's an ugly blow for we

artists !' said the tranter, in a keenly appre-

ciative voice, and turning to his companions.

' Finish the carrel, all who be friends of
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harmony !' said old William commandingly

;

and they continued to the end.

' Forty breaths, and number nineteen
!'

said William firmly. ' Give it him well

;

the choir can't be insulted in this manner !'

A light now flashed into existence, the

window opened, and the farmer stood re-

vealed as one in a terrific passion.

'Drown en!— drown en!' the tranter

cried, fiddling frantically. ' Play fortissimy,

and drown his spaking !'

' Fortissimy !' said Michael Mail, and the

music and singing waxed so loud that it

was impossible to know what Mr. Shinar

had said, was saying, or was about to say

;

but wildly flinging his arms and body

about in the form of capital Xs and Ys,

he appeared to utter enough invectives to

consign the whole parish to perdition.

'Very unseemly—very!' said old Wil-

liam, as they retired. ' Never such a dread-

ful scene in the whole round o' my carrel

practice—never! And he a churchwarden!'

' Only a drap o' drink got into his head,'

said the tranter. ' Man's well enough when
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he's in his religious frame. He's in his

worldly frame now. Must ask en to our

bit of a party to-morrer night, I suppose,

and so put en in track again. We bear no

martel man ill-will.'

They now crossed Twenty-acres to pro-

ceed to the lower village, and met Voss

with the hot mead and bread-and-cheese as

they were crossing the churchyard. This

determined them to eat and drink before

proceeding farther, and they entered the

belfry- The lanterns were opened, and the

whole body sat round against the walls on

benches and whatever else was available,

and made a hearty meal. In the pauses of

conversation could be heard through the

floor overhead a little world of undertones

and creaks from the halting clockwork,

which never spread farther than the tower

they were born in, and raised in the more

meditative minds a fancy that here lay the

direct pathway of Time.

Having done eating and drinking, the

instruments were again tuned, and once

more the party emerged into the night air.
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' Where's Dick ?' said old Dewy.

Every man looked round upon every

other man, as if Dick might have been

transmuted into one or the other; and then

they said they didn't know.

' Well now, that's what I call very nasty

of Master Dicky, that I do so,' said Michael

Mail.

' He've clinked off home-along, depend

upon 't,' another suggested, though not quite

believing that he had.

'Dick!' exclaimed the tranter, and his

voice rolled sonorously forth among the

yews.

He suspended his muscles rigid as stone

whilst listening for an answer, and fmdinff

he listened in vain, turned to the assem-

blage.

' The tribble man too ! Now if he'd been

a tinner or counter chap, we might ha' con-

trived the rest o't without en, you see.

But for a choir to lose the tribble, why, my
sonnies, you may so well lose your '

The tranter paused, unable to mention an

image vast enough for the occasion.
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'Your head at once,' suggested Mr.

Penny.

The tranter moved a pace, as if it were

puerile of people to complete sentences

when there were more pressing things to

be done.

'Was ever heard such a thing as a

young man leaving his work half done and

turning tail like this
!'

' Never,' replied Bowman, in a tone sig-

nifying that he was the last man in the

world to wish to withhold the formal finish

required of him.

' I hope no fatal tragedy has overtook

the lad!' said his grandfather.

' O no,' replied tranter Dewy placidly.

' Wonder where he've put that there fiddle

of his. Why that fiddle cost thirty shillens,

and good words besides. Somewhere in

the damp, without doubt ; that there instru-

ment will be unglued and spoilt in ten

minutes—ten ! ay, two.'

' What in the name o' righteousness can

have happened ?' said old William still more

uneasily.
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Leaving their lanterns and instruments

in the belfry they retraced their steps. ' A
strapping lad like Dick d'know better than

let anything happen onawares,' Reuben re-

marked. ' There's sure to be some poor

little scram reason for't staring us in the

face all the while.' He lowered his voice

to a mysterious tone :
' Naibours, have ye

noticed any sign of a scornful woman in his

head, or suchlike ?'

' Xot a glimmer of such a body. He's

as clear as water yet.'

' And Dicky said he should never

marry,' cried Jimmy, 'but live at home
always along wi' mother and we !'

' Ay, ay, my sonny ; every lad has said

that in his time.'

They had now again reached the pre-

cincts of Mr. Shinar's, but hearing nobody

in that direction, one or two went across to

the school-house. A light was still burning

in the bedroom, and though the blind was

down, the window had been slightly opened,

as if to admit the distant notes of the carol-

lers to the ears of the occupant of the room.
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Opposite the window, leaning motion-

less against a wall, was the lost man, his

arms folded, his head thrown back, his

eyes fixed upon the illuminated lattice.

' Why, Dick, is that thee ? What's doing

here ?'

Dick's body instantly flew into a more

rational attitude, and his head was seen to

turn east and west in the gloom, as if en-

deavouring to discern some proper answer to

that question ; and at last he said in rather

feeble accents,

' Nothing, father.'

' Th'st take long enough time about it

then, upon my body,' said the tranter, as

they all turned towards the vicarage.

' I thought you hadn't done having snap

in the belfry,' said Dick.

' Why, we've been traypsing and ram-

bling about, looking everywhere like any-

thing, and thinking you'd done fifty horrid

things, and here have you been at nothing

at all!'

' The insult lies in the nothingness of

the deed,' murmured Mr. Spinks.
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The vicarage garden was their next

field of operation, and Mr. Maybold, the

lately-arrived incumbent, duly received his

share of the night's harmonies. It was hoped

that by reason of his profession he would

have been led to open the window, and an

extra carol in quick time was added to draw

him forth. But Mr. Maybold made no stir.

' A bad sign !' said old William, shaking

his head.

However, at that same instant a musi-

cal voice was heard exclaiming from inner

depths of bedclothes,

' Thanks, villagers !'

' What did he say ?' asked Bowman,

who was rather dull of hearing. Bowman's

voice, being therefore loud, had been heard

by the vicar within.

'I said, "Thanks, villagers!"' cried the

vicar again.

'Beg yer pardon; didn't hear ye the

first time !' cried Bowman.
' Now don't for heaven's sake spoil the

young man's temper by answering like that!'

said the tranter.
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'You won't do that, my friends!' the

vicar shouted.

' Well to be sure, what ears !' said Mr.

Penny in a whisper. ' Beats any horse or

dog in the parish, and depend upon't, that's

a sign he's a proper clever chap.'

' We shall see that in time,' said the

tranter.

Old William, in his gratitude for such

thanks from a comparatively new inhabi-

tant, was anxious to play all the tunes over

again ; but renounced his desire on being

reminded by Reuben that it would be best

to leave well alone.

' Now putting two and two together,'

the tranter continued, as they wended their

way to the other portion of the village,

' that is, in the form of that young vision we

seed just now, and this young tinner-voiced

parson, my belief is she'll wind en round

her finger, and twist the pore young feller

about like the figure of 8—that she will so,

my sonnies.'
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CHAPTER VI.

CHRISTMAS MORNING.

The choir at last reached their beds, and

slept like the rest of the parish. Dick's

slumbers, through the three or four hours

remaining for rest, were disturbed and

slight ; an exhaustive variation upon the

incidents that had passed that night in con-

nection with the school-window going on in

his brain every moment of the time.

In the morning, do what he would—go

upstairs, downstairs, out of doors, speak of

the wind and weather, or what not—he

could not refrain from an unceasing renewal,

in imagination, ofthat interesting enactment.

Tilted on the edge of one foot he stood

beside the fireplace, watching his mother

grilling rashers ; but there was nothing in

grilling, he thought, unless the Vision

grilled. The limp rasher hung down be-

tAveen the bars of the gridiron like a cat in

a child's arms; but there was nothing in

similes. He looked at the daylight shadows
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of a yellow hue, dancing with the firelight

shadows in blue on the whitewashed chim-

ney corner, but there was nothing in

shadows. ' Perhaps the new young worn

—

sch—Miss Fancy Day will sing in church

with us this morning,' he said.

The tranter looked a long time before

he replied, ' I fancy she will ; and yet I

fancy she won't.'

Dick implied that such a remark was

rather to be tolerated than admired ; though

the slight meagreness observable in the in-

formation conveyed disappointed him less

than may be expected, deliberateness in

speech being known to have, as a rule, more

to do with the machinery of the tranter's

throat than with the matter enunciated.

They made preparations for going to

church as usual; Dick with extreme alac-

rity, though he would not definitely con-

sider why he was so religious. His won-

derful nicety in brushing and cleaning his

best light boots had features which ele-

vated it to the rank of an art. Every

particle and speck of last week's mud was
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scraped and brushed from toe and heel

;

new blacking from the packet was carefully

mixed and made use of, regardless of ex-

pense. A coat was laid on and polished
;

then another coat for increased blackness:

and lastly a third, to give the perfect and

mirror-like jet which the hoped-for ren-

contre demanded.

It being Christmas-day, the tranter

prepared himself with Sunday particularity.

Loud sousing and snorting noises were heard

to proceed from the back quarters of the

dwelling, proclaiming that he was there

performing his great Sunday wash, lasting

half an hour, to which his washings on

working-day mornings were mere flashes in

the pan. Vanishing into the outhouse with

a large brown basin, and the above-named

bubblings and snortings being carried on

for about twenty minutes, the tranter would

appear round the edge of the door, smelling

like a summer fog, and looking as if he had

just narrowly escaped a watery grave with

the loss of hat and neckerchief, having since

been weeping bitterly till his eyes were red

;
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a crystal drop of water hanging ornament-

ally at the bottom of each ear, one at the

tip of his nose, and others in the form of

spangles about his hair.

After a great deal of crunching upon the

sanded stone floor by the feet of father, son,

and grandson as they moved to and fro in

these preparations, the bass-viol and fiddles

were taken from their nook, and the strings

examined and screwed a little above concert

pitch, that they might keep their tone when

service commenced, to obviate the awkward

contingency of having to retune them at the

back of the gallery during a cough, sneeze,

or amen—an inconvenience which had been

known to arise in damp wintry weather.

The three left the door and paced down

Mellstock-lane, bearing under their arms the

instruments in faded green-baize bags, and

old brown music-books in their hands ; Dick

continually finding himself in advance of the

other two, and the tranter moving on with

toes turned outwards to an enormous angle.

Seven human heads in a row were now

observable over a hedge of laurel, which
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proved to be the choristers waiting ; sitting

occasionally on the churchyard wall and

letting their heels dangle against it, to pass

the time. The musicians being now in

sight, the youthful party scampered off and

rattled up the old wooden stairs of the gal-

lery like a regiment of cavalry ; the other

boys of the parish waiting outside looking

at birds, cats, and other creatures till the

vicar entered, when they suddenly subsided

into sober church-goers, and passed down

the aisle with echoing heels.

The gallery of Mellstock Church had

a status and sentiment of its own. A
stranger there was regarded with a feeling

altogether differing from that of the congre-

gation below towards him. Banished from

the nave as an intruder whom no originality

could make interesting, he was received

above as a curiosity that no unfitness could

render dull. The gallery, too, looked down

upon and knew the habits of the nave to its

remotest peculiarity, and had an extensive

stock of exclusive information about it

;

whilst the nave knew nothing of the gallery
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people, as gallery people, beyond their loud-

sounding minims and chest notes. Such

topics as that the clerk was always chewing

tobacco except at the moment of crying

amen ; that he had a dust-hole in his pew

;

that during the sermon certain young

daughters of the village had left off caring

to read anything so mild as the marriage

service for some years, and now regularly

studied the one which chronologically fol-

lows it ; that a pair of lovers touched fin-

gers through a knot-hole between their pews

in the manner ordained by their great ex-

emplars, Pyramus and Thisbe ; that Mrs.

Ledlow, the farmer's wife, counted her

money and reckoned her week's marketing

expenses during the first lesson—all news

to those below—were stale subjects here.

Old William sat in the centre of the

front row, his violoncello between his knees

and two singers on each hand. Behind

him, on the left, came the treble singers and

Dick ; and on the right the tranter and the

tenors. Farther back was old Mail with

the altos and supernumeraries.
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But before they had taken their places,

and whilst they were standing in a circle at

the back of the gallery practising a psalm

or two, Dick cast his eyes over his grand-

father's shoulder, and saw the vision of the

past night enter the porch-door as methodi-

cally as if she had never been a vision at

all. A new atmosphere seemed suddenly to

be puffed into the ancient edifice by her

movement, which made Dick's body and

soul tingle with novel sensations. Directed

by Shinar, the churchwarden, she proceeded

to the short aisle on the north side of the

chancel, a spot now allotted to a throng of

Sunday-school girls, and distinctly visible

from the gallery -front by looking under

the curve of the furthermost arch on that

side.

Before this moment the church had

seemed comparatively empty—now it was

thronged ; and as Miss Fancy rose from her

knees and looked around her for a perma-

nent place in which to deposit herself—fin-

ally choosing the remotest corner—'Dick

began to breathe more freely the warm new
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air she had brought with her ; to feel rush-

ings of blood, and to have impressions that

there was a tie between her and himself

visible to all the congregation.

Ever afterwards the young man could

recollect individually each part of the ser-

vice of that bright Christmas morning, and

the minute occurrences which took place as

its hours slowly drew along ; the duties of

that day dividing themselves by a complete

line from the services of other times. The

tunes they that morning essayed remained

with him for years, apart from all others;

also the text; also the appearance of the

layer of dust upon the capitals of the piers

;

that the holly-bough in the chancel archway

was hung a little out of the centre—all the

ideas, in short, that creep into the mind

when reason is only exercising its lowest

activity through the eye.

By chance or by fate, another young

man who attended Mellstock Church on that

Christmas morning had towards the end of

the service the same instinctive perception

of an interesting presence, in the shape of
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the same bright maiden, though his emotion

reached a far less - developed stage. And
there was this difference, too, that the per-

son in question was surprised at his condi-

tion, and sedulously endeavoured to reduce

himself to his normal state of mind. He
was the young vicar, Mr. Maybold.

The music on Christmas mornings was

frequently below the standard ofchurch-per-

formances at other times. The boys were

sleepy from the heavy exertions of the

night ; the men were slightly wearied ; and

now, in addition to these constant reasons,

there was a dampness in the atmosphere

that still farther aggravated the evil. Their

strings, from the recent long exposure to

the night air, rose whole semitones, and

snapped with a loud twang at the most

silent moment; which necessitated more re-

tiring than ever to the back of the gallery,

and made the gallery throats quite husky

with the quantity of coughing and hemming

required for tuning in. The vicar looked

cross.

When the singing was in progress, there
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was suddenly discovered to be a strong and

shrill reinforcement from some point, ulti-

mately found to be the school-girls' aisle.

At every attempt it grew bolder and more

distinct. At the third time of singing, these

intrusive feminine voices were as mighty as

those of the regular singers; in fact, the

flood of sound from this quarter assumed

such an individuality, that it had a time, a

key, almost a tune of its own, surging up-

wards when the gallery plunged downwards,

and the reverse.

Now this had never happened before

within the memory of man. The girls, like

the rest of the congregation, had always

been humble and respectful followers of the

gallery ; singing at sixes and sevens if with-

out gallery leaders ; never interfering with

the ordinances of these practised artists

—

having no will, union, power, or proclivity

except it was given them from the estab-

lished choir enthroned above them.

A good deal of desperation became no-

ticeable in the gallery throats and strings,

which continued throughout the musical

F
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portion of the service. Directly the fiddles

were laid down, Mr. Penny's spectacles put

in their sheath, and the text had been given

out, an indignant whispering began.

'Did ye hear that, souls?' Mr. Penny

said in a groaning breath.

' Brazen-faced hussies !' said Bowman.

'Trew; why, they were every note as

loud as we, fiddles and all, if not louder.'

' Fiddles and all,' echoed Bowman bit-

terly.

' Shall anything bolder be found than

united woman ?' Mr. Spinks murmured.

'What I want to know is,' said the tran-

ter (as if he knew already, but that civilisa-

tion required the form of words), ' what

business people have to tell maidens to sing

like that when they don't sit in a gallery,

and never have entered one in their lives?

That's the question, my sonnies.'

"Tis the gallery have got to sing, all

the world knows,' said Mr. Penny. ' Why,

souls, what's the use o' the ancients spend-

ing scores of pounds to build galleries if

people down in the lowest depths of the
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church sing like that at a moment's no-

tice?'

' Really, I think we useless ones had

better march out of church, fiddles and all
!'

said Mr. Spinks, with a laugh which, to a

stranger, would have sounded mild and real.

Only the initiated body ofmen he addressed

could understand the horrible bitterness of

irony that lurked under the quiet words

' useless ones,' and the ghastliness of the

laughter apparently so natural.

' Never mind ! Let 'em sing too
—

'twill

make it all the louder— hee, hee !' said

Leaf.

' Thomas Leaf, Thomas Leaf ! Where

have you lived all your life?' said grand-

father William sternly

The quailing Leaf tried to look as if he

had lived nowhere at all.

' When all's said and done, my sonnies,'

Eeuben said, 'there'd have been no real

harm in their singing if they had let no-

body hear 'em, and only jined in now and

then.'

'None at all,' said Mr. Penny. 'But
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though I don't wish to accuse people

wrongfully, I'd say before my lord judge

that I could hear every note o' that last

psalm come from 'em as much as from us

—every note as if 'twas their own.'

' Know it ! ah, I should think I did

know it !' Mr. Spinks was heard to observe

at this moment, without reference to his fel-

low-creatures—shaking his head at some

idea he seemed to see floating before him,

and smiling as if he were attending a fune-

ral at the time. ' Ah, do I or don't I know
it!'

No one said ' Know what ?' because all

were aware from experience that what he

knew would declare itself in process of

time.

' I could fancy last night that we should

have some trouble wi' that young man,'

said the tranter, pending the continuance

of Spinks' s speech, and looking towards

the unconscious Mr. Maybold in the pul-

pit.

'/fancy,' said old William, rather se-

verely, ' I fancy there's too much whisper-
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ing going on to be of any spiritual use to

gentle or simple.' Then folding his lips and

concentrating his glance on the vicar, he

implied that none but the ignorant would

speak again ; and accordingly there was

silence in the gallery, Mr. Spinks's telling

speech remaining for ever unspoken.

Dick had said nothing, and the tranter

little, on this episode of the morning; for

Mrs. Dewy at breakfast expressed it as

her intention to invite the youthful leader

of the culprits to the small party it was

customary with them to have on Christmas-

night— a piece of knowledge which had

given a particular brightness to Dick's re-

flections since he had received it. And in

the tranter's slightly cynical nature, party

feeling was weaker than in the other mem-

bers of the choir, though friendliness and

faithful partnership still sustained in him

a hearty earnestness on their account.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE TRANTER'S PARTY.

During the afternoon unusual activity

was seen to prevail about the precincts of

tranter Dewy's house. The flagstone floor

was swept of dust, and a sprinkling of the

finest yellow sand from the innermost stra-

tum ofthe adjoining sand-pit lightly scattered

thereupon. Then were produced large knives

and forks, which had been shrouded in

darkness and grease since the last occasion

ofthe kind, and bearing upon their sides,

' Shear-steel, warranted,' in such emphatic

letters of assurance, that the cutler's name

was not required as further proof, and not

given. The key was left in the tap of the

cider-barrel, instead of being carried in a

pocket. And finally the tranter had to

stand up in the room and let his wife wheel

him round like a turnstile, to see if anythin o-

discreditable was visible in his appearance.

' Stand still till I've been for the scis-

sors,' said Mrs. Dewy.
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The tranter stood as still as a sentinel

at the challenge.

The only repairs necessary were a trim-

ming of one or two whiskers that had ex-

tended beyond the general contour of the

mass ; a like trimming of a slightly frayed

edge visible on his shirt-collar; and a final

tug at a gray hair—to all of which opera-

tions he submitted in resigned silence, ex-

cept the last, which produced a mild ' Come,

come, Ann,' by way of expostulation.

' Really, Reuben, 'tis quite a disgrace to

see such a man,' said Mrs. Dewy, with the

severity justifiable in a long - tried com-

panion, giving him another turn round, and

picking several of Smiler's hairs from the

shoulder of his coat. Reuben's thoughts

seemed engaged elsewhere, and he yawned.

' And the collar of your coat is a shame to

behold—so plastered with dirt, or dust, or

grease, or something. Why, wherever could

you have got it?'

' 'Tis my warm nater in summer-time,

I suppose. I always did get in such a heat

when I bustle about.'
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' Ay, the Dewys always were such a

coarse - skinned family. There's your bro-

ther Bob— as fat as a porpoise—just as

bad; wi' his low, mean, "How'st do, Ann?"

whenever he meets me. I'd " How'st do"

him, indeed ! If the sun only shines out a

minute, there be you all streaming in the

face—I never see
!'

' If I be hot week-days, I must be hot

Sundays.'

' If any of the girls should turn after

their father 'twill be a poor look-out for

'em, poor things ! None of my family was

sich vulgar perspirers, not one of 'em. But,

Lord-a-mercy, the Dewys! I don't know

how ever I came into such a family-'

' Your woman's weakness when I asked

ye to jine us. That's how it was, I suppose ;'

but the tranter appeared to have heard

some such words from his wife before, and

hence his answer had not the energy it

might have possessed if the inquiry had

possessed the charm of novelty.

' You never did look so well in a pair

o' trousers as in them,' she continued in
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the same unimpassioned voice, so that the un-

friendly criticism of the Dewy family seemed

to have been more normal than spontaneous.

' Such a cheap pair as 'twas too. As big

as any man could wish to have, and lined

inside, and double-lined in the lower parts,

and an extra piece of stiffening at the bot-

tom. And 'tis a nice high cut that comes

up right under your armpits, and there's

enough turned down inside the seams to

make half a pair more, besides a piece of

stuff left that will make an honest waist-

coat—all by my contriving in buying the

stuff at a bargain, and having it made up

under my eye. It only shows what may
be done by taking a little trouble, and not

going straight to the rascally tailors.'

The discourse was cut short by the

sudden appearance of Charle}^ on the scene

with a face and hands of hideous blackness,

and a nose guttering like a candle. Why,
on that particularly cleanly afternoon, he

should have discovered that the chimney-

crook and chain from which the hams were

suspended should have possessed more merits
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and general interest as playthings than any

other article in the house, is a question for

nursing mothers to decide. However, the

humour seemed to lie in the result being,

as has been seen, that any given player

with these articles was in the long-run

daubed with soot, The last that was seen

of Charley by daylight after this piece of

ingenuity was when in the act of vanishing

from his father's presence round the corner

of the house,—looking back over his shoul-

der with an expression of great sin on his

face, like Cain as the Outcast in Bible pic-

tures.

The guests had all assembled, and the

tranter's party had reached that degree of

development which accords with ten o'clock

p.m. in rural assemblies. At that hour the

sound of a fiddle in process of tuning was

heard from the inner pantry

.

' That's Dick,' said the tranter. ' That

lad's crazy for a jig.'

'Dick! Now I cannot— really, I can-

not allow any dancing at all till Christmas-
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day is out,' said old William emphatically.

' "When the clock ha' done striking twelve,

dance as much as ye like.'

' Well, I must say there's reason in that,

William,' said Mrs. Penny ' If you do

have a party on Christmas-day-night, 'tis

only fair and honourable to the Church of

England to have it a sit -still party Jig-

ging parties be all very well, and this, that,

and therefore; but a jigging party looks

suspicious. 0, yes ; stop till the clock

strikes, young folk—so say I.'

It happened that some warm mead ac-

cidentally got into Mr. Spinks's head about

this time.

' Dancing,' he said, ' is a most strength-

ening, enlivening, and courting movement,

especially with a little beverage added ! And
dancing is good. But why disturb what

is ordained, Richard and Reuben, and the

company zhinerally ? Why. I ask, as far

as that goes ?'

' Then nothing till after twelve,' said

William.

Though Reuben and his wife ruled on
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social points, religious questions were mostly

disposed of by the old man, whose firmness

on this head quite counterbalanced a cer-

tain weakness in his handling of domestic

matters. The hopes of the younger mem-

bers of the household were therefore rele-

gated to a distance of one hour and three-

quarters— a result that took visible shape

in them by a remote and listless look about

the eyes—the singing of songs being per-

mitted in the interim.

At five minutes to twelve the soft tun-

ing was again heard in the back quarters;

and when at length the clock had whizzed

forth the last stroke, Dick appeared ready

primed, and the instruments were boldly

handled; old William very readily taking

the bass-viol from its accustomed nail, and

touching the strings as irreligiously as could

be desired.

The country-dance called the 'Triumph,

or Follow my Lover,' was the figure with

which they opened. The tranter took for

his partner Mrs. Penny, and Mrs. Dewy
was chosen by Mr. Penny, who made so
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much of his limited height by a judicious

carriage of the head, straightening of the

back, and important flashes of his spectacle-

glasses, that he seemed almost as tall as

the tranter. Mr. Shinar, age about thirty-

five, farmer and churchwarden, a character

principally composed of watch-chain, with

a mouth always hanging on a smile but

never smiling, had come quite willingly to

the party, and showed a wondrous oblivi-

ousness of all his antics on the previous

night. But the comely, slender, prettily-

dressed prize Fancy Day fell to Dick's lot,

in spite of some private machinations of the

farmer, for the reason that Mr. Shinar, as a

richer man, had shown too much assurance

in asking the favour, whilst Dick had been

duly courteous.

We gain a good view of our heroine as

she advances to her place in the ladies' line.

She belonged to the taller division of mid-

dle height. Flexibility was her first cha-

racteristic, by which she appeared, to enjoy

the most easeful rest when she was in

gliding motion. Her dark eyes—arched by
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brows of so keen, slender, and soft a curve,

that they resembled nothing so much as two

slurs in music—showed primarily a bright

sparkle each. This was softened by a fre-

quent thoughtfulness, yet not so frequent as

to do away, for more than a few minutes at

a time, with a certain coquettishness ; which

in its turn was never so decided as to banish

honesty. Her lips imitated her brows in their

clearly- cut outline and softness of curve;

and her nose was well shaped—which is say-

ing a great deal, when it is remembered that

there are a hundred pretty mouths and

eyes for one pretty nose. Add to this, plen-

tiful knots of dark-brown hair, a gauzy dress

of white, with blue facings ; and the slight-

est idea may be gained of the young maiden

who showed, amidst the rest of the dancing-

ladies, like a flower among vegetables. And

so the dance proceeded. Mr. Shinar, accord-

ing to the interesting rule laid down, de-

serted his own partner, and made off down

the middle with this fair one of Dick's—the

pair appearing from the top of the room

like two persons tripping down a lane to be
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married. Dick trotted behind with, what

was intended to be a look of composure, but

which was, in fact, a rather silly expression

offeature—implying, with too much earnest-

ness, that such an elopement could not be

tolerated. Then they turned and came back,

when Dick grew more rigid around his

mouth, and blushed with ingenuous ardour

as he joined hands with the rival and formed

the arch over his lady's head ; relinquishing

her again at setting to partners, when Mr.

Shinar's new chain quivered in every link,

and all the loose flesh upon the tranter

—

who here came into action again— shook

like jelly. Mrs. Penny, being always rather

concerned for her personal safety when she

danced with the tranter, fixed her face to

a chronic smile of timidity the whole time

it lasted—a peculiarity which filled her fea-

tures with wrinkles, and reduced her eyes

to little straight lines like hyphens, as she

jigged up and down opposite him ; repeating

in her own person not only his proper move-

ments, but also the minor flourishes which

the richness of the tranter's imagination led
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him to introduce from time to time—an

imitation which had about it something of

slavish obedience, not unmixed with fear.

The ear-rings of the ladies now flung

themselves wildly about, turning violent

summersaults, banging this way and that,

and then swinging quietly against the ears

sustaining them. Mrs. Crumpler—a heavy

woman, who, for some reason which nobody

ever thought worth inquiry, danced in a

clean apron—moved so smoothly through

the figure that her feet were never seen;

conveying to imaginative minds the idea

that she rolled on castors.

Minute after minute glided by, and the

party reached the period when ladies' back-

hair begins to look forgotten and dissipated;

when a perceptible dampness makes itself

apparent upon the faces even of delicate

girls—a ghastly dew having for some time

rained from the features of their masculine

partners; when skirts begin to be torn out

of their gathers ; when elderly people, who
have stood up to please their juniors, begin

to feel sundry small tremblings in the re-
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gion of the knees, and to wish the inter-

minable dance was at Jericho; when (at

country parties) waistcoats begin to be un-

buttoned, and when the fiddlers' chairs have

been wriggled, by the frantic bowing of their

occupiers, to a distance of about two feet

from where they originally stood.

Fancy was dancing with Mr. Shinar.

Dick knew that Fancy, by the law of good

manners, was bound to dance as pleasantly

with one partner as with another; yet he

could not help suggesting to himself that

she need not have put quite so much spirit

into her steps, nor smiled quite so frequently

whilst in the farmer's hands.

'I'm afraid you didn't cast off,' said

Dick mildly to Mr. Shinar, before the latter

man's watch-chain had done vibrating from

a recent whirl.

Fancy made a motion of accepting the

correction; but her partner took no no-

tice, and proceeded with the next move-

ment, with an affectionate bend towards her.

' That Shinar' s too fond of her,' the

young man said to himself as he watched

G
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them. They came to the top again, Fancy-

smiling warmly towards her partner, and

went to their places.

' Mr. Shinar, you didn't cast off,' said

Dick, for want of something else to demolish

him with; casting off himself, and being

put out at the farmer's irregularity.

' Perhaps I shan't cast off for any man,'

said Mr. Shinar.

' I think you ought to, sir.'

Dick's partner, a young lady of the

name of Lizzy— called Lizz for short—
tried to mollify.

' I can't say that I myself have much

feeling for casting off,' she said.

' Nor I,' said Mrs. Penny, following up

the argument ;
' especially if a friend and

naibour is set against it. Not but that 'tis

a terrible tasty thing in good hands and

well done; yes, indeed, so say I.'

'All I meant was,' said Dick, rather

sorry that he had spoken correctingly to a

guest, ' that 'tis in the dance ; and a man

has hardly any right to hack and mangle

what was ordained by the regular dance-
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maker, who, I daresay, got his living by

making 'em, and thought of nothing else

all his life.'

' I don't like casting off : then very

well; I cast off for no dance -maker that

ever lived.'

Dick now appeared to be doing mental

arithmetic, the act being really an effort to

present to himself, in an abstract form, how

far an argument with a formidable rival

ought to be carried, when that rival was

his mother's guest. The dead-lock was put

an end to by the stamping arrival up the

middle of the tranter, who, despising mi-

nutiae on principle, started a theme of his

own.

' I assure you, naibours,' he said, ' the

heat of my frame no tongue can tell !' He
looked around, and endeavoured to give,

by a forcible gaze of self- sympathy, some

faint idea of the truth.

Mrs. Dewy formed one of the next

couple.

' Yes,' she said in an auxiliary tone,

' Reuben always was such a hot man.'
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Mrs. Penny implied the correct species

of sympathy that such a class of affliction

required, by trying to smile and to look

grieved at the same time.

' If he only walk round the garden of a

Sunday morning, his shirt-collar is as limp

as no starch at all,' continued Mrs. Dewy,

her countenance lapsing parenthetically into

a housewifely expression of concern at the

reminiscence.

'Come, come, you wimmen-folk; 'tis

hands-across—come, come!' said the tran-

ter; and the conversation ceased for the

present.

CHAPTER VIII.

THEY DANCE MORE WILDLY.

Dick had at length secured Fancy for

that most delightful of country-dances, be-

ginning with six-hands-round.

' Before we begin,' said the tranter,

'my proposal is, that 'twould be a right

and proper plan for every martel man in
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the dance to pull off his jacket, considering

the heat.'

' Such low notions as you have, Reuben

!

Nothing but strip will go down with you

when you are a-dancing. Such a hot man
as he is

!'

' Well, now, look here, my sonnies,' he

argued to his wife, whom he often addressed

in the plural masculine for convenience of

epithet merely ;
' I don't see that. You

dance and get hot as fire; therefore you

lighten your clothes. Isn't that nater and

reason for gentle and simple ? If I strip by

myself and not necessary, 'tis rather pot-

housey, I own ; but if we stout chaps strip

one and all, why, 'tis the native manners of

the country, which no man can gainsay -

Hey—what do you say, my sonnies?'

' Strip we will !' said the three other

heavy men; and their coats were accord-

ingly taken off and hung in the passage,

whence the four sufferers from heat soon

reappeared, marching in close column, with

flapping shirt-sleeves, and having, as com-

mon to them all, a general glance of being
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now a match for any man or dancer in

England or Ireland. Dick, fearing to lose

ground in Fancy's good opinion, retained

his coat ; and Mr. Shinar did the same from

superior knowledge.

And now a further phase of rural revelry

had disclosed itself. It was the time of

night when a guest may write his name in

the dust upon the tables and chairs, and a

bluish mist pervades the atmosphere, be-

coming a distinct halo round the candles;

when people's nostrils, wrinkles, and cre-

vices in general, seem to be getting gradu-

ally plastered up ; when the very fiddlers as

well as the dancers get red in the face, the

dancers having advanced farther still towards

incandescence, and entered the cadaverous

phase ; the fiddlers no longer sit down, but

kick back their chairs and saw madly at the

strings, with legs firmly spread and eyes

closed, regardless of the visible world.

Again and again did Dick share his Love's

hand with another man, and wheel round

;

then, more delightfully, promenade in a cir-

cle with her all to himself, his arm holding her
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waist more firmly each time, and his elbow

getting farther and farther behind her back,

till the distance reached was rather notice-

able ; and, most blissful, swinging to places

shoulder to shoulder, her breath curling

round his neck like a summer zephyr that

had strayed from its proper date. Thread-

ing the couples one by one they reached

the bottom, when there arose in Dick's

mind a minor misery lest the tune should

end before they could work their way to

the top again, and have aneAv the same ex-

citing run down through. Dick's feelings

on actually reaching the top in spite of his

doubts were supplemented by a mortal fear

that the fiddling might even stop at this

supreme moment ; which prompted him to

convey a stealthy whisper to the far-gone

musicians, to the effect that they were not

to leave off till he and his partner had

reached the bottom of the dance once more,

which remark was replied to by the nearest

of those convulsed and quivering men by a

private nod to the anxious young man be-

tween two semiquavers of the tune, and a
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simultaneous 'All right, ay, ay,' without

opening his eyes. Fancy was now held so

closely, that Dick and she were practically

one person. The room became to Dick like

a picture in a dream; all that he could re-

member of it afterwards being the look of

the fiddlers going to sleep, as humming-tops

sleep—by increasing their motion and hum,

together with the figures of grandfather

James and old Simon Crumpler sitting by

the chimney-corner, talking and nodding

in dumb-show, and beating the air to their

emphatic sentences like people in a railway

train.

The dance ended. ' Piph-h-h-h !' said

tranter Dewy, blowing out his breath in

the very finest stream of vapour that a

man's lips could form. ' A regular tightener,

that one, sonnies!' He wiped his forehead,

and went to the cider-mug on the table.

' Well !' said Mrs. Penny, flopping into a

chair, 'my heart haven't been in such a

thumping state of uproar since I used to sit

up on old Midsummer-eves to see who my
husband was going to be.'
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' And that's getting on for a good few

years ago now, from what I've heard you
tell,' said the tranter without lifting his eyes

from the cup he was filling. Being now
engaged in the business of handing round

refreshments, he was warranted in keeping

his coat off still, though the other heavy

men had resumed theirs.

' And a thing I never expected would

come to pass, if you'll believe me, cam to

pass then,' continued Mrs. Penny. ' Ah,

the first spirit ever I see on a Midsummer-

eve was a puzzle to me when he appeared,

a hard puzzle, so say I
!'

' So I should have imagined ; as far as

that goes,' said Elias Spinks.

'Yes,' said Mrs. Penny, throwing her

glance into past times, and talking on in a

running tone of complacent abstraction, as

if a listener were not a necessity. ' Yes
;

never was I in such a taking as on that

Midsummer-eve ! I sat up, quite deter-

mined to see if John Wildway was going to

marry me or no. I put the bread-and-

cheese and cider quite ready, as the witch's
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book ordered, and I opened the door, and I

waited till the clock struck twelve, my
nerves all alive, and so distinct that I could

feel every one of 'em twitching like bell-

wires. Yes, sure ! and when the clock had

struck, lo and behold, I could see through

the door a little small man in the lane wi'

a shoemaker's apron on.'

Here Mr. Penny stealthily enlarged

himself half an inch.

'Now John Wildway,' Mrs. Penny con-

tinued, ' who courted me at that time, was a

shoemaker, you see, but he was a very fair-

sized man, and I couldn't believe that any

such a little small man had anything to do

wi' me, as anybody might. But on he came,

and crossed the threshold— not John, but

actually the same little small man in the

shoemaker's apron
—

'

' You needn't be so mighty particular

about little and small !' said her husband,

pecking the air with his nose.

' In he walks, and down he sits, and

my goodness me, didn't I flee upstairs,

body and soul hardly hanging together

!
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Well, to cut a long story short, by-long

and by-late, John Wildway and I had a

miff and parted; and lo and behold, the

coming man came ! Penny asked me if I'd

go snacks with him, and afore I knew what

I was about a'most, the thing was done.'

' I've fancied you never knew better in

your life ; but I may be mistaken,' said

Mr. Penny in a murmur.

After Mrs. Penny had spoken, there

being no new occupation for her eyes, she

still let them stay idling on the past scenes

just related, which were apparently visible

to her in the candle-flame. Mr. Penny's

remark received no reply

During this discourse the tranter and

his wife might have been observed standing

in an unobtrusive corner, in mysterious

closeness to each other, a just perceptible

current of intelligence passing from each to

each, which had apparently no relation

whatever to the conversation of their guests,

but much to their sustenance. A conclu-

sion of some kind having at length been

drawn, the palpable confederacy of man
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and wife was once more obliterated, the

tranter marching off into the pantry,

humming a tune that he couldn't quite

recollect, and then breaking into the words

of a song of which he could remember about

one line and a quarter. Mrs. Dewy men-

tioned a few words about preparations for

a bit of supper.

That portion of the company which

loved eating and drinking then put on a

look to signify that till that moment they

had quite forgotten that it was customary

to eat suppers in this climate
;
going even

farther than this politeness of feature, and

abruptly starting irrelevant subjects, the

exceeding flatness and forced tone of which

rather betrayed their object. The younger

members said they were quite hungry, and

that supper would be delightful though it

was so late.

Good luck attended Dick's love-passes

during the meal. He sat next Fancy, and

had the thrilling pleasure of using perman-

ently a glass which had been taken by

Fancy in mistake ; of letting the outer
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edge of the sole of his boot touch the

lower verge of her skirt; and to add to

these delights, a cat, which had lain un-

observed in her lap for several minutes,

crept across into his own, touching him

with the same portion of fur that had

touched her hand a moment before. Besides

these, there were some little pleasures in

the shape of helping her to vegetable she

didn't want, and when it had nearly alighted

on her plate, taking it across for his own

use, on the plea of waste not, want not. He
also, from time to time, sipped sweet sly

glances at her profile; noticing the set of

her head, the curve of her throat, and other

artistic properties of the lively goddess, who

the while kept up a rather free, not to say

too free, conversation with Mr. Shinar sit-

ting opposite ; which, after some uneasy

criticism, and much shifting of argument

backwards and forwards in Dick's mind, he

decided not to consider of alarming signifi-

cance.

' A new music greets our ears now,' said

Miss Fancy, alluding, with the sharpness
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that her position as village sharpener de-

manded, to the contrast between the rattle

ofknives and forks and the late notes of the

fiddlers.

' Ay ; and I don't know but that 'tis

sweeter in tone when you get above forty,'

said the tranter ;
' except, in faith, 'tis as re-

gards father there : never such a martel man

as he for tunes. They move his soul ; don't

'em, father?'

The eldest Dewy smiled across from his

distant chair an assent to Reuben's remark.

' Spaking of being moved in soul,' said

Mr. Penny, ' I shall never forget the first

time I heard the " Dead March." 'Twas at

poor Corp'l Nineman's funeral at Caster-

bridge. It fairly made my hair creep and

fidget about like a flock of sheep—ah, it

did, souls ! And when they had done, and

the last trump had sounded, and the guns

was fired over the dead hero's grave, an icy-

cold drop of moist sweat hung upon my
forehead, and another upon my jawbone.

Ah, 'tis a very solemn thing !'

' Well, as to father in the corner there,'
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the tranter said, pointing to old William,

who was in the act of filling his mouth;
' he'd starve to death for music's sake now,

as much as when he was a boy -chap of

fifteen.'

' Truly, now,' said Michael Mail, clearing

the corner of his throat in the manner of a

man who meant to be convincing ;
' there's

a friendly tie of some sort between music

and eating.' He lifted the cup to his mouth,

and drank himselfgradually backwards from

a perpendicular position to a slanting one,

during which time his looks performed a

circuit from the wall opposite him to the

ceiling overhead. Then clearing the other

corner of his throat: ' Once I was sitting in

the little kitchen of the Three Choughs at

Casterbridge, having a bit of dinner, and a

brass band struck up in the street. Sich a

beautiful band as that were ! I was sitting

eating fried liver and lights, I well can

mind—ah, I was! and to save my life, I

couldn't help chawing to the tune. Band

played six-eight time; six-eight chaws I,

willynilly. Band plays common ; common
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time went my teeth among the fried liver

and lights as true as a hair. Beautiful

'twere ! Ah, I shall never forget that there

band !'

' That's as musical a circumstance as ever

I heard of,' said grandfather James, with

the absent gaze which accompanies pro-

found criticism.

' I don't like Michael's musical circum-

stances then,' said Mrs. Dewy. ' They are

quite coarse to a person of decent taste.'

Old Michael's mouth twitched here and

there, as if he wanted to smile but didn't

know where to begin, which gradually set-

tled to an expression that it was not dis-

pleasing for a nice woman like the tranter's

wife to correct him.

' Well, now,' said Reuben, with decisive

earnestness, ' that coarseness that's so up-

setting to Ann's feelings is to my mind a

recommendation; for it do always prove a

story to be true. And for the same reason,

I like a story with a bad moral. My sonnies,

all true stories have a coarseness or a bad

moral, depend upon't. If the story-tellers
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could have got decency and good morals

from true stories, who'd ha' troubled to in-

vent parables ?' Saying this the tranter arose

to fetch a new stock of cider, mead, and

home-made wines.

Mrs. Dewy sighed, and appended a re-

mark (ostensibly behind her husband's back,

though that the words should reach his ears

distinctly was understood by both) :
' Such

a man as Dewy is ! nobody do know the

trouble I have to keep that man barely re-

spectable. And did you ever hear too

—

just now at supper-time—talking about

" taties" with Michael in such a labourer's

way. Well, 'tis what I was never brought

up to! With our family 'twas never less

than " taters," and very often "pertatoes"

outright ; mother was so particular and nice

with, us girls : there was no family in the

parish that kept theirselves up more than

we.'

The hour of parting came. Fancy could

not remain for the night, because she had

engaged a woman to wait up for her. She

disappeared temporarily from the flagging

n
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party of dancers, and then came downstairs

wrapped up and looking altogether a differ-

ent person from whom she had been hither-

to, in fact (to Dick's sadness and disap-

pointment), a woman somewhat reserved

and of a phlegmatic temperament—nothing

left in her of the romping girl that she had

been but a short quarter-hour before, who

had not minded the weight of Dick's hand

upon her waist, nor shirked the purlieus of

the mistletoe.

' What a contradiction !' thought the

young man—hoary cynic pro tern. ' What

a miserable delusive contradiction between

the manners of a maid's life at dancing times

and at others ! Look at this idol Fancy ! dur-

ing the whole past evening touchable, press-

able—even kissable. For whole half-hours

I held her so close to me that not a sheet

of paper could have been slipped between

us; and I could feel her heart only just out-

side my own, her existence going on so

close to mine, that I was aware of every

breath in it. A flit is made to the bedroom

—a hat and a cloak put on—and I no more
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dare to touch her than
—

' Thought failed

him, and he returned to life.

But this was an endurable misery in

comparison with what followed. Mr. Shinar

and his watch-chain, taking the. intrusive ad-

vantage that ardent males who are going

homeward along the same road as a pretty

young female always do take of that cir-

cumstance, came forward to assure Fancy

—with a total disregard of Dick's emotions,

and in tones which were certainly not frigid

—that he (Shinar) was not the man to go

to bed before seeing his Lady Fair safe

within her own door— not he : nobody

should say he was that ;—and that he would

not leave her side an inch till the thing was

done—drown him if he would. The pro-

posal was assented to by Miss Day, in Dick's

foreboding judgment with one degree—or

at any rate, an appreciable fraction of a

degree—of warmth beyond that required by

a disinterested desire for protection from

the dangers of the night.

All was over; and Dick surveyed the

chair she had last occupied, looking now
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like a setting from which the gem has been

torn. There stood her glass, and the ro-

mantic teaspoonful of elder wine at the bot-

tom that she couldn't drink by trying ever

so hard, in obedience to the mighty argu-

ments of the tranter (his hand coming

down upon her shoulder the while, like a

Xasmyth hammer) , but the drinker was

there no longer. There were the nine or

ten pretty little crumbs she had left on her

plate ; but the eater was no more seen.

There seemed to be a disagreeable close-

ness ofrelationship between himself and the

members of his family, now that they were

left alone again face to face. His father

seemed quite offensive for appearing to be

in just as high spirits as when the guests

were there ; and as for grandfather James

(who had not yet left), he was quite fiendish

in being rather glad they were gone.

' Really,' said the tranter, in a tone of

placid satisfaction, ' I've had so little time

to attend to myself all the evenen, that I

mane to enjoy a quiet meal now ! A slice

of this here ham—neither too fat nor too
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lane—so ; and then a drop of this vinegar

and pickles—there, that's it—and I shall

be as fresh as a lark again ! And to tell

the truth, my sonny, my inside 've a-been

as dry as a lime-basket all night.'

' I like a party very well,' said Mrs.

Dewy, leaving off the adorned tones she

had been bound to use throughout the

evening, and returning to the natural mar-

riage voice ;
' but, lord, 'tis such a sight of

heavy work next day ! And what with the

plates, and knives and forks, and bits kicked

off your furniture, and I don't know what-

all, why a body could a'most wish there

were no such things as Christmases. Ah-h

dear !' she yawned, till the clock in the

corner had ticked several beats. She cast

her eyes round upon the dust-laden fur-

niture, and sank down overpowered at the

sisrht.

' Well, I be getting all right by degrees,

thank the Lord for't !' said the tranter

cheerfully through a mangled mass of ham
and bread, without lifting his eyes from his

plate, and chopping away with his knife
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and fork as if he were felling trees. ' Ann,

you may as well go on to bed at once, and

not bide there making such sleepy faces;

you look as long-favoured as a fiddle, upon

my life, Ann. There, you must be wearied

out, 'tis true. I'll do the doors and wind

up the clock ; and you go on, or you'll be as

white as a sheet to-morrow.'

' Ay ; I don't know whether I sha'n't or

no.' The matron passed her hand across

her eyes to brush away the film of sleep till

she got upstairs.

Dick wondered how it was that when

people were married they could be so blind

to romance; and was quite certain that if

he ever took to wife that dear impossible

Fancy, he and she would never be so dread-

fully practical and undemonstrative of the

Passion as his father and mother were. The

most extraordinary thing was, that all the

fathers and mothers he knew were just as

undemonstrative as his own.
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CHAPTER IX.

DICK CALLS AT THE SCHOOL.

The early days of the year drew on, and

Fancy, having passed the holiday weeks at

home, returned again to Mellstock.

Every spare minute of the week follow-

ing her return was spent by Dick in acci-

dentally passing the school-house in his

journeys about the neighbourhood; but not

once did she make herself visible. A hand-

kerchief belonging to her had been provi-

dentially found by his mother in clearing

the rooms the day after that of the dance

;

and by much contrivance Dick got it handed

over to him, to leave with her at any time

he was passing the school after her return.

But he delayed taking the extreme measure

of calling with it lest, had she really no

sentiment of interest in him, it might be

regarded as a slightly absurd errand, the

reason guessed ; and the sense of the ludi-

crous, which was rather keen in her, might

do his dignity considerable injury in her
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eyes; and what she thought of him, even

apart from the question of her loving, was

all the world to him now.

But the hour came when the patience

of love at twenty -one could endure no

longer. One Saturday he approached the

school with a mild air of indifference, and

had the satisfaction of seeing the object of

his quest at the farther end of her garden,

trying, by the aid of a spade and gloves, to

root a bramble that had intruded itself there.

He disguised his feeling's from some sus-

picious-looking cottage-windows opposite, by

endeavouring to appear like a man in a

great hurry of business, who wished to

leave the handkerchief and have done with

such trifling errands.

This endeavour signally failed; for on

approaching the gate, he found it locked to

keep the children, who were playing pri-

soner's base in the front, from running into

her private grounds.

She did not see him ; and he could only

think of one thing to be done, which was

to shout her name.
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' Miss Day !'

The words were uttered with a jerk and

a look, which were meant to imply to the

cottages opposite that he was simply a young

man who liked shouting, as being a plea-

sant way of passing his time, without any

reference at all to persons in gardens. The

name died away, and the unconscious Miss

Day continued digging and pulling as

before.

He screwed himself up to enduring the

cottage -windoAvs yet more stoically, and

shouted again. Fancy took no notice what-

ever.

He shouted again the third time, with

desperate vehemence ; then turned suddenly

about and retired a little distance, as if he

had no connection with the school, but was

standing there by chance.

This time she heard him, came down

the garden, and entered the school at the

back. Footsteps echoed across the interior,

the door opened, and three-quarters of the

blooming young schoolmistress's face and

figure stood revealed before him ; a perpen-
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dicular slice on her left-hand side being cut

off by the edge of the door she held ajar.

Having surveyed and recognised him, she

came to the gate.

At sight of him had the pink of her

cheeks increased, lessened, or did it con-

tinue to cover its normal area of ground ?

It was a question meditated several hun-

dreds of times by her visitor in after-hours

—the meditation, after wearying involu-

tions, always ending in one way, that it was

impossible to say.

' Your handkerchief: Miss Day : I called

with.' He held it out spasmodically and

awkwardly. ' Mother found it : under a

chair.'

' 0, thank you very much for bringing

it, Mr. Dewy I couldn't think where I

had dropped it.'

Now Dick, not being an experienced

lover—indeed, never before having been

engaged in the practice of love-making at

all, except in a small schoolboy way—could

not take advantage of the situation; and

out came the blunder, which afterwards
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cost him so many bitter moments and three

sleepless nights :

—

4 Good-morning, Miss Day.'

' Good-morning, Mr. Dewy '

The gate was closed ; she was gone ; and

Dick was standing outside, unchanged in

his condition from what he had been before

he called. Of course Angel was not to

blame—a young woman living alone in a

house could not ask him indoors unless she

had known him better—he should have

kept her outside. He wished that before

he called he had realised more fully than

he did the pleasure of being about to call
;

and turned away.
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Chapter I. Passing by the School.

It followed that as the spring advanced,

Dick "walked abroad much more frequently

than had hitherto been usual with him, and

was continually finding that his nearest

way to or from home lay across the field at

the corner of the school. The first-fruits

of his perseverance were that, on turning

the angle on the nineteenth journey that

way, he saw Miss Fancy's figure, clothed in

a dark-gray dress, looking from a high open

window upon the crown of his hat. Th e

friendly greeting, which was the result oi

this rencounter, was considered so valuable

an elixir that Dick passed still oftener ; and

by the time he had trodden a little path in

the grass where never a path was before,
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he was rewarded with an actual meeting

face to face on the open ground. This

brought another meeting, and another,

Fancy faintly showing by her bearing th a

it was a pleasure to her of some kind to see

him there ; but the sort of pleasure she de-

rived, whether exultation at the hope her

exceeding fairness inspired, or the true feel-

ing which was alone Dick's concern, he could

not anyhow decide, although he meditated

on her every little movement for hours after

it was made.

CHAPTER II.

A MEETING OF THE CHOIR.

It was the evening of a fine spring day-

The descending sun appeared as a nebulous

blaze of amber light, its outline being lost

in cloudy masses hanging round it, like

wild locks of hair.

The chief members of Mellstock parish

choir were standing in a group in front of

Mr. Penny's workshop in the lower village.
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They were all brightly illuminated, and

each was backed up by a shadow as long as

a steeple ; the lowness of the source of light

rendering the brims of their hats of no use

at all as a protection to the eyes.

Mr. Penny's was the last house in that

portion of the parish, and stood in a hollow

by the road-side; so that cart-wheels and

horses' feet were about level with the sill

of his shop-window. This was low and

wide, and was open from morning till even-

ing, Mr. Penny himself being invariably

seen working inside, like a framed portrait

of a shoemaker by some modern Moroni. He

sat facing the road, with a boot on his knees

and the awl in his hand, only looking up for

a moment as he stretched out his arms and

bent forward at the pull, when his spectacles

flashed in the passer's face with a shine of

flat whiteness, and then returned again to

the boot as usual. Rows of lasts, small and

larece, stout and slender, covered the wall

which formed the background, in the ex-

treme shadow of which a kind of dummy
was seen sitting, in the shape of an appren-
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bably to keep it out of his eyes). He smiled

at remarks that floated in from the outside,

but was never known to answer them in

Mr. Penny's presence. Outside the window,

the upper-leather of a Wellington-boot was

usually hung, pegged to a board as if to

dry. No sign was over his door ; in fact

—

as with old banks and mercantile houses

—

advertising in any shape was scorned; and

it would have been felt as beneath his dig-

nity to paint, for the benefit of strangers,

the name of an establishment the trade of

which came solely by connection based on

personal respect.

His visitors now stood on the outside

of his window, sometimes leaning against

the sill, sometimes moving a pace or two

backwards and forwards in front of it. They

talked with deliberate gesticulations to Mr.

Penny, enthroned in the shadow of the in-

terior.

' I do like a man to stick to men who

be in the same line o' life—o' Sundays, any

way—that I do so.'
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' 'Tis like all the doings of folk who don't

know what a day's work is, that's what I say.'

' My belief is the man's not to blame

;

'tis she—she's the bitter weed.'

' JNo, not altogether. He's a poor gawk-

hammer. Look at his sermon yesterday.'

' His sermon was well enough, a very

excellent sermon enough, only he couldn't

put it into words and speak it. That's all

was the matter wi' the sermon. He hadn't

been able to get it past his pen.'

' Well—ay, the sermon might be good

enough ; for, ye see, the sermon of Old

Ecclesiastes himself lay in Old Ecclesiastes's

ink-bottle afore he got it out.'

Mr. Penny, being in the act of drawing

the last stitch tight, could afford time to

look up and throw in a word at this point.

'He's no spouter—that must be said,

'a b'lieve.'

' 'Tis a terrible muddle sometimes with

the man, as far as that goes,' said Spinks.

'Well, we'll say nothing about that,'

the tranter answered ;
' for I don't believe

'twill make a penneth o' difference to we
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poor martels here or hereafter whether his

sermons be good or bad, my sonnies.'

Mr. Penny made another hole with his

awl, pushed in the thread, and looked up

and spoke again at the extension of arms.

' 'Tis his goings-on, souls, that's Avhat

it is.' He clenched his features for an Her-

culean addition to the ordinary pull, and

went on, ' The first thing he do when he

cam here was to be hot and strong about

church business.'

' Trew,' said Spinks; ' that was the very

first thing he do.'

Mr. Penny, having now been offered the

ear of the assembly, accepted it, ceased

stitching, swallowed an unimportant quan-

tity of air as if it were a pill, and con-

tinued :

' The next thing he do is to think about

altering the church, until he found 'twould

be a matter o' cost and what not, and then

not to think no more about it.'

' Trew : that was the next thing he do.'

' And the next thing was to tell the

young chaps that they were not on no ac-

1
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count to put their hats in the font during

service.'

' Trew.'

'And then 'twas this, and then 'twas

that, and now 'tis
—

'

Words were not forcible enough to con-

clude the sentence, and Mr. Penny gave a

huge pull to signify the concluding word.
' Now 'tis to turn us out of the quire

neck and crop,' said the tranter after a

silent interval of half a minute, not at all

by way of explaining the pause and pull,

which had been quite understood, but sim-

ply as a means of keeping the subject well

before the meeting.

Mrs. Penny came to the door at this

point in the discussion. Like all good
wives, however much she was inclined to
play the Tory to her husband's "Whiggism,
and vice versa, in times of peace, shT coa-
lesced with him heartily enough in time of
Avar.

' It must be owned he's not all theiv,
she replied, in a general way, to the fra*
ments of talk she had heard from indoorl

e'
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'Par below poor Mr. Grinham' (the late

vicar).

' Ay, there was this to be said for him,

that you were quite sure he'd never come

mumbudgeting to see ye, just as you were

in the middle of your work, and put you

out with his anxious trouble about you

—

so say I.'

' Never. But as for this new Mr. May-

bold, he's a very singular, well-intentioned

party in that respect, but unbearable; for

as to sifting your cinders, scrubbing your

floors, or emptying your soap-suds, why you

can't do it. I assure you I've not been

able to empt them for several days, unless

I throw 'em up the chimley or out of win-

der; for as sure as the sun you meet him

at the door, coming to ask how you be,

and 'tis such a confusing thing to meet a

gentleman at the door when ye are in the

mess o' washing.'

' Tis only for want of knowing better,

poor gentleman,' said the tranter. ' His

maning's good enough. Ay, your parson

comes by fate : 'tis heads or tails, like pitch-
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halfpenny, and no choosing ; so Ave must take

en as he is, my sonnies, and thank God he's

no worse, I suppose.'

' I fancy I've seen him look across at

Miss Day in a warmer way than Chris-

tianity required,' said Mrs. Penny mus-

ingly; ' but I don't quite like to say it.'

' 0, no ; there's nothing in that,' said

grandfather William.

'If there's nothing, Ave shall see nothing'

Mrs. Penny replied, in the tone of a woman
Avhomight possiblyhave private opinions still.

' Ah, Mr. Grinham was the man !' said

Bowman. ' Why, he never troubled us Avi'

a visit from year's end to year's end. You
might go anywhere, do anything : you'd be
sure never to see him.

v

"A was a right sensible parson,' said
Michael. ' He never entered our door but
once in his life, and that was to tell my
poor wife— ay, poor soul, dead and gone
now, as we all shall!—that as she was such
a old aged person, and lived so far from
the church, he didn't at all expect her to
come any more to the service.'
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' And 'a was a very jinerous gentleman

about choosing the psalms and hymns o' Sun-

days. " Confound ye," says he, "blare and

scrape what ye like, but don't bother me !"

'

' And he was a very honourable good

man in not Avanting any of us to come and

hear him if we were all on-end for a jaunt

or spree, or to bring the babies to be chris-

tened if they were inclined to squalling.

There's virtue in a man's not putting a

parish to spiritual trouble.'

' And there's this man never letting us

have a bit of peace ; but wanting us to be

good and upright till 'tis carried to such a

shameful pitch as I never see the like afore

nor since!'

' Still, for my part,' said old William,

' though he's arrayed against us, I like the

hearty borus-snorus ways ofthe new pa'son.'

' You, ready to die for the quire,' said

Bowman reproachfully, ' to stick up for the

quire's enemy, William!'

' Nobody will feel the loss of our occu-

pation so much as I,' said the old man
firmly ;

' that you d'all know I've been
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in the quire man and boy ever since I was

a chiel of eleven. But for all that 'tisn't in

me to call the man a bad man, because I

truly and sincerely believe en to be a good

young feller.'

Some of the youthful sparkle that used

to reside there animated William's eye as

he uttered the words, and a certain nobility

of aspect was also imparted to him by the

setting sun, which gave him a Titanic sha-

dow at least thirty feet in length, stretching

away to the east in outlines of imposing

magnitude, his head finally terminating

upon the trunk of a grand old oak-tree.

' Mayble's a hearty feller,' the tranter

replied, ' and will spak to you be you dirty

or be you clane. The first time I met en
was in a drong, and though 'a didn't know
me no more than the dead, 'a passed the

time of day " D'ye do?" he said, says he,

nodding his head, " A fine day " Then the

second time I met en was full-buff in town
street, when my breeches were tore all to

strents and lippets by getting through a
copse of thorns and brimbles for a short
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cut home -along; and not wanting to dis-

grace the man by spaking in that state, I

fixed my eye on the weathercock to let en

pass me as a stranger. But no :
" How

d ye do, Reuben ?" says he, right hearty. If

I'd been dressed in silver spangles from top

to toe, the man couldn't have been civiller.'

At this moment Dick was seen coming

up the village-street, and they turned and

watched him.

CHAPTER III.

A TUEN IN THE DISCUSSION.

' I'm afraid Dick's a lost man,' said the

tranter.

'What?—no!' said Mail, implying by

his manner that it was a far commoner

thing for his ears to report what was not

said than that his judgment should be at

fault.

' Ay,' said the tranter, still looking at

Dick's unconscious advance. 'I don't at

all like what I see! There's too many
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o' them looks out of the winder without

noticing anything ; too much shining of

boots ; too much peeping round corners
;

too much looking at the clock ; telling

about clever things She did till you be sick

of it, and then upon a hint to that effect a

horrible silence about her. I've walked the

path once in my life and know the country,

naibours ; and Dick's a lost man !' The

tranter turned a quarter round and smiled

a smile of miserable satire at the rising new
moon, which happened to catch his eye.

The others' looks became far too serious

at this announcement to allow them to speak

;

and they still regarded Dick in the dis-

tance.

' 'Twas his mother's fault,' the tranter

continued, shaking his head two-ancl-half

times, ' in asking the young woman to our

party last Christmas. When I eyed the

blue frock and light heels o' the maid, I

had my thoughts directly. "God bless

thee, Dicky my sonny," I said to myself,
" there's a delusion for thee !" '

'They seemed to be rather distant in
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manner last Sunday, I thought,' said Mail

tentatively, as became one who was not a

member of the family.

'Ay, that's a part of the illness. Dis-

tance belongs to it, slyness belongs to it,

quarest things on earth belongs to it.

There, 'tmay as well come early as late s'far

as I know. The sooner begun, the sooner

over; for come it will.'

'The question I ask is,' said Mr. Spinks,

connecting into one thread the two subjects

of discourse, as became a man learned in

rhetoric, and beating with his hand in a

way which signified that the manner rather

than the matter of his speech was to be

observed, ' how did Mr. Maybold know

she could play the organ ? You know we

had it from her own lips, as far as that

goes, that she has never, first or last,

breathed such a thing to him ; much less

that she ever would play '

In the midst of this puzzle Dick

joined the party, and the news which had

caused such a convulsion among the ancient

musicians was unfolded to him. ' Well,' he
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said, blushing at the allusion to Miss Day,

; I know by some words of hers that she

has particularly wished not to play, because

she is a friend of ours ; and how the alter-

ation comes, I don't know.'

' Now, this is my plan,' said the tranter,

turning from Dick and reviving the spirit

of the discussion by the infusion of new

ideas, as was his custom. ' This is my plan

;

if you don't like it, no harm's done. We
all know one another very well, don't we,

naibours ?'

That they knew one another very well

was received as a statement of much rele-

vance to the present subject, and one which,

though very familiar, should not in the

nature of things be omitted in introductory

speeches.

' Then I say this'—and the tranter in his

emphasis suddenly slapped down his hand

on Mr. Spinks's shoulder with a momentum
of several pounds, upon which Mr. Spinks

tried to look not in the least startled by

what had sent his nerves flying in all direc-

tions— ' I say that we all move down-alono-
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straight as a line to Pa'son Mayble's when

the clock have gone six to-morrow night.

There we one and all stand in the passage,

then one or two of us go in and spak to en,

man and man; and say, "Pa'son Maj^ble,

every tradesman d'like to have his own

way in his workshop, and Mellstock Church

is yours. Instead of turning us out neck

and crop, let us stay on till Christmas, and

we'll gie way to the young woman, Mr.

Mayble, and make no more ado about it.

And we shall always be quite willing to

touch our hats when we meet ye, Mr.

Mayble, just as before." That sounds very

well? Hey?'

' Excellent well in faith, Reuben Dewy.'

' And we won't sit down in his house

;

'twould be looking too' familiar when only

just reconciled.'

' No need at all to sit down. Just do

our duty man and man, turn round, and

march out—he'll think all the more of us

for it.'

' I hardly think Leaf had better go wi'

us ?' said Michael, turning to Leaf and tak-
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ing his measure from top to bottom by the

eye. ' He's so terrible silly that he might

ruin the concern.'

'He don't want to go much; do ye,

Thomas Leaf?' said William.

' Hee-hee! no; I don't want to.'

'I be martal afeard, Leaf, that you'll

never be able to tell how many cuts d'take

to sharpen a spar,' said Mail.

' I never had no head, never! that's how

it happened to happen, hee-hee
!'

They all assented to this, not with any

sense of humiliating Leaf by disparaging

him after an open confession, but because it

was an accepted thing that Leaf didn't in the

least mind having no head, that he habitu-

ally walked about without one being an

unimpassioned matter of parish history

' But I can sing my treble !' continued

Thomas Leaf, quite delighted at being called

a fool in such a friendly way; 'I can sing

my treble as well as any maid, or married

woman either, and better ! And if Jim had

lived, I should have had a clever brother!

To-morrow is poor Jim's birthday He'd
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ha' been twenty-six if he'd lived till to-

morrow.'

' You always seem very sorry for Jim,'

said old William musingly

' Ah ! I do. Such a stay to mother as

he'd always ha' been! She'd never have

had to work in her old ao*e if he had con-

tinued strong, poor Jim !'

' What was his age when 'a died ?'

' Four hours and twenty minutes, poor

Jim. 'A was born as might be at night;

and 'a didn't last as mio;ht be till the morn-

ing. No, 'a didn't last. Mother called en

Jim on the day that would ha' been his

christening day if he had lived; and she's

always thinking about en. You see he

died so very young.'

'Well, 'twas rather youthful,' said Mi-

chael.

* New to my mind that woman is very

imaginative on the subject of children?' said

the tranter, his eye precisely sweeping his

audience as he spoke.

' Ah, well she may be,' said Leaf. ' She

had twelve regularly one after another, and
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they all, except myself, died very young;

either before they was born or just after-

wards.'

' Pore feller too. I suppose th'st want

to come wi' us?' the tranter murmured.
' Well, Leaf, you shall come wi' us as

yours is such a melancholy family,' said old

William rather sadly.

' I never see such a melancholy family

as that afore in my life,' said Reuben.

'There's Leaf's mother, pore woman! Every

morning I see her eyes mooning out through

the panes of glass like a pot-sick winder-

flower; and as Leaf sings a very high

treble, and we don't know what Ave should

do without en for upper G, we'll let en

come as a trate, pore feller.'

' Ay, we'll let en come 'a b'lieve,' said

Mr. Penny, looking up, as the pull happened

to be at that moment.
' Now,' continued the tranter, dispersing

by a new tone of voice this digression about
Leaf; ' as to going to see the pa'son, one of

us might just call and ask en his maning,
and 'twould be just as well done; but it
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will add a bit of a flourish to the cause if the

quire waits on him as a body. Then the

great thing to mind is, not for any of our

fellers to be nervous ; so before starting

we'll one and all come to my house and

have a rasher of bacon; then every man-

jack het a pint of cider into his inside; then

we'll warm up an extra drop wi' some mead

and a bit of ginger ; every man take a

thimbleful—-just a glimmer of a drop, mind

ye, no more, to finish off his inner man

—

and march off to Pa'son Mayble. Why,

sonnies, a man's not himself till he is forti-

fied wi' a bit and a drop ? We shall be able

to look any gentleman in the face then with-

out sin or shame.'

Mail just recovered from a deep medita-

tion and downward glance into the earth in

time to give a cordial approval to this line

of action, and the meeting adjourned.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE INTERVIEW WITH THE VICAR.

At six o'clock the next day, the whole

body of men in the choir emerged from the

tranter's door, and advanced with a firm step

down the lane. This dignity of march gra-

dually became obliterated as they went on,

and by the time they reached the hill be-

hind the vicarage, a faint resemblance to a

flock of sheep might have been discerned in

the venerable party. A word from the

tranter, however, set them right agAn

;

and as they descended the hill, the regular

tramp, tramp, tramp of the united feet was

clearly audible from the vicarage garden.

At the opening of the gate there was ano-

ther short interval of irregular shumin<r,

caused by a rather peculiar habit the gate

had, when swung open quickly, of striking

against the bank and slamming back into

the opener's face.

' Now keep step again, will ye?' said

the tranter solemnly. ' It looks better, and
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more becomes the high class of errand

which has brought us here.' Thus they

advanced to the door.

At Reuben's ring the more modest of

the group turned aside, adjusted their hats,

and looked critically at any shrub that hap-

pened to lie in the line of vision, endea-

vouring thus to give any one who chanced

to look out of the windows the impression

that their request, whatever it was going to

be, was rather a casual thought occurring

whilst they were inspecting the vicar's

shrubbery and grass-plot than a predeter-

mined thing. The tranter, who, coming

frequently to the vicarage with luggage,

coals, firewood, &c, had none of the awe

for its precincts that filled the breasts of

most of the others, fixed his eyes with

much strong feeling on the knocker during

this interval of waiting. The knocker hav-

ing no characteristic worthy of notice, he

relinquished it for a knot in one of the

door-panels, and studied the winding lines

of the grain.

K
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1

0, sir, please, here's tranter Dewy, and

old "William Dewy, and young Richard

Dewy, 0, and all the quire too, sir, except

the boys, a-come to see you!' said Mr. May-

bold's maid-servant to Mr. Maybold, the

pupils of her eyes dilating like circles in a

pond.

' All the choir ?' said the astonished vicar

(who may be shortly described as a good-

looking young man with courageous eyes,

timid mouth, and neutral nose), looking

fixedly at his parlour-maid after speaking,

like a man who fancied he had seen her

face before but couldn't recollect where.

' And they looks very firm, and tranter

Dewy do turn neither to the right hand nor

to the left, but looked quite straight and

solemn with his mind made up !'

' 0, all the choir,' repeated the vicar to

himself, trying by that simple device to trot

out his thoughts on what the choir could

come for.

'Yes; every man-jack of 'em, as 1 be

alive !' (The parlour-maid was rather local

in manner, having in fact been raised in the
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same village. ) ' Really, sir, 'tis thoughted

by many in town and country that
—

'

' Town and country !—Heavens, I had

no idea that I was public property in this

way!' said the vicar, his face acquiring a

hue somewhere between that of the rose

and the peony- 'Well, "It is thought in

town and country that
—

"
'

' It is thought that you are going to get it

hot and strong !—excusen my incivility, sir.'

The vicar suddenly recalled to his recol-

lection that he had long ago settled it to be

decidedly a mistake to encourage his ser-

vant Jane in giving personal opinions. The

servant Jane saw by the vicar's face that

he suddenly recalled this fact to his mind
;

and removing her forehead from the edge

of the door, and rubbing away the indent

that edge had made, vanished into the

passage as Mr. Maybold remarked, ' Show

them in, Jane.'

A few minutes later a shuffling and

jostling (reduced to as refined a form as

was compatible with the nature of shuffles

and jostles) was heard in the passage; then
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an earnest and prolonged wiping of shoes,

conveying the notion that volumes of mud
had to be removed ; but the roads being so

clean that not a particle of dirt appeared

on the choir's boots (those of all the elder

members being newly oiled, and Dick's

brightly polished), this wiping must be set

down simply as a desire to show that these

respectable men had no intention or wish

to take a mean advantage of clean roads for

curtailing proper ceremonies. Xext there

came a powerful whisper from the same

quarter :

—

' Now stand stock-still there, my sonnies,

one and all ! and don't make no noise ; and
keep your backs close to the wall, that com-
pany may pass in and out easy if they want
to without squeezing through ye : and we
two be enough to go in.' . The voice

was the tranter's.

' I wish I could go in, too, and see the

sight !' said a reedy voice—that of Leaf.

' Tis a pity Leaf is so terrible silly, or
else he might,' another said.

' I never in my life seed a quire go into
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a study to have it out about the playing

and singing,' pleaded Leaf; 'and I should

like, too, to see it just once !'

'Very well; we'll let en come in,' said

the tranter feelingly- ' You'll be like chips

in porridge, Leaf—neither good nor hurt.

All right, my sonny, come along ;' and im-

mediately himself, old William, and Leaf

appeared in the room.

' We've took the liberty to come and see

ye, sir,' said Reuben, letting his hat hang

in his left hand, and touching with his right

the brim of an imaginary one on his head.

' We've come to see ye, sir, man and man,

and no offence, I hope?'

' None at all,' said Mr. Maybold.

' This old aged man standing by my side

is father; William Dewy by name, sir.'

'Yes; I see it is,' said the vicar, nod-

ding aside to old William, who smiled.

' I thought ye mightn't know en with-

out his bass-viol,' said the tranter apologeti-

cally ' You see, he always wears his best

clothes and his bass-viol a-Sundays, and it do

make such a difference in a old man's look.'
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' And who's that young man ?' the vicar

said.

' Tell the pa'son yer name,' said the

tranter, turning to Leaf, who stood with his

elbows nailed back to a bookcase.

' Please, Thomas Leaf, your holiness
!'

said Leaf, trembling.

' I hope you'll excuse his looks being so

very thin,' continued the tranter deprecat-

ingly, turning to the vicar again. ' But 'tisn't

his fault, pore feller. He's rather silly by

nater, and could never get fat ; though he's

a excellent tribble, and so we keep him on.'

' I never had no head, sir,' said Leaf,

eagerly grasping at this opportunity for

being forgiven his existence.

' Ah, poor young man !' said Mr. May-
bold.

' Bless you, he don't mind it a bit, if

you don't, sir,' said the tranter assuring!y
' Do ye, Leaf?'

' Not I—not a morsel—hee, hee ! I was
afeard it mightn't please your holiness, sir,

that's all.'

The tranter, finding Leaf get on so very
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well through his negative qualities, was

tempted in a fit of generosity to advance

him still higher, by giving him credit for

positive ones. ' He's very clever for a silly

chap, good-now, sir. You never knowed a

young feller keep his smock-frocks so clane

;

very honest too. His ghastly looks is all

there is against en, pore feller ; but we can't

help our looks, you know, sir.'

' True : we cannot. You live with your

mother, I think, Leaf?'

The tranter looked at Leaf to express

that the most friendly assistant to his

tongue could do no more for him now, and

that he must be left to his own resources.

' Yes, sir : a widder, sir. Ah, if bro-

ther Jim had lived she'd have had a clever

son to keep her without work !'

'Indeed! poor woman. Give her this

half-crown. I'll call and see your mother.'

' Say, " Thank you, sir," ' the tranter

whispered imperatively towards Leaf.

' Thank you, sir !' said Leaf.

' That's it, then; sit down, Leaf,' said

Mr. Maybold.
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' Y-yes, sir
!'

The tranter cleared his throat after this

accidental parenthesis about Leaf, rectified

his bodily position, and began his speech.

'Mr. Mayble,' he said, 'I hope you'll

excuse my common way, but I always like

to look things in the face.'

Keuben made a point of fixing this sen-

tence in the vicar's mind by giving a smart

nod at the conclusion of it, and then gazing
' DO

hard out of the window.

Mr. Maybold and old William looked in

the same direction, apparently under the

impression that the things' faces alluded to

were there visible.

' What I have been thinking'—the tran-

ter implied by this use of the past tense

that he was hardly so discourteous as to be

positively thinking it then— 'is that the

quire ought to be gie'd a little time, and
not done away wi' till Christmas, as a fair

thing between man and man. And, Mr.

Mayble, I hope you'll excuse my common
way ?'

'I will, I will. Till Christmas,' the
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vicar murmured, stretching the two words

to a great length, as if the distance to

Christmas might be measured in that way-

' Well, I want you all to understand that I

have no personal fault to find, and that I

don't wish to change the church music in

a forcible way, or in a way which should

hurt the feelings of any parishioners. Why
I have at last spoken definitely on the sub-

ject is that a player has been brought un-

der— I may say pressed upon—my notice

several times by one of the churchwardens.

And as the organ I brought with me is here

waiting' (pointing to a cabinet-organ stand-

ing in the study), ' there is no reason for

longer delay.'

'We made a mistake I suppose then, sir ?

But we understood the young lady didn't

want to play particularly?' The tranter

arranged his countenance to signify that he

did not want to be inquisitive in the least.

' No, nor did she. Nor did I definitely

wish her to just yet ; for your playing is

very good. But as I said, one of the church-

wardens has been so anxious for a change,
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that as matters stand, I couldn't consistently

refuse my consent.'

Now for some reason or other, the vicar

at this point seemed to have an idea that

he had prevaricated ; and as an honest vicar,

it was a thing he determined not to do.

He corrected himself, blushing as he did

so, though why he should blush was not

known to Reuben.

' Understand me rightly,' he said :
' the

churchwarden proposed it to me, but I had

thought myself of getting—Miss Day to

play.'

' Which churchwarden might that be

who proposed her, sir '?—excusing my com-

mon way-' The tranter intimated by his

tone, that so far from being inquisitive he
did not even wish to ask a single question.

' Mr. Shinar, I believe.'

' Clk, my sonny!—beg your pardon, sir,

that's only a form of words of mine, sir

and slipped out accidental—sir, he nourishes

enmity against us for some reason or ano-

ther
;
perhaps because we played rather hard

upon en Christmas night. I don't know •
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but 'tis certain-sure that Mr. Shinar's rale

love for music of a particular kind isn't his

reason. He've no more ear than that chair.

But let that pass.'

' I don't think you should conclude that,

because Mr. Shinar wants a different music,

he has any ill-feeling for you. I myself, I

must own, prefer organ-music to any other.

I consider it most proper, and feel justified

in endeavouring to introduce it ; but then,

although other music is better, I don't say

yours is not good.'

' Well then, Mr. Mayble, since death's

to be, we'll die like men any day you names,

(excusing my common way).'

Mr Maybold bowed his head.

'All we thought was, that for us old

ancient singers to be finished off quietly at

no time in particular, as now, in the Sun-

days after Easter, would seem rather mean

in the eyes of other parishes, sir. But if we

fell glorious with a bit of a flourish at Christ-

mas, we should have a respectable end, and

not dwindle away at some nameless paltry

second-Sunday -after or Sunday -next -be-
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fore something, that's got no name of his

own.'

' Yes, yes, that's reasonable ; I own it's

reasonable.'

' You see, Mr. Mayble, we've got—do I

keep you inconveniently long, sir ?'

' No, no.'

' We've got our feelings—father there

especially, Mr. Mayble.'

The tranter, in his eagerness to explain,

had advanced his person to within six inches

of the vicar's.

' Certainly, certainly !' said Mr. Maybold,

retreating a little for convenience of seeing.

' You are all enthusiastic on the subject, and

I am all the more gratified to find you so.

A Laodicean lukewarmness is worse than

wrongheadedness itself.'

' Exactly, sir. In fact now, Mr. Mayble,'

Reuben continued, more impressively, and

advancing a little closer still to the vicar,

' father there is a perfect figure of wonder,

in the way of being fond of music !'

The vicar drew back a little farther, the

tranter suddenly also standing back a foot
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or two, to throw open the view of his father,

and pointing to him at the same time.

Old William moved uneasily in the large

chair, and constructing a minute smile on the

mere edge of his lips, for good-manners, said

he was indeed very fond of tunes.

' Now, sir, you see exactly how it is,'

Reuben continued, appealing to Mr. May-

bold's sense of justice by looking sideways

into his eyes. The vicar seemed to see how it

was so well, that the gratified tranter walked

up to him again with even vehement eager-

ness, so that his waistcoat-buttons almost

rubbed against the vicar's as he continued

:

' As to father, if you or I, or any man or

woman of the present generation, at the time

music is playing, was to shake your fist in

father's face, as might be this way, and

say, " Don't you be delighted with that

music
!"

'—the tranter went back to where

Leaf was sitting, and held his fist so close

to Leaf's face, that the latter pressed his

head back against the wall :
' All right, Leaf,

my sonny, I won't hurt you; 'tis just to

show my maning to Mr. Mayble.—As I
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was saying, if you or I, or any man, was to

shake your fist in father's face this way,

and say, "William, your life or your music
!"

he'd say, "My life!" Xow that's father's

nater all over; and you see, sir, it must

hurt the feelings of a man of that kind, for

him and his bass-viol to be done away wi'

neck and crop.'

The tranter went back to the vicar's

front, and looked earnestly at a very minute

point in his face.

' True, true, Dewy,' Mr. Maybold ans-

wered, trying to withdraw his head and

shoulders without moving his feet; but

finding this impracticable, edging back ano-

ther inch. These frequent retreats had at

last jammed Mr. Maybold between his easy-

chair and the edge of the table.

And at the moment of the announce-

ment of the choir, Mr. Maybold had just

re-dipped the pen he was using; at their

entry, instead of wiping it, he had laid it

on the table with the nib overhanging. At
the last retreat his coat-tails came in con-

tact with the pen, and down it rolled, first
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against the back of the chair ; thence turn-

ing a summersault into the seat; thence

rolling to the floor with a rattle.

The vicar stooped for his pen, and the

tranter, wishing to show that, however great

their ecclesiastical differences, his mind was

not so small as to let this affect his social

feelings, stooped also.

' And have you anything else you want

to explain to me, Dewy?' said Mr. Maybold

from under the table.

' Nothing, sir. And, Mr. Mayble, you be

not offended? I hope you see our desire is

reason ?' said the tranter from under the chair.

' Quite, quite ; and I shouldn't think of

refusing to listen to such a reasonable re-

quest,' the vicar replied. Seeing that Reu-

ben had secured the pen, he resumed his

vertical position, and added, 'You know,

Dewy, it is often said how difficult a matter

it is to act up to our convictions and please

all parties. It may be said with equal

truth, that it is difficult for a man of any

appreciativeness to have convictions at all.

Now in my case, I see right in you, and
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right in Shinar. I see that violins are good,

and that an organ is good; and when -we

introduce the organ, it will not be that

fiddles were bad, but that an organ was

better. That you'll clearly understand,

Dewy ?'

' I will ; and thank you very much for

such feelings, sir. Piph-h-h-h! How the

blood do get into my head to be sure, when-

ever I quat down like that!' said Reuben,

having also risen to his feet, sticking the pen

vertically in the inkstand and almost through

the bottom, that it might not roll down
again under any circumstances whatever.

Now the ancient body of minstrels in

the passage felt their curiosity surging

higher and higher as the minutes passed.

Dick, not having much affection for this

errand, soon grew tired, and went away in

the direction of the school. Yet their sense

of propriety would probably have restrained

them from any attempt to discover what
was going on in the study, had not the

vicar's pen fallen to the floor. The convic-

tion that the movement of chairs, &c. neces-
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sitated by the search, could only have been

caused by the catastrophe of a bloody

fight, overpowered all other considerations

;

and they advanced to the door, which had

only just fallen to. Thus, when Mr. May-

bold raised his eyes after the stooping, he

beheld glaring through the door Mr. Penny

in full-length portraiture, Mail's face and

shoulders above Mr. Penny's head, Spinks's

forehead and eyes over Mail's crown, and a

fractional part of Bowman's countenance

under Spinks's arm—crescent-shaped por-

tions of other heads and faces being visible

behind these—the whole dozen and odd

eyes bristling with eager inquiry

Mr. Penny, as is the case with excitable

bootmakers and men, on seeing the vicar

look at him, and hearing no word spoken,

thought it incumbent upon himself to say

something of any kind. Nothing suggested

itself till he had looked for about half a

minute at the vicar.

' You'll excuse my naming it, sir,' he

said, regarding with much commiseration

the mere surface of the vicar's face ;
' but
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perhaps you don't know, sir, that your chin

have bust out a-bleeding where you cut

yourself a-shaving this morning, sir.'

' Xow, that was the stooping, depend

upon't, Mr. Mayble,' the tranter suggested,

also looking with much interest at the

vicar's chin. ' Blood always will bust out

again if you hang down the member that

ha' been bleeding.'

Old AYilliam raised his eyes and watched

the vicar's bleeding chin likewise ; and Leaf

advanced two or three paces from the book-

case, absorbed in the contemplation of the

same phenomenon, with parted lips and de-

lighted ej'es.

' Dear me, dear me!' said Mr. Maybold

hastily, looking very red, and brushing his

chin with his hand, then taking out his

handkerchief and wiping the place.

' That's it, sir ; all right again now, 'a

b'lieve—a mere nothing,' said Mr. Penny
* A little bit of fur off your hat will stop

it in a minute if it should bust out

again.'

'I'll let ye have a bit of fur off mine,'
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said Reuben, to show his good feeling;, 'my

hat isn't so new as yours, sir, and 'twon't

hurt mine a bit.'

'No, no; thank you, thank you,' Mr.

Maybold again nervously replied.

' 'Twas rather a deep cut seemingly,

sir?' said Reuben, thinking these the kind-

est and best remarks he could make.

'0, no; not particularly.'

'Well, sir, your hand will shake some-

times a-shaving, and just when it comes

into your head that you may cut yourself,

there's the blood.'

' I have been revolving in my mind that

question of the time at which we make the

change,' said Mr. Maybold, ' and I know

you'll meet me half-way. I think Christ-

mas-day as much too late for me as the

present time is too early for you. I sug-

gest Michaelmas or thereabout as a con-

venient time for both parties; for I think

your objection to a Sunday which has no

name is not one of any real weight.'

' Very good, sir. I suppose martel men
mustn't expect their own way entirely; and
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I express in all our names that Ave'll make

shift and be satisfied with what you say.'

The tranter touched the brim of his ima-

ginary hat again, and all the choir did the

same. ' About Michaelmas, then, as far as

you be concerned, sir, and then we make

room for the next generation.'

' About Michaelmas/ said the vicar.

CHAPTER V

RETURNING HOMEWARD.

' 'A took it very well, then?' said Mail,

as they all walked up the hill.

' He behaved like a man, 'a did so,' said

the tranter. ' Supposing this tree here was

Pa'son Mayble as might be, and here be I

standing, and that large stone is father sit-

ting in the easy-chair. " Dewy," says he,

" I don't wish to change the church music

in a forcible way-"'

' Now, that was very nice o' the man.'

' Proper nice—out and out nice. The
fact is,' said Reuben confidentially, ' 'tis
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how you take a man. Everybody must be

managed. Queens must be managed : kings

must be managed ; for men want managing

almost as much as women, and that's saying

a good deal.'

' 'Tis truly !' murmured the husbands.

' Pa'son Mayble and I were as good

friends all through it as if we'd been sworn

brothers. Ay, the man's well enough; 'tis

what's in his head that spoils him.'

' There's really no believing half you

hear about people nowadays.'

' Bless ye, my sonnies ! 'tisn't the pa'son's

move at all. That gentleman over there' (the

tranter nodded in the direction of Shinar's

farm) ' is at the root of the mischief.'

'What! Shinar?'

' Ay ; and I see what the pa'son don't

see. Why, Shinar is for putting forward

that young woman that only last night I

was saying was our Dick's sweetheart, but

I suppose can't be, and making much of her

in the sight of the congregation, and think-

ing he'll win her by showing her off; well,

perhaps 'a will.'
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' Then the music is second to the wo-

man, the other churchwarden is second to

Shinar, the pa'son [is second to the church-

wardens, and God A'mighty is nowhere at

all.'

'That's true; and you see,' continued

Eeuben, 'at the very beginning it put me in a

stud as to how to quarrel wi' en. In short,

to save my soul, I couldn't quarrel wi' such

a civil man without belying my conscience.

Says he to father there, in a voice as quiet as

a lamb's, " William, you are a old aged man,

William, as all shall be," says he, " and sit

down in my easy-chair, and rest yourself."

And down father set. I could fain ha'

laughed at thee, father ; for thou'st take it

so unconcerned at first, and then looked so

frightened when the chair-bottom sunk in.'

' Ye see,' said old William, hastening

to explain, ' I was alarmed to find the bot-

tom gie way—what should I know o' spring

bottoms?—and thought I had broke itdown

:

and of course as to breaking down a man's

chair, I didn't wish any such thing.'

' And, naibours, when a feller, ever so
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much up for a miff, d'see his own father

sitting in his enemy's easy-chair, and a pore

chap like Leaf made the best of, as if he

almost had brains—why, it knocks all the

wind out of his sail at once : it did out of

mine.'

' If that young figure of fun—Fance

Dav, I mean,' said Bowman, ' hadn't been

so mighty forward wi' showing herself off

to Shinar and Dick and the rest, 'tis my
belief we should never ha' left the gal-

lery

'

' 'Tis my belief that though Shinar fired

the bullets, the parson made 'em,' said Mr.

Penny ' My wife sticks to it that he's in

love wi' her.'

' That's a thing we shall never know- I

can't translate her, nohow '

' Thou'st ought to be able to translate

such a little chiel as she,' the tranter ob-

served.

' The littler the maid, the bigger the

riddle, to my mind. And coming of such a

stock, too, she may well be a twister.'

' Yes ; Geoffrey Day is a clever man if
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ever there was one. Never says anything:

not he.'

' Never.'

' You might live wi' that man, my son-

nies, a hundred years, and never know there

was anything in him.'

' Ay ; one o' these up-country London

ink-bottle fellers would call Geoffrey a fool.'

' Ye never find out what's in that

man : never. Silent ? ah, he is silent ! He

can keep silence well. That man's silence

is wonderful to listen to.'

' There's so much sense in it. Every

moment of it is brimming over with sound

understanding.'

' 'A can keep a very clever silence—very

clever truly,' echoed Leaf. ' 'A looks at me
as if 'a could see my thoughts running

round like the works of a clock.'

' Well, all will agree that the man can

pause well in conversation, be it a long time

or be it a short time. And though we can't

expect his daughter to inherit his silence,

she may have a few dribblets from his

sense.'
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' And his pocket, perhaps.'

' Yes ; the nine hundred pound that

everybody says he's worth; but I call it

four hundred and fifty ; for I never believe

more than half I hear.'

' Well, 'tis to be believed he've made a

pound or two, and I suppose the maid will

have it, since there's nobody else. But 'tis

rather sharp upon her, if she's born to for-

tune, to make her become as if not born for

it, by using her to work so hard.'

' Tis all upon his principle. A long-

headed feller
!'

' Ah,' murmured Spinks, ' 'twould be

sharper upon her if she were born for for-

tune, and not to it ! I suffer from that

affliction.'

CHAPTER VI.

YALBURY WOOD AND THE KEEPER'S HOUSE.

A mood of blitheness rarely experienced

even by young men was Dick's on the fol-

lowing Monday morning. It was the week

after the Easter holidays, and he was jour-
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neying along with Smart the mare and the

light spring-cart, watching the damp slopes

of the hill- sides as they streamed in the

warmth of the sun, which at this unsettled

season shone on the grass with the fresh-

ness of an occasional inspector rather than

as an accustomed proprietor. His errand

was to fetch Fancy, and some additional

household goods, to her dwelling at Mell-

stock. The distant view was darkly shaded

with clouds ; but the nearer parts of the

landscape were whitely illumined by the

visible rays of the sun streaming down

across the heavy gray shade behind.

The tranter had not yet told his son of

the state of Shinar's heart, that had been

suggested to him by Shinar's movements.

He preferred to let such delicate affairs

right themselves ; experience having taught

him that the uncertain phenomenon of love,

as it existed in other people, was not a

groundwork upon which a single action of

his own life could be founded.

The game-keeper, Geoffrey Day, lived in

the depths of Yalbury Wood ; but the wood
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was intersected by a lane at a place not far

from the house, and some trees had of late

years been felled, to give the solitary cot-

tager a glimpse of the occasional passers-by-

It was a satisfaction to walk into the

keeper's house, even as a stranger, on a fine

spring morning like the present. A curl

of wood-smoke came from the chimney, and

drooped over the roof like a blue feather in

a lady's hat ; and the sun shone obliquely

upon the patch of grass in front, which

reflected its brightness through the open

doorway and up the staircase opposite,

lighting up each riser with a shiny green

radiance, and leaving the top of each step

in shade.

The window-sill of the front room was

between four and five feet from the floor,

dropping inwardly to a broad low bench,

over which, as well as over the whole sur-

face of the wall beneath, there always hung

a deep shade, which was considered objec-

tionable on every ground save one, namely,

that the perpetual sprinkling of seeds and

water by the caged canary above was not
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noticed as an eyesore by visitors. The

window was set with thickly-leaded dia-

mond glazing, formed, especially in the

lower panes, of knotty glass of various

shades of green. Nothing was better known

to Fancy than the extravagant manner in

which these circular knots or eyes distorted

everything seen through them from the

outside—lifting hats from heads, shoulders

from bodies ; scattering the spokes of cart-

wheels, and bending the straight fir-trunks

into semicircles. The ceiling was carried

by a huge beam traversing its midst, from

the side of which projected a large nail,

used solely and constantly as a peg for

Geoffrey's hat; the nail was arched by a

rainbow - shaped stain, imprinted by the

brim of the said hat when it was hung

there dripping wet.

The most striking point about the room

was the furniture. This was a repetition

upon inanimate objects of the old principle

introduced by Noah, consisting for the most

part of two articles of every sort. The

duplicate system of furnishing owed its
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existence to the forethought of Fancy's mo-

ther, exercised from the date of Fancy's

birthday onwards. The arrangement spoke

for itself; nobody who knew the tone of the

household could look at the goods without

being aware that the second set was a pro-

vision for Fancy, when she should marry

and have a house of her own. The most

noticeable instance was a pair of green-

faced eight-day clocks, ticking alternately,

which were severally two and half minutes

and three minutes striking the hour of

twelve, one proclaiming, in Italian flour-

ishes, Thomas Wood as the name of its

maker, and the other— arched at the top

and altogether of more cynical appearance

—that of Ezekiel Sparrowgrass. These were

two departed clockmakers of Casterbridge,

whose desperate rivalry throughout their

lives was nowhere more emphatically per-

petuated than here at Geoffrey's. These

chief specimens of the marriage provision

were supported on the right by a couple of

kitchen dressers, each fitted complete with

their cups, dishes, and plates, in their turn
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followed by two dumb-waiters, two family

Bibles, two warming-pans, and two inter-

mixed sets of chairs.

But the position last reached— the

chimney-corner—was, after all, the most

attractive side of the parallelogram. It

was large enough to admit, in addition to

Geoffrey himself, Geoffrey's wife, her chair,

and her work-table, entirely within the line

of the mantel, without danger or even in-

convenience from the heat of the fire ; and

was spacious enough overhead to allow of

the insertion of wood poles for the hanging

of bacon, which were cloaked with long

shreds of soot, floating on the draught like

the tattered banners on the walls of ancient

aisles.

These points were common to most

chimney-corners of the neighbourhood ; but

one feature there was which made Geof-

frey's fireside not only an object of interest

to casual aristocratic visitors— to whom
every cottage fireside was more or less a

curiosity— but the admiration of friends

who were accustomed to fireplaces of the
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ordinary hamlet model. This peculiarity-

was a little window in the chimney-back,

almost over the fire, around which the

smoke crept caressingly when it left the per-

pendicular course. The window-board was

curiously stamped with black circles, burnt

thereon by the heated bottoms of drinking-

cups, which had rested there after pre-

viously standing on the hot ashes of the

hearth for the purpose of warming their

contents, the result giving to the ledge

the look of an envelope which has passed

through innumerable post-offices.

Fancy was gliding about the room pre-

paring dinner, her head inclining now to

the right, now to the left, and singing the

tips and ends of tunes that sprang up in

her mind like mushrooms.
;
The]_footsteps

of Mrs. Day could be heard in the room

overhead. Fancy went finally to the door.

' Father ! Dinner.'

A tall spare figure was seen advancing

by the window with periodical steps, and

the keeper entered from^the garden. He
appeared to be a man who was'always look-
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ing down, as if trying to recollect some-

thing he said yesterday. The surface of

his face was fissured rather than wrinkled,

and over and under his eyes were folds

which seemed as a kind of exterior eyelids.

His nose had been thrown backwards by

a blow in a poaching fray, so that when

the sun was low and shinina; in his face,

people could see far into his head. There

was in him a quiet grimness, which would

in his moments of displeasure have become

surliness, had it not been tempered by

honesty of soul, and which was often wrong-

headedness because not allied with sub-

tlety.

Although not an extraordinarily taci-

turn man among friends slightly richer

than he, he never wasted words upon out-

siders, and to his trapper Enoch his ideas

were seldom conveyed by any other means

than nods and shakes of the head. Their

long acquaintance with each other's ways,

and the nature of their labours, rendered

words between them almost superfluous

as vehicles of thought, whilst the coincid-
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ence of their horizons, and the astonishing

equality of their social views, by startling

the keeper from time to time as very dam-

aging to the theory of master and man,

strictly forbade any indulgence in Avords as

courtesies.

Behind the keeper came Enoch (who

had been assisting in the garden) at the

well-considered chronological distance of

three minutes—an interval of non-appear-

ance on the trapper's part not arrived at

without some reflection. Four minutes

had been found to express indifference to

indoor arrangements, and simultaneousness

had implied too great an anxiety about

meals.

' A little earlier than usual, Fancy,' the

keeper said, as he sat down and looked at

the clocks. ' That Ezekiel Sparrowgrass

o' thine is tearing on afore Thomas Wood
again.'

' I kept in the middle between them,
1

said Fancy, also looking at the two

clocks.

' Better stick to Thomas,' said her fa-

il
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ther. ' There's a healthy beat in Thomas

that would lead a man to swear by en off-

hand. He is as true as the Squire's time.

How is it your stap-mother isn't here?'

As Fancy was about to reply, the rattle

of wheels was heard, and 'Weh-hey, Smart!'

in Mr. Bichard Dewy's voice rolled into

the cottage from round the corner of the

house.

' Hullo ! there's Dewy's cart come for

thee, Fancy—Dick driving— afore time,

too. Well, ask the lad to have a bit and

a drop with us.'

Dick on entering made a point of im-

plying by his general bearing that he took

an interest in Fancy simply as in one

of the same race and country as himself;

and they all sat down. Dick could have

wished her manner had not been so en-

tirely free from all apparent consciousness

of those accidental meetings of theirs ; but

he let the thought pass. Enoch sat dia-

gonally at a table afar off, under the corner

cupboard, and drank his cider from a long

perpendicular pint cup, having tall fir-trees
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done in brown on its sides. He threw

occasional remarks into the general tide

of conversation, and with this advantage

to himself, that he participated in the plea-

sures of a talk (slight as it was) at meal-

times, without saddling himself with the

responsibility of sustaining it.

'Why don't your stap - mother come

down, Fancy?' said Geoffrey 'You'll ex-

cuse her, Mister Dick, she's a little quare

sometimes.'

'0 yes,— quite,' said Richard, as if he

were in the habit of excusing several people

every day.

' She d'belong to that class of woman-

kind that become second wives : a rum class

rather.'

' Indeed,' said Dick, with sympathy for

an indefinite something.

' Yes ; and 'tis trying to a female, espe-

cially if you've been a first wife, as she

hev.'

' Very trying it must be.'

' Yes : you see her first husband was a

young man, who let her go too far; in fact,
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she used to kick up Bob's- a -dying at the

least thing in the world. And when I'd mar-

ried her and found it out, I thought, thinks

I, " 'Tis too late now to begin to cure ye
;"

and so I let her bide. But she's quare,

—

very quare, at times !'

' I'm sorry to hear that.'

' Yes : there ; wives be such a provoking

class of society, because though they be never

right, they be never more than half wrong.'

Fancy seemed uneasy under the infliction

of this household moralising, which might

tend to damage the airy-fairy nature that

Dick, as maiden shrewdness told her, had

accredited her with. Her dead silence im-

pressed Geoffrey with the notion that some-

thing in his words did not agree with her

educated ideas, and he changed the conver-

sation.

' Die?Fred Shinar send the cask o' drink,

Fancy ?'

'I think he did: yes, he did.'

' Nice solid feller, Fred Shinar !' said

Geoffrey to Dick as he helped himself to

gravy, bringing the spoon round to his plate
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by way ofthe potato-dish, to obviate a stain

on the cloth in the event of a spill.

Geoffrey's eyes had been fixed upon his

plate for the previous four or five minutes,

and in removing them he had only carried

them to the spoon, which, from its fulness

and the distance of its transit, necessitated a

steady watching through the whole of the

route. Just as intently as the keeper's eyes

had been fixed on the spoon, Fancy's had

been fixed on her father's, without premedi-

tation or the slightest phase of furtiveness

;

but there they were fastened. This was the

reason why

:

Dick was sitting next to her on the right

side, and on the side of the table opposite to

her father. Fancy had laid her right hand

lightly down upon the table-cloth for an in-

stant, and to her alarm Dick, after dropping

his fork and brushing his forehead as a rea-

son, flung down his own left hand, overlap-

ping a third of Fancy's with it, and keeping

it there. So the innocent Fancy, instead of

pulling her hand from the trap, settled her

eyes on her father's, to guard against his dis-
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covery of this perilous game of Dick's. Dick

finished his mouthful; Fancy finished her

crumb, and nothing was done beyond watch-

ing Geoffrey's eyes. Then the hands slid

apart ; Fancy's going over six inches of cloth,

Dick's over one. Geoffrey's eye had risen.

' I said Fred Shinar is a nice solid feller,'

he repeated, more emphatically.

' He is; yes, he is,' stammered Dick; 'but

to me he is little more than a stranger.'

' True. There, I know en as well as any

man can be known. And you know en very

well too, don't ye, Fancy ?

Geoffrey put on a tone expressing that

these words signified at present about one

hundred times the amount of meaning they

conveyed literally.

Dick looked anxious.

'Will you pass me some bread?' said

Fancy in a flurry, the red of her face be-

coming slightly disordered, and looking as

solicitous as a human being could look about

a piece of bread.

'Ay, that I will,' replied the unconscious

Geoffrey. 'Ay,' he continued, returning to
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the displaced idea, ' we be likely to remain

friendly wi' Mr. Shinar if the wheels d'run

smooth.'

'An excellent thing— a very capital

thing, as I should say,' the youth answered

Avith exceeding relevance, considering that

his thoughts, instead of following Geof-

frey's remark, were nestling at a distance

of about two feet on his left the whole time.

'A young woman's face will turn the

north wind, Master Richard: my heart if

'twon't.' Dick looked more anxious and was

attentive in earnest at these words. ' Yes

;

turn the north wind,' added Geoffrey after

an emphatic pause. ' And though she's one

of my own flesh and blood.

' Will you fetch down a bit of raw-mil'

cheese from pantry-shelf,' Fancyinterrupted,

as if she were famishing.

' Ay, that I will, chiel, chiel, says I, and

Mr. Shinar only asking last Saturday night

cheese you said, Fancy?

Dick controlled his emotion at these

mysterious allusions to Mr. Shinar,— the

better enabled to do so by perceiving that
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Fancy's heart went not with her father's

—

and spoke like a stranger to the affairs of

the neighbourhood. ' Yes, there's a great

deal to be said upon the power of maiden

faces in settling your courses,' he said as

the keeper retreated for the cheese.

'The conversation is taking avery strange

turn : nothing that / have ever done war-

rants such things being said,' murmured

Fancy with emphasis, just loud enough to

reach Dick's ears.

' You think to yourself, 'twas to be,' cried

Enoch from his distant corner, by way of

filling up the vacancy caused by Geoffrey's

momentary absence. 'And so you marry her,

Master Dewy, and there's an end o't.'

' Pray don't say such things, Enoch,' said

Fancy severely, upon which Enoch relapsed

into servitude.

' If we are doomed to marry, we marry

;

if we arc doomed to remain single, Ave do,'

replied Dick.

Geoffrey had by this time sat down again,

and he now made his lips thin by severely

straining them across his gums, and looked
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out of the fireplace window to the end of

the paddock with solemn scrutiny ' That's

not the case with some folk,' he said at

length, as if he read the words on a board

at the farther end of the paddock.

Fancy looked interested, and Dick said,

'No?
' There's that wife o' mine. It was her

doom not to be nobody's wife at all in the

wide universe. But she made up her mind

that she would, and did it twice over.

Doom? Doom is nothing beside a elderly

woman—quite a chiel in her hands.'

A movement was now heard alonsr the

upstairs passage and footsteps descending.

The door at the foot of the stairs opened

and the second Mrs. Day appeared in view,,

looking fixedly at the table as she advanced

towards it, with apparent obliviousness of

the presence of any other human being

than herself. In short, if the table had

been the personages, and the persons the

table, her glance would have been the most

natural imaainable.

She showed herself to possess an ordi-
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nary woman's face, iron-gray hair, hardly

any hips, and a great deal of cleanliness

in a broad white apron-string, as it appeared

upon the waist of her dark stuff dress.

' People will run away with a story now,

I suppose,' she began saying, ' that Jane

Day's tablecloths be as poor and ragged as

any union beggar's
!'

Dick now perceived that the tablecloth

was a little the worse for wear, and reflect-

ing for a moment, concluded that 'people'

in step-mother language probably meant

himself. On lifting his eyes he found that

Mrs. Day had vanished again upstairs, and

presently returned with an armful of new

damask-linen tablecloths, folded square and

hard as boards by long compression. These

she flounced down into a chair; then took

one, shook it out from its folds, and spread

it on the table by instalments, transferring

the plates and dishes one by one from the

old to the new cloth.

'And I suppose they'll say, too, that she

hasn't a decent knife and fork in her house
!'

'I shouldn't say any such ill-natured
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thing, I am sure
—

' began Dick. But Mrs.

Dayhad vanished into the next room. Fancy

appeared distressed.

' Yery strange woman, isn't she ?' said

Geoffrey, quietly going on with his dinner.

' But 'tis too late to attempt curing. My
heart ! 'tis so growed into her that 'twould

kill her to take it out. Ay, she's very

quare : you'd be amazed to see what valu-

able goods we've got stowed away upstairs.'

Back again came Mrs. Day with a box of

bright steel horn handled knives, silver

forks, carver, and all complete. These were

wiped of the preservative oil which coated

them, and then a knife and fork were laid

down to each individual with a bang, the

carving knife and fork thrust into the meat

dish, and the old ones they had hitherto

used tossed away

Geoffrey placidly cut a slice with the

new knife and fork, and asked Dick if he

wanted any more.

The table had been spread for the

mixed midday meal of dinner and tea,

which is common among cottagers. ' The
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parishioners about here,' continued Mrs.

Day, not looking at any living being, but

snatching up the brown delf tea-things, ' be

the laziest, gossipest, poachest, jailest set

of any ever I come among. And they'll

talk about my teapot and tea-things next, I

suppose !' She vanished with the teapot,

cups, and saucers, and reappeared with a

tea-service in white china, and a packet

wrapped in brown paper. This was re-

moved, together with folds of tissue-paper

underneath; and a brilliant silver teapot

appeared.

' I'll help to put the things right,' said

Fancy soothingly, and rising from her

seat. 'I ought to have laid out better

things, I suppose. But' (here she enlarged

her looks so as to include Dick ) ' I have

been away from home a good deal, and I

make shocking blunders in my housekeep-

ing.' Smiles and suavity were then dis-

pensed all around by the bright little bird.

After a little more preparation and

modification, Mrs. Day took her seat at the

head of the table, and during the latter or
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tea division of the meal, presided with

much composure. It may cause some sur-

prise to learn that, now her vagary was

over, she showed herself to be an excellent

person with much common sense, and even

a religious seriousness of tone on matters

pertaining to her afflictions.

CHAPTER VII.

DICK MAKES HIMSELF USEFUL.

The effect of Geoffrey's incidental allu-

sions to Mr. Shinar was to restrain a consi-

derable quantity of spontaneous chat that

would otherwise have burst from young

Dewy along the drive homeward. And a

certain remark he had hazarded to her, in

rather too blunt and eager a manner, kept

the young lady herself even more silent

than Dick. On both sides there was an

unwillingness to talk on any but the most

trivial subjects, and their sentences rarely

took a larger form than could be expressed

in two or three words.
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Owing to Fancy being later in the clay

than she had promised, the charwoman had

given up expecting her ; whereupon Dick

could do no less than stay and see her

comfortably tided through the disagreeable

time of entering and establishing herself in

an empty house after an absence of a week.

The additional furniture and utensils that

had been brought (a canary and cage among

the rest) were taken out of the vehicle, and

the horse was unharnessed and put in the

school plot, where there was some tender

grass. Dick lighted the fire; and activity

began to loosen their tongues a little.

' There !' said Fancy, ' we forgot to

bring the fire-irons
!'

She had originally found in her house,

to bear out the expression ' nearly fur-

nished' which the school-manager had used

in his letter to her, a table, three chairs, a

fender, and a piece of carpet. This ' nearly'

had been supplemented hitherto by a kind

friend, who had lent her fire - irons and

crockery until she should fetch some from

home.
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Dick attended to the young lady's fire,

using his whip-handle for a poker till it

was spoilt, and then flourishing a hurdle

stick for the remainder of the time.

' The kettle boils ; now you shall have

a cup of tea,' said Fancy, diving into the

hamper she had brought.

' Thank you,' said Dick, whose drive

had made him ready for a cup, especially

in her company -

' Well, here's only one cup and saucer,

as I breathe ! Whatever could mother be

thinking about ? Do you mind making shift,

Mr. Dewy ?'

' Not at all, Miss Day,' said that civil

person.

' And only having a cup by itself? or a

saucer by itself?'

' Don't mind in the least.'

' Which do you mean by that?'

'I mean the cup, if you like the

saucer.'

' And the saucer, if I like the cup ?'

* Exactly, Miss Day.'

'Thank you, Mr. Dewy, for I like the
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cup decidedly. Stop a minute ; there are

no spoons now!' She dived into the ham-

per again, and at the end of two or three

minutes looked up and said, ' I suppose

you don't mind if I can't find a spoon?'

' Xot at all,' said the agreeable Richard.

'The fact is, the spoons have slipped

down somewhere ; right under the other

things. yes, here's one, and only one.

You would rather have one than not, I

suppose, Mr. Dewy?'
' Rather not. I never did care much

about spoons.'

1 Then I'll have it. I do care about

them. You must stir up your tea with a

knife. Would you mind lifting the kettle

off, that it may not boil dry?'

Dick leaped to the fireplace, and ear-

nestly removed the kettle.

' There ! you did it so wildly that you

have made your hand black. We always

use kettle-holders; didn't you learn house-

wifery as far as that, Mr. Dewy? Well,

never mind the soot on your hand. Come

here. I am going to rinse mine, too.'
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They went to a basin she had placed in

the back room. 'This is the only basin I

have,' she said. ' Turn up your sleeves,

and by that time my hands will be washed,

and you can come.'

Her hands were in the water now- ' 0,

how vexing !' she exclaimed. ' There's not a

drop of water left for you, unless you draw

it, and the well is I don't know how many
feet deep ; all that was in the pitcher I used

for the kettle and this basin. Do you mind

dipping the tips of your fingers in the

same ?'

' Not at all. And to save time I won't

wait till you have done, if you have no

objection ?'

Thereupon he plunged in his hands, and

they paddled together. It being the first

time in his life that he had touched female

fingers under water, Dick duly registered

the sensation as rather a nice one.

'Really, I hardly know which are my
own hands and which are yours, they have

got so mixed up together,' she said, with-

drawing her own very suddenly.

N
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' It doesn't matter at all,' said Dick, ' at

least as far as I am concerned.'

' There ! no towel ! Whoever thinks of a

towel till the hands are wet?'

' Xobody
' " Xobody." How very dull it is when

people are so friendly ! Come here, Mr.

Dewy Xow do you think you could lift

the lid of that box with your elbow, and

then, with something or other, take out a

towel you will find under the clean clothes ?

Be sure don't touch any of them with your

wet hands, for the things at the top are all

Starched and Ironed.'

Dick managed, b}T the aid of a knife and

fork, to extract a towel from under a muslin

dress without wetting the latter ; and for a

moment he ventured to assume a tone of

criticism.

'I fear for that dress,' he said, as they

wiped their hands together.

'What?' said Miss Day, looking into the

box at the dress alluded to. ' 0, I know
what you mean—that the vicar will never

let me wear muslin?'
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'Yes.'

' Well, I know it is condemned by all

parties in the church as flaunting, and un-

fit for common wear for girls below clerical

condition; but we'll see.'

' In the interest of the church, 1 hope

you don't speak seriously.'

' Yes, I do ; but we'll see.' There was a

comely determination on her lip, very plea-

sant to a beholder who was neither bishop,

priest, nor deacon. 'I think I can manage

any vicar's views about me if he's under

forty

'

Dick rather wished she had never

thought of managing vicars.

' I certainly shall be glad to get some of

your delicious tea,' he said in rather a free

way, yet modestly, as became one in a posi-

tion between that of visitor and inmate, and

looking wistfully at his lonely saucer.

' So shall I. Now is there anything else

we want, Mr. Dewy ?'

' I really think there's nothing else, Miss

Day-'

She prepared to sit down, looking mus-
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ingly out of the window at Smart's enjoy-

ment of the rich grass. ' Nobody seems to

care about me,' she murmured, with large

lost eyes fixed upon the sky beyond

Smart.

'Perhaps Mr. Shinar does,' said Dick,

in the tone of a slightly injured man.
' Yes, I forgot—he does, I know.' Dick

precipitately regretted that he had suggested

Shinar, since it had produced such a miser-

able result as this.

' I'll warrant you'll care for somebody

very much indeed another clay, won't you,

Mr. Dewy ?' she continued, looking very

feelingly into the mathematical centre of

his eyes.

'Ah, I'll warrant I shall,' said Dick,

feelingly too, and looking back into her

dark pupils, whereupon they were turned

aside.

' I meant,' she went on, preventing him
from speaking just as he was going to nar-

rate a forcible story about his feelings ;
' I

meant that nobody comes to see if I have

returned—not even the vicar.'
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' If you want to see him, I'll call at the

vicarage directly we have had some tea.'

' No, no ! Don't let him come down

here, whatever you do, whilst I am in such

a state of disarrangement. Vicars look so

miserable and awkward when one's house

is in a muddle ; walking about, and making

impossible suggestions in quaint academic

phrases till your flesh creeps and you wish

them dead. Do you take sugar ?'

Mr. Maybold was at this instant seen

coming up the path.

' There ! That's he coming ! How I

wish you were not here !— that is, how

awkward—dear, dear !' she exclaimed, with

a quick ascent of blood to her face, and

irritated with Dick rather than the vicar,

as it seemed.

' Pray don't be alarmed on my account,

Miss Day—good-afternoon!' said Dick in a

huff, putting on his hat, and leaving the

room hastily by the back-door.

The horse was put in, and on mounting

the shafts to start, he saw through the win-

dow the vicar standing upon some books
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piled in a chair, and driving a nail into the

wall ; Fancy, with a demure glance, holding

the canary-cage up to him, as if she had

never in her life thought of anything but

vicars and canaries.

CHAPTER VIII.

DICK MEETS HIS FATHER.

For several minutes Dick drove along

homeward, with the inward eye of reflection

so anxiously set on his passages at arms

with Fancy, that the road and scenery were

as a thin mist over the real pictures of his

mind. AYas she a coquette ? The balance

between the evidence that she did love him

and that she did not was so nicely struck,

that his opinion had no stability She had

let him put his hand upon hers; she had

alloAved her eyes to drop plump into the

depths of his—his into hers—three or four

times ; her manner had been very free with
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regard to the basin and towel ; she had ap-

peared vexed at the mention of Shinar. On
the other hand, she had driven him about

the house like a quiet dog or eat, said Shinar

cared for her, and seemed anxious that Mr.

Maybold should do the same.

Thinking thus as he turned the corner

at Mellstock Cross, sitting on the front

board of the spring cart—his legs on the

outside, and his whole frame jigging up and

down like a candle -flame to the time of

Smart's trotting—who should he see coining

down the hill but his father in the light

wagon, quivering up and down on a smaller

scale of shakes, those merely caused by the

stones in the road. They were soon cross-

ing each other's front.

' Weh-hey !' said the tranter to Smiler.

'Weh-hey!' said Dick to Smart, in an

echo of the same voice.

' Th'st hauled her over, I suppose ?' Reu-

ben inquired peaceably

' Yes,' said Dick, with such a clinching

period at the end that it seemed he was

never going to add another word. Smiler,
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thinking this the close of the conversation,

prepared to move on.

'Weh-hey!' said the tranter. 'I tell

thee what it is, Dick. That there maid is

taking up thy thoughts more than's good

for thee, my sonny. Thou'rt never happy

now unless th'rt making thyself miserable

about her in one way or another.'

' I don't know about that, father,' said

Dick rather stupidly

' But I do—Wey, Smiler !—'Od rot the

women, 'tis nothing else wi' 'em nowadays

but getting young men and leading 'em

astray
'

' Pooh, father ! you just repeat what all

the common world says; that's all you do.'

' The world's a very sensible feller on

things in jineral, Dick ; a very sensible party

indeed.'

Dick looked into the distance at a vast

expanse of mortgaged estate. 'I wish I

Avas as rich as a lord when lie's as poor

as a crow,' he murmured; 'I'd soon ask

Fancy something.'

' I wish so too, wi' all my heart, sonny

;
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that I do. Well, mind what beest about,

that's all.'

Smart moved on a step or two. ' Sup-

posing now, father—We-hey, Smart !—I did

think a little about her, and I had a chance,

which I ha'n't ; don't you think she's a very

good sort of—of—one?'

'Ay, good; she's good enough. When
you've made up your mind to marry, take

the first respectable body that comes to

hand—she's as good as any other; they be

all alike in the groundwork : 'tis only in the

flourishes there's a difference. She's good

enough; but I can't see what the nation a

young feller like you—wi' a comfortable

house and home, and father and mother to

take care o' thee, and who sent 'ee to a

school so good that 'twas hardly fair to the

other children—should want to go hollerm°-

after a young woman for, when she's quietly

making a husband in her pocket, and not

troubled by chick nor chiel, to make a

poverty- stric' wife and family of her, and

neither hat, cap, wig, nor waistcoat to

set 'em up wi' : be drowned if I can see
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it, and that's the long and short o't, my
sonny!'

Dick looked at Smart's ears, then up the

hill ; but no reason was suggested by any

object that met his gaze.

' For about the same reason that you

did, father, I suppose.'

' Dang it, my sonny, thou'st got me
there !' and the tranter gave vent to a grim

admiration, with the mien of a man who
was too magnanimous not to appreciate a

slight rap on the knuckles, even if they

were his own.

' Whether or no,' said Dick, ' I asked

her a thing going along the road.'

' Come to that, is it? Turk ! won't thy

mother be in a taking ! Well, she's ready,

I don't doubt?'

' I didn't ask her anything about having

me ; and if you'll let me speak, I'll tell 'ee

what I want to know I just said, Did she

care about me ?'

' Piph-ph-ph
!'

' And then she said nothing for a quar-

ter of a mile, and then she said she didn't
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know Now, what I want to know is, what

was the meaning of that speech ?' The

latter words were spoken resolutely, as if

he didn't care for the ridicule of all the

fathers in creation.

' The maning of that speech is,' the tran-

ter replied deliberately, 'that the mailing is

rather hid at present. Well, Dick, as an

honest father to thee, I don't pretend to

deny what you d'know well enough; that

is, that her father being rather better in the

world than we, I should welcome her ready

enough if it must be somebody '

'But what d'ye think she really did

mean?' said Dick.

' I'm afeard I ben't o' much account in

guessing, especially as I was not there when

she said it, and seeing that your mother

was the only woman I ever cam into such

close quarters as that wi'

'

' And what did mother say to you when

you asked her?' said Dick musingly

' I don't see that that will help ye.'

' The principle is the same.'

'Well—ay: what did she say? Let's see.
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I was oiling my working-day boots without

taking 'em off, and wi' my head hanging

down, when she just brushed on by the

garden hatch like a flittering leaf. " Ann,"

I said, says I, and then,—but, Dick, I be

afeard 'twill be no help to thee; for we

were such a rum couple, your mother and

I, leastways one half was, that is myself

—

and your mother's charms was more in the

manner than the material.'

'Xevermind! "Ann," said you.'

'"Ann," said' I, as I was saying

" Ann," I said to her when I was oiling my
working-day boots wi' my head hanging

down, "Woot hae me?" What came

next I can't quite call up at this distance

o' time. Perhaps your mother would know,

— she's a better memory for her little tri-

umphs than I. However, the long and the

short o' the story is that we were married

somehow, as I found afterwards. 'Twas on

AYhite Tuesday,—Mcllstock Club walked

the same da}r
, every man two and two, and

a fine da}^ 'twas,—hot as fire,—the sun did

strik' down upon my back going to church

!
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I well can mind what a bath o' sweating I

was in, body and mind! But Fance will

ha' thee, Dick—she won't walk wi' another

chap—no such good luck.'

' 1 don't know about that,' said Dick,

whipping at Smart's flank in a fanciful way,

which, as Smart knew, meant nothing in

connection with going on. ' There's Pa'son

Maybold, too—that's all against me.'

'What about he ? She's never been stuff-

ing into thy innocent heart that he's in love

wi' her? Lord, the vanity o' maidens!'

' No, no. But he called, and she looked

at him in such a way, and at me in such a

way—quite different the ways were,— and

as I was coming off, there was he hanging

up her birdcage.'

' Well, why shouldn't the man hang up

her birdcage ? Turk seize it all, what's that

got to do wi' it? Dick, that thou beest a

white-lyvered chap I don't say, but if thou

beestn't as mad as a cappel-faced bull, let

me smile no more.'

' 0, ay.'

'And what's think now, Dick?'
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' I don't know '

' Here's another pretty kettle o' fish for

thee. Who d'ye think's the bitter weed in

our being turned out ? Did our party tell'ee?'

' Xo. Why, Pa'son Maybold, I suppose.'

' Shinar,—because he's in lore with thy

young woman, and d'want to see her young

figure sitting up at that quare instrume't,

and her young fingers rum-strumrning upon

the keys.'

A sharp ado of sweet and bitter was

going on in Dick during this communication

from his father. ' Shinar's a fool !—no, that's

not it ; I don't believe any such thing,

father. Why, Shinar would never take a

determined step like that, unless she'd been

a little made up to, and had taken it kindly.

Pooh !'

'Who's to say she didn't?'

' I do.'

' The more fool you.'

' Why, father of me ?'

' Has she ever done more to thee ?'

'Xo.'

' Then she has done as much to he—rot
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'em! Now, Dick, this is how a maiden is.

She'll swear she's dying for thee, and she is

dying for thee, and she will die for thee;

but she'll fling a look over t'other shoulder

at another young feller, though never leav-

ing off dying for thee just the same.'

' She's not dying for me, and so she

didn't fling a look at him.'

' But she may be dying for him, for she

looked at thee.'

'I don't know what to make of it at

all,' said Dick gloomily

' All I can make of it is,' the tranter said,

raising his whip, arranging his different

joints and muscles, and motioning to the

horse to move on, ' that if you can't read a

maid's mind by her motions, nater d'seem to

say thou'st ought to be a bachelor. Clk, elk

!

Smiler!' And the tranter moved on.

Dick held Smart's rein firmly, and the

whole concern of horse, cart, and man re-

mained rooted in the lane. How long this

condition would have lasted is unknown, had

not Dick's thoughts, after adding up numer-

ous items of misery, gradually wandered
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round to the fact, that as something must

be clone, it could not be clone by staying

there all night.

Reaching home he went up to his bed-

room, shut the door as if he were going to

be seen no more in this life, and taking a

sheet of paper and uncorking the ink-bottle,

he began a letter. The dignity of the writer's

mind was so powerfully apparent in every

line of this effusion, that it obscured the

logical sequence of facts and intentions to

such an appreciable degree that it was not

at all clear to a reader whether he there and

then left off loving Miss Fancy Day; whether

he had never loved her seriously, and never

meant to ; whether he had been dying up to

the present moment, and now intended to

get well again; or whether he had hitherto

been in good health, and intended to die for

her forthwith.

He put this letter in an envelope, sealed

it up, directed it in a stern handwriting of

straight firm dashes—easy flourishes being

rigorously excluded. He walked with it in

his pocket down the lane in strides not an
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inch less than three feet and a half long.

Reaching her gate he put on a resolute ex-

pression—then put it off again, turned back

homeward, tore up his letter, and sat down.

That letter was altogether in a wrong

tone—that he must own. A heartless man-

of-the-world tone was what the juncture re-

quired. That he rather wanted her, and ra-

ther did not want her—the latter for choice

;

but that as a member of society he didn't

mind making a query in plain terms, which

could only be answered in the same plain

terms : did she mean anything by her bear-

ing towards him, or did she not?

This letter was considered so satisfactory

in every way that, being put into the hands

of a little boy, and the order given that he

was to run with it to the school, he was told

in addition not to look behind him if Dick

called after him to bring it back, but to run

along with it just the same. Having taken

this precaution against vacillation, Dick

watched his messenger down the road, and

turned into the house whistling an air in

such ghastly jerks and starts, that whistling

o
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seemed to be the act the very farthest re-

moved from that which was instinctive in

such a youth.

The letter was left as ordered : the next

morning came and passed—and no answer.

The next. The next. Friday night came.

Dick resolved that if no answer or sign were

given by her the next day, on Sunday he

would meet her face to face, and have it all

out by word of mouth.

'Dick,' said his father, coming in from

the garden at that moment—in each hand a

hive of bees tied in a cloth to prevent their

egress— ' I think you'd better take these two

swarms ofbees to Mrs. Maybold's to-morrow,

instead o' me, and I'll go wi' Smiler and the

wagon.'

It was a relief; for Mrs. Maybold, the

vicar's mother, who had just taken into her

head a fancy for keeping bees (pleasantly

disguised under the pretence of its being an

economical wish to produce her own honey),

lived at a watering-place fourteen miles off,

and the business of transporting the hives

thither would occupy the whole day, and to
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some extent Annihilate the vacant time be-

tween this evening and the coming Sunday.

The best spring-cart was washed throughout,

the axles oiled, and the bees placed therein

for the journey



Part III. Stomimr.

Chapter I. Driving out of Eudmouth.

An easy bend of neck and graceful set of

head ; full and wavy bundles of dark-

brown hair ; light fall of little feet
;
pretty

devices on the skirt of the dress ; clear deep

eyes ; in short, a bunch of sweets : it was

Fancy ! Dick's heart went round to her

Avith a rush.

The scene was the corner of the front

street at Budmouth, at which point the

angle of the last house in the row cuts per-

pendicularly a wide expanse of nearly mo-

tionless ocean— to-day, shaded in bright

tones of green and opal. Dick and Smart

had just emerged from the street, and there,

against the brilliant sheet of liquid colour,

stood Fancy Day; and she turned and re-

cognised him.
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Dick suspended his thoughts of the let-

ter and wonder at how she came there by

driving close to the edge of the parade

—

displacing two chairmen, who had just come

to life for the summer in new clean shirts

and revivified clothes, and being almost

displaced in turn by a rigid boy advancing

with a roll under his arm, and looking nei-

ther to the right nor the left—and asking

if she were going to Mellstock that night.

' Yes, I'm waiting for the carrier,' she

replied, seeming, too, to suspend thoughts

of the letter.

' Now I can drive you home nicely, and

you save an hour. Will you come with

me?'

As Fancy's power to will anything

seemed to have departed in some myste-

rious manner at that moment, Dick settled

the matter by getting out and assisting her

into the vehicle without another word.

The temporary flush upon her cheek

changed to a lesser hue, which was perma-

nent, and at length their eyes met; there

was present between them a certain feeling
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of embarrassment, which arises at such mo-

ments when all the instinctive acts dictated

by the position have been performed. Dick,

being engaged with the reins, thought less

of this awkwardness than did Fancy, who

had nothing to do but to feel his presence,

and to be more and more conscious of the

fact, that by accepting a seat beside him in

this way she succumbed to the tone of his

note. Smart jogged along, and Dick jogged,

and the helpless Fancy necessarily jogged,

too ; and she felt that she was in a measure

captured and made a prisoner.

' I am so much obliged to you for your

company, Miss Day.'

To Miss Day, crediting him with the

same consciousness of mastery— a con-

sciousness of which he was perfectly inno-

cent—this remark sounded like a magnani-

mous intention to soothe her, the captive.

' I didn't come for the pleasure of ob-

liging you with my company,' she said.

The answer had an unexpected manner

of incivility in it that must have been rather

surprising to young Dewy. At the same
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time it may be observed, that when a young

woman returns a rude answer to a young

man's civil remark, her heart is in a state

which argues rather hopefully for his case

than otherwise.

There was silence between them till

they had passed about twenty of the equi-

distant elm-trees that ornamented the road

leading up out of the town.

' Though I didn't come for that purpose

either, I would have,' said Dick at the

twenty-first tree.

'Now, Mr. Dewy, no flirtation, because

it's wrong, and I don't wish it.'

Dick seated himself afresh just as he

had been sitting before, and arranged his

looks very emphatically, then cleared his

throat.

' Keally, anybody would think you had

met me on business and were just going to

begin,' said the lady intractably -

'Yes, they would.'

' Why, you never have, to be sure
!'

This was a shaky beginning. He chopped

round, and said cheerily, as a man who
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had resolved never to spoil his jollity by

loving one of womankind,

'Well, how are you getting on, Miss

Day, at the present time ? Gaily, I don't

doubt for a moment.'

' I am not gay, Dick
;
you know that.'

' Gaily doesn't mean decked in gay

dresses.'

' I didn't suppose gaily was gaily dressed.

Mighty me, what a scholar you've grown!'

'Lots of things have happened to you

this spring, I see.'

' What have you seen ?'

' 0, nothing; I've heard, I mean !'

' What have you heard ?'

' The name of a pretty man, with brass

studs and a copper ring and a tin watch-

chain, a little mixed up with your own.

That's all.'

'That's a very unkind picture of Mr.

Shinar, for that's who you mean. The

studs are gold, as you know, and it's

a real silver chain ; the ring I can't con-

scientiously defend, and he only wore it

once.
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' He might have worn it a hundred

times without showing it half so much.'

'Well, he's nothing to me,' she serenely

observed.

' Not any more than I am ?'

' Now, Mr. Dewy,' said Fancy severely,

'certainly he isn't any more to me than

you are !'

' Not so much?'

She looked aside to consider the precise

compass of that question. 'That I can't ex-

actly answer,' she replied with soft archness.

As they were going rather slowly, ano-

ther spring-cart, containing a farmer, farm-

er's wife, and farmer's man, jogged past

them j and the farmer's wife and farmer's

man eyed the couple very curiously The

farmer never looked up from the horse's tail

'Why can't you exactly answer?' said

Dick, quickening Smart a little, and jogging

on just behind the farmer and farmer's wife

and man.

As no answer came, and as their eyes had

nothing else to do, they both contemplated

the picture presented in front, and noticed
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how the farmer's wife sat flattened between

the two men, who bulged over each end of

the seat to give her room, till they almost

sat upon their respective wheels ; and they

looked too at the farmer's wife's silk mantle,

inflating itself between her shoulders like a

balloon, and sinking flat again, at each jog

of the horse. The farmer's wife, feeling

then- eyes sticking into her back, looked

over her shoulder. Dick dropped ten yards

farther behind.

' Fancy, why can't you answer ?' he re-

peated.

'Because how much you are to me de-

pends upon how much I am to you,' said

she in low tones.

' Everything,' said Dick, putting his

hand towards hers, and casting emphatic

eyes upon the upper curve of her cheek.

' Now, Richard Dewy, no touching me. I

didn't say in what way your thinking of me
affected the question— perhaps inversely,

don't you see ? No touching, sir ! Look

;

goodness me, don't, Dick !'

The cause of her sudden start was the
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unpleasant appearance over Dick's right

shoulder of an empty timber-wagon and

four journeymen-carpenters reclining in lazy

postures inside it, their eyes directed up-

wards at various oblique angles into the

surrounding world, the chief object of their

existence being apparently to criticise to the

very backbone and marrow every animate

object that came within the compass of their

vision. This difficulty of Dick's was over-

come by trotting on till the wagon and car-

penters were beginning to look reduced in

size and rather misty, by reason of a film of

dust that accompanied their wagon-wheels,

and rose around their heads like a fog.

' Say you love me, Fancy

'

' No, Dick, certainly not ; 'tisn't time

to do that yet.'

' Why, Fancy?'
'

" Miss Day" is better at present—don't

mind my saying so; and I ought not to

have called you Dick.'

' Nonsense ! when you know that I would

do anything on earth for your love. Why,

you make any one think that loving is a
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thing that can be done and undone, and

put on and put off at a mere whim.'

'No, no, I don't,' she said gently; 'but

there are things which tell me I ought not

to give way to much thinking about you,

even if
—

'

' But you want to, don't you ? Yes, say

you do; it is best to be truthful, Fancy-

Whatever they may say about a woman's

right to conceal where her love lies, and

pretend it doesn't exist, and things like

that, it is not best; I do know it, Fancy

And an honest woman in that, as well as in

all her daily concerns, shines most brightly,

and is thought most of in the long-run.'

'Well then, perhaps, Dick, I do love

you a little,' she whispered tenderly ;
' but

I wish you wouldn't say any more now '

' I won't say any more now, then, if

you don't like it. But you do love me a

little, don't you?'

'Now you ought not to want me to

keep saying things twice ; I can't say any

more now, and you must be content with

what you have.'
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' I may at any rate call you Fancy ?

There's no harm in that.'

' Yes, you may-'

' And you'll not call me Mr. Dewy any

more ?'

' Very well.'

CHAPTEE II.

FARTHER ALONG THE ROAD.

Dick's spirits having risen in the course

of these admissions of his sweetheart, he

now touched Smart with the whip ; and

on Smart's neck, not far behind his ears.

Smart, who had been lost in thought for

some time, never dreaming that Dick could

reach so far with a whip which, on this

particular journey, had never been ex-

tended farther than his flank, tossed his

head, and scampered along with exceeding

briskness, which was very pleasant to the

young couple behind him till, turning a bend

in the road, they came instantly upon the
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farmer, farmer's man, and farmer's wife

with the flapping mantle, all jogging on just

the same as ever.

' Bother those people ! Here we are

upon them again.'

' Well, of course. They have as much

right to the road as we.'

' Yes, but it is provoking to be over-

looked so. I like a road all to myself.

Look what a lumbering affair theirs is !'

The wheels of the farmer's cart, just at

that moment, jogged into a depression run-

ning across the road, giving the cart a twist,

whereupon all three nodded to the left, and

on coming out of it all three nodded to the

right, and went on jerking their backs in

and out as usual. ' We'll pass them when

the road gets wider.'

When an opportunity seemed to offer

itself for carrying this intention into effect,

they heard light flying wheels behind, and

on quartering, there whizzed along past

them a brand-new gig, so brightly polished

that the spokes of the wheels sent forth a

continual quivering light at one point in
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their circle, and all the panels glared like

mirrors in Dick and Fancy's eyes. The

driver, and owner as it appeared, was really

a handsome man ; his companion was

Shinar. Both turned round as they passed

Dick and Fancy, and stared steadily in her

face till they were obliged to attend to the

operation of passing the farmer. Dick

glanced for an instant at Fancy while she

was undergoing their scrutiny ; then re-

turned to his driving with rather a sad

countenance.

'Why are you so silent?' she said, after

a Avhile, with real concern.

' Nothing.'

' Yes, it is, Dick. I couldn't help those

people passing.'

' I know that.'

'You look offended with me. What

have I done?'

'I can't tell without offending you.'

' Better out.'

'Well,' said Dick, who seemed longing

to tell, even at the risk of offending her,

' I was thinking how different you in love
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are from me in love. Whilst those men

were staring, you dismissed me from your

thoughts altogether, and
—

'

' You can't offend me farther now

;

tell all.'

' And showed upon your face a flattered

consciousness of being attractive to them.'

' Don't be silly, Dick ! You know very

well I didn't.'

Dick shook his head sceptically, and

smiled.

' Dick, I always believe flattery ifpos-

sible—and it was possible then. Xow there's

an open confession of weakness. But I

showed no consciousness of it.'

Dick, perceiving by her look that she

would adhere to her statement, charitably

forbore saying anything that could make

her prevaricate. The sight of Shinar, too,

had recalled another branch of the subject

to his mind; that Avhich had been his

greatest trouble till her company and

words had obscured its probability.

' By the way, Fancy, do you know why
our choir is to be dismissed ?'
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'No: except that it is Mr. Maybold's

wish for me to play the organ.'

'Do you know how it came to be his

wish?'

'That I don't.'

'Mr. Shinar, being churchwarden, has

persuaded the vicar; who, however, was

willing enough before. Shinar, I know, is

crazy to see you playing every Sunday; I

suppose he'll turn over your music, for the

organ will be close to his pew. But—

I

know you have never encouraged him?'

' Never once !' said Fancy emphatically,

and with eyes full of earnest truth. ' I don't

like him indeed, and I never heard of his

doing this before! I have always felt that

I should like to play in a church, but I

never wished to turn you and your choir

out; and I never even said that I could

play till I was asked. You don't think for

a moment that I did, surely, do you?'

' I know you didn't, Fancy.'

' Or that I care the least morsel of a bit

for him ?'

' I know you don't.'

p
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The distance between Budmouth and

Mellstock was eighteen miles, and there

being a good inn six miles out of Bud-

mouth, Dick's custom in driving thither

was to divide his journey into three stages

by resting at this inn, going and coming,

and not troubling the Budmouth stables

at all, whenever his visit to the town was

a mere call and deposit, as to-day-

Fancy was ushered into a little tea-

room, and Dick went to the stables to see

to the feeding of Smart. In face of the

significant twitches of feature that were

visible in the ostler and odd men idling

around, Dick endeavoured to look uncon-

scious of the fact that there was any senti-

ment between him and Fancy beyond a

tranter's desire to carry a passenger home.

He presently entered the inn and opened

the door of Fancy's room.

' Dick, do you know, it has struck me
that it is rather awkward, my being here

alone with you like this. I don't think

you had better come in with me.'

' That's rather unpleasant.'
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' Yes, it is, and I wanted you to have

some tea as well as myself too, because you

must be tired.'

' Well, let me have some with you, then.

I was denied once before, if you recollect,

Fancy.'

' Yes, yes, never mind ! And it seems

unfriendly of me now, but I don't know

what to do.'

'It shall be as you say. then,' said Dick,

beginning to retreat with a dissatisfied

wrinkling of face, and giving a farewell

glance at the cosy tea-tray.

' But you don't see how it is, Dick, when

you speak like that,' she said, with more

earnestness than she had ever shown be-

fore. ' You do know, that even if I care

very much for you, I must remember that I

have a difficult position to maintain. The

vicar would not like me, as his school-

mistress, to indulge in tete-a-tetes anywhere

with anybody-'

'But I am not any body!' exclaimed

Dick.

' No, no, I mean with a young man ;' and
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she added softly, 'unless I were really

engaged to be married to him.'

'Is that all? then, dearest, dearest, why

we'll be eno-aged at once, to be sure we

will, and down I sit! There it is, as easy

as a glove
!'

' Ah ! but suppose I won't ! And, good-

ness me, what have I done!' she faltered,

getting very red and confused. ' Positively,

it seems as if I meant you to say that!'

' Let's do it ! I mean get engaged,' said

Dick. ' Xow, Fancy, will you be my wife ?'

' Do you know, Dick, it was rather un-

kind of you to say what you did coming

along the road,' she remarked, as if she had

not heard the latter part of his speech;

though an acute observer mie'ht have

noticed about her breast, as the word 'wife'

fell from Dick's lips, soft motions consisting

of a silent escape of pants, with very short

rests between each.

'What did I say?'

' About my trying to look attractive to

those men in the gig.'

' You couldn't help looking so, whether
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you tried or no. And, Fancy, you do care

for me?'

'Yes.'

' Very much?'

' Yes.'

' And you'll be my own wife ?'

Her heart grew boisterous, adding to

and withdrawing from the cheek varying

tones ofred to match each varying thought.

Dick looked expectantly at the ripe tint of

her delicate mouth, waiting for what was

coming forth.

' Yes—if father will let me.'

Dick drew himself close to her, com-

pressing his lips and pouting them out, as if

he were about to whistle the softest melody

known.

' no !' said Fancy solemnly; and the

modest Dick drew back a little.

'0 Dick, Dick, kiss me, and let me go

instantly! here's somebody coming!' she ex-

claimed.
W "Jv" -3V* "7F "Tf!

Half an hour afterwards Dick emerged

from the inn, and if Fancy's lips had been
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real cherries, Dick's would have appeared

deeply stained. The landlord was standing

in the yard.

'Heu-heu! hay-hay, Master Dewy ! Ho-

ho !' he laughed, letting the laugh slip out

gently and by degrees, that it might make

little noise in its exit, and smiting Dick

under the fifth rib at the same time. ' This

will never do, upon my life, Master Dewy

!

calling for tay for a passenger, and then

going in and sitting down and having some

too!'

'But surely you knoAv?' said Dick, with

great apparent surprise. 'Yes, yes! Ha-ha!'

smiting the landlord under the ribs in

return.

'Why, what? Yes, yes; ha-ha!'

' You know, yes; ha-ha, of course !'

' Yes, of course ! But—that is—I don't.

' Why about—between that young lady

and me?' nodding to the window of the

room that Fancy occupied.

'No; not I!' bringing his eves into

mathematical circles.

' And you don't
!'
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* Not a word, I'll take my oath !'

' But you laughed, when I laughed.'

' Ay, that was me sympathy ; so did you

when I laughed !'

'Really, you don't know? Goodness

—

not knowing that
!'

' I'll take my oath I don't!'

' yes,' said Dick, with frigid rhetoric

of pitying astonishment, ' we're engaged to

be married, you see, and I naturally look

after her.'

' Of course, of course ! I didn't know

that, and I hope ye'll excuse any little free-

dom of mine. But it is a very odd thing;

I was talking to your father very intimate

about family matters, only last Friday in

the world, and who should come in but

keeper Day, and we all then fell a-talking o'

family matters ; but neither one o' them said

a mortal word about it ; known me too so

many years, and I at your father's own

wedding. 'Tisn't what I should have ex-

pected from a old naibour.'

' Well, to tell the truth, we hadn't told
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father of the engagement at that time ; in

fact, 'twasn't settled.'

' Ah ! the business was done Sunday.

Yes, yes, Sunday's the courting day. Heu-

heu!'

'Xo, 'twasn't done Sunday in particu-

lar.'

'After school-hours this week? Well, a

very good time, a very proper good time.'

' no, 'twasn't done then.'

' Coining along the road to-day then, I

suppose ?'

' Not at all ; I wouldn't think of getting

engaged in a cart.'

' Dammy—might as well have said at

once, the ichen be biowed! Anyhow, 'tis a

fine day, and I hope next time you'll come

as one.'

Fancy was duly brought out and as-

sisted into the vehicle, and the newly-

afiianced youth and maiden passed over the

bridge, and vanished in the direction of

Mellstock.
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CHAPTER III.

A CONFESSION.

It was a morning of the latter sum-

mer-time; a morning of lingering dews,

when th.e grass is never dry in the shade.

Fuchsias and dahlias were laden till eleven

o'clock with small drops and dashes of

water, changing the colour of their sparkle

at every movement of the air, or hanging

on twigs like small silver fruit. The threads

of garden spiders appeared thick and pol-

ished. In the dry and sunny places, dozens

of long-legged crane-flies whizzed off the

grass at every step the passer took.

Fancy Day and her friend Susan Dewy
were in such a spot as this, pulling down a

bough laden with early apples. Three

months had elapsed since Dick and Fancy

had journeyed together from Budmouth,

and the course of their love had run on

vigorously during the Avhole time. There

had been just enough difficulty attending
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its development, and just enough finesse

required in keeping it private, to lend the

passion an ever-increasing freshness on

Fancy's part, whilst, whether from these

accessories or not, Dick's heart had been at

all times as fond as could be desired. But

there was a cloud on Fancy's horizon now.

' She is so well off—better than any of

us,' Susan Dewy was saying. 'Her father

farms five hundred acres, and she might

marry a doctor or curate or anything of that

kind if she contrived a little.'

' I don't think Dick ought to have gone

to that gipsy-party at all when he knew I

couldn't go,' replied Fancy uneasily -

' He didn't know that you Avould not be

there till it was too late to decline the in-

vitation,' said Susan.

'And what was she like? Tell me.'

' "Well, she was rather pretty, I must

own.'

' Tell straight on about her, can't you

!

Come, do, Susan. How many times did you

say he danced with her?'
*

'Once.'
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' Twice, I think you said?'

' Indeed I'm sure I didn't.'

' Well, and he wanted to again, I expect.'

' No ; I don't think he did. She wanted

to dance with him again badly enough, I

know. Everybody does with Dick, because

he's so handsome and such a clever courter.'

' 0, 1 wish !—How did you say she wore

her hair?'

'In long curls,—and her hair is light,

and it curls without being put in paper:

that's how it is she's so attractive.'

' She's trying to get him away ! yes, yes,

she is ! And through keeping this miserable

school I mustn't wear my hair in curls ! But

I will; I don't care if I leave the school and

go home, I will wear my curls ! Look, Su-

san, do : is her hair as soft and long as this ?'

Fancy pulled from its coil under her hat a

twine of her own hair, and stretched it down

her shoulder to show its length, eagerly

looking at Susan to catch her opinion from

her eyes.

' It is about the same length as that, I

think,' said Miss Dewy-
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Fancy paused hopelessly- ' I wish mine

was lighter, like hers !' she continued mourn-

fully- ' But hers isn't so soft, is it? Tell

me, now.'

' I don't know '

Fancy abstractedly extended her vision

to survey a yellow butterfly and a red-and-

black butterfly, that were flitting along in

company, and then became aware that Dick

was advancing up the garden.

' Susan, here's Dick coming ; I suppose

that's because we've been talking about him.'

' Well, then, I shall go indoors now—you

won't want me;' and Susan turned practically

and walked off.

Enter the single-minded Dick, whose

only fault at the gipsying, or picnic, had

been that of loving Fancy too exclusively,

and depriving himself of the innocent plea-

sure the gathering might have afforded him,

by sighing regretfully at her absence,—who

had danced with the rival in sheer despair

of ever being able to get through that stale,

flat, and unprofitable afternoon in any other

way; but this she would not believe.
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Fancy had settled her plan of emotion.

To reproach Dick? no, no. 'I am in

2reat trouble,' said she, taking what was

intended to be a hopelessly melancholy sur-

vey of a few small apples lying under the

tree
;
yet a critical ear might have noticed in

her voice a tentative tone as to the effect of

the words upon Dick when she uttered them.

' What are you in trouble about ? Tell

me of it,' said Dick earnestly ' Darling, I

will share it with you and help you.'

' No, no : you can't ! Nobody can!'

' Why not? You don't deserve it, what-

ever it is. Tell me, dear.'

' 0, it isn't what you think ! It is dread-

ful : my own sin
!'

' Sin, Fancy ! as if you could sin ! I know

it can't be.'

"Tis, 'tis!' said the young lady, in a

pretty little frenzy of sorrow ' I have done

wrong, and I don't like to tell it! Nobody

will forgive me, nobody ! and you above all

will not ! . . I have allowed myself to—

to-fl—

'

'What,—not flirt!' he said, controlling
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his emotion as it were by a sudden pressure

inward from his surface. 'And you said

only the day before yesterday that you

hadn't flirted in your life
!'

' Yes, I did ; and that was a wicked

story ! I have let another love me, and—

'

' Good G— ! Well, I'll forgive you,

—

yes, if you couldn't help it,—yes, I will!'

said the now miserable Dick. 'Did you

encourage him?'

' 0, 0, 0,—I don't know,—yes—no. 0,

I think so!'

'Who was it?'

A pause.

'Tell me!'

' Mr. Shinar.'

After a silence that was only disturbed

by the fall of an apple, a long-checked sigh

from Dick, and a sob from Fancy, he said

with real austerity,

' Tell it all;—every word!'

' He looked at me, and I looked at him,

and he said, "Will you let me show you

how to catch bullfinches down here by the

stream?'' And I—wanted to know very
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much—I did so long to have a bullfinch!

I couldn't help that!—and I said, "Yes!"

and then he said, " Come here." And I

went with him down to the lovely river,

and then he said to me, " Look and see

how I do it, and then you'll know : I put

this birdlime round this twig, and then I

go here,'' he said, " and hide away under

a bush; and presently clever Mister Bird

comes and perches upon the twig, and

flaps his wings, and you've got him before

you can say Jack"—something; 0, 0, 0,

I forget what!'

' Jack Sprat,' mournfully suggested Dick

through the cloud of his misery.

' No, not Jack Sprat,' she sobbed.

' Then 'twas Jack Robinson !' he said,

with the emphasis of a man who had resolved

to discover every iota of the truth, or die.

' Yes, that was it ! And then I put my
hand upon the rail of the bridge to get

across, and—That's all.'

' Well, that isn't much, either,' said Dick

critically, and more cheerfully ' Not that I

see what business Shinar has to take upon
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himself to teach you anything. But it

seems—it seems there must have been

more than that to set you up in such a dread-

ful taking?'

He looked into Fancy's eyes. Misery of

miseries !—guilt was written there still.

' Now, Fancy, you've not told me all!'

said Dick, rather sternly for a quiet young

man.

' 0, don't speak so cruelly ! I am afraid

to tell now ! If you hadn't been harsh, I was

going on to tell all ; now I can't
!'

' Come, dear Fancy, tell : come. I'll

forgive; I must,—by heaven and earth, I

must, whether I Avill or no; I love you so!'

' Well, when I put my hand on the

bridge, he touched it
—

'

'A scamp!' said Dick
;
grinding an ima-

ginary human frame to powder.

' And then he looked at me, and at last

he said, "Are you in love with Dick Dewy?"

And I said, "Perhaps I am!" and then he

said, " I wish you Averen't then, for I want

to marry you, with all my soul."
'

'There's a villain now! Want to marry
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you !' And Dick quivered with the bitterness

of satirical laughter. Then suddenly remem-

bering that he might be reckoning without

his host :
' Unless, indeed, you are willing to

have him,—perhaps you are,' he said, with

the wretched indifference of a castaway

' No, indeed I am not !' she said, her sobs

just beginning to take a favourable turn to-

wards cure.

'Well, then,' said Dick, coming a little

to his senses, 'you've been exaggerating

very much in giving such a dreadful begin-

ning to such a mere nothing. And I know

what you've done it for,—just because of

that gipsy-party !' He turned away from her

and walked five paces decisively, as if he

were alone in a strange country and had

never known her. ' You did it to make me
jealous, and I won't stand it!' He flung

the words to her over his shoulder and then

stalked on, apparently very anxious to walk

to the colonies that very minute.

' 0, 0, 0, Dick—Dick !' she cried, trot-

ting after him like a pet lamb, and really

seriously alarmed at last, ' you'll kill me

!

Q
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My impulses are bad—miserably wicked,

—

and I can't help it; forgive me, Dick! And

I love you always ; and those times when

you look silly and don't seem quite good

enough for me,—just the same, I do, Dick!

And there is something more serious, though

not concerning that walk with him.'

'Well, what is it?' said Dick, altering

his mind about walking to the colonies; in

fact, passing to the other extreme, and stand-

ing so rooted to the road that he was appa-

rently not even going home.

' Why this,' she said, drying the begin-

ning of a new flood of tears she had been

going to shed, ' this is the serious part. Fa-

ther has told Mr. Shinar that he would like

him for a son-in-law, if he could get me ;

—

that he has his right hearty consent to come

courtimr me !'
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CHAPTER IV

AN ARRANGEMENT.

' That is serious,' said Dick, more in-

tellectually than he had spoken for a long

time.

The truth was that Geoffrey knew no-

thing about his daughter's continued walks

and meetings with Dick. When a hint that

there were symptoms of an attachment be-

tween them had first reached Geoffrey's ears,

he stated so emphatically that he must think

the matter over before any such thing could

be allowed that, rather unwisely on Dick's

part, whatever it might have been on the

lady's, the lovers were careful to be seen

together no more in public; and Geoffrey,

forgetting the report, did not think over the

matter at all. So Mr. Shinar resumed his

old position in Geoffrey's brain by mere flux

of time. Even Shinar began to believe that

Dick existed for Fancy no more,—though

that remarkably easy-going man had taken
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no active steps on his own account as

yet.

' And father has not only told Mr.

Shinar that,' continued Fancy, 'but he has

written me a letter, to say he should wish

me to encourage Mr. Shinar, if 'twas con-

venient!'

' I must start off and see your father

at once !' said Dick, taking two or three

vehement steps to the east, recollecting that

Mr. Day lived to the west, and coming back

again.

' I think we had better see him together.

r>
T
ot tell him what you come for, or any-

thing of the kind, until he likes you, and so

Avin his brain through his heart, which is

always the way to manage people. I mean

in this way : I am going home on Saturday

week to help them in the honey-taking.

You might come there to me, have some-

thing to eat and drink, and let him guess

what your coming signifies, without saying

it in so many words.'

' We'll do it, dearest. But I shall ask

him for you, flat and plain; not wait for
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his guessing.' And the lover then stepped

close to her, and attempted to give her one

little kiss on the cheek, his lips alighting,

however, on an outlying tract of her back

hair, by reason of an impulse that had

caused her to turn her head with a jerk.

'Yes, and I'll put on my second-best suit

and a clean collar, and black my boots as if

'twas a Sunday- 'Twill have a good ap-

pearance, you see, and that's a great deal to

start with.'

' You won't wear that old waistcoat, will

you, Dick?'

' Bless you, no ! Why I
—

'

'I didn't mean to be personal, dear

Dick,' she said apologetically, fearing she

had hurt his feelings. "Tis a very nice

waistcoat, but what I meant was, that

though it is an excellent waistcoat for a

settled-down man, it is not quite one for'

(she waited, and a blush expanded over her

face, and then she went on again) — ' for

going courting in.'

' No, I'll wear my best winter one, with

the leather lining, that mother made. It is
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a beautiful, handsome waistcoat inside, yes,

as ever anybody saw. In fact, only the

other day, I unbuttoned it to show a chap

that very lining, and he said it was the

strongest, handsomest lining you could wish

to see on the king's waistcoat himself.'

' / don't quite know what to wear,' she

said, as if her habitual indifference alone to

dress had kept back so important a subject

till now.

'Why, that blue dress you wore last

week.'

' Doesn't set well round the neck. I

couldn't wear that.'

' But I shan't care.'

' No, you won't mind.'

' Well, then it's all right. Because you

oid}' care how you look to me, do you, dear ?

I only dress for you, that's certain.'

' Yes, but you see I couldn't appear in

it again very well.'

' Any strange gentleman you may meet

in your journey might notice the set of it,

I suppose. Fancy, men in love don't think

so much about how they appear to other
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women.' It is difficult to say whether a

tone of playful banter or of gentle reproach

prevailed in the speech.

'Well then, Dick,' she said, with good-

humoured frankness, ' I'll own it. I

shouldn't like a stranger to see me dressed

badly, even though I am in love. 'Tis our

nature, I suppose.'

' You perfect woman !'

' Yes ; if you lay the stress on " woman,"

'

she murmured, looking at a group of holly-

hocks in flower, round which a crowd of

butterflies had gathered like females round

a bonnet-shop.

' But about the dress. Why not wear

the one you wore at our party?'

' That sets well, but a girl of the name

of Bet Taylor, who lives near our house, has

had one made almost Kke it (only in pat-

tern, though of miserably cheap stuff), and

I couldn't wear it on that account. Dear

me, I am afraid I can't go now '

'0 yes, you must; I know you will!'

said Dick, with dismay 'Why not wear

what you've got on ?'
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'What! this old one! After all, I think

that by wearing my gray one Saturday, I

can make the blue one do for Sunday. Yes,

I will. A hat or a bonnet, which shall it

be? Which do I look best in?'

' Well, I think the bonnet is nicest, more

quiet and matronly.'

'What's the objection to the hat? Does

it make me look old?'

' no ; the hat is well enough ; but it

makes you look rather too—you won't mind

me saying it, dear?'

' Xot at all, for I shall wear the bonnet.'

' —Rather too coquettish and flirty for

an engaged young woman.'

She reflected a minute. ' Yes, yes. Still,

after all, the hat would do best; hats are

best, you see. Yes, I must wear the hat,

dear Dicky, because I ought to wear a hat,

you know.'
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Chapter I. Going Nutting.

Dick, dressed in his 'second-best' suit,

burst into Fancy's sitting-room with a glow

of pleasure on his face.

It was two o'clock on Friday, the day

before Fancy's contemplated visit to her

father, and for some reason connected with

cleaning the school, the children had had

given them this Friday afternoon for pas-

time, in addition to the usual Saturday

' Fancy ! it happens just right that it is

a leisure half day with you. Smart is lame

in his near-foot-afore, and so, as I can't do

anything, I've made a holiday afternoon of

it, and am come for you to go nutting with

me!'

She was sitting by the window, with a
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blue dress lying across her lap, and the

scissors in her hand.

' Go nutting ! Yes. But I'm afraid I

can't go for an hour or so.'

' Why not? 'Tis the only spare after-

noon we may both have together for

weeks.'

' This dress of mine, that I am going to

wear on Sunday at Yalbury ;—I find it sets

so badly that I must alter it a little, after

all. I told the dressmaker to make it by

a pattern I gave her at the time; instead of

that, she did it her own way, and made me
look a perfect fright.'

' How long will you be ?' he inquired,

looking rather disappointed.

' Xot long. Do wait and talk to me

;

come, do, dear.'

Dick sat down. The talking progressed

very favourably, amid the snipping and

sewing, till about half-past two, at which

time his conversation began to be varied by

a slight tapping upon his toe with a walk-

ing-stick he had cut from the hedge as he

came along. Fancy talked and answered
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him, but sometimes the answers were so

negligently given, that it was evident her

thoughts lay for the greater part in her lap

with the blue dress.

The clock struck three. Dick arose

from his seat, walked round the room with

his hands behind him, examining all the

furniture, then sounded a few notes on the

harmonium, then looked inside all the

books he could find, then smoothed Fancy's

head with his hand. Still the snipping and

sewing went on.

The clock struck four. Dick fidgeted

about, yawned privately ; counted the knots

in the table, yawned publicly ; counted the

flies on the ceiling, yawned horribly; went

into the scullery, and so thoroughly studied

the principle upon which the pump was con-

structed, that he could have delivered a

lecture on the subject. Stepping back to

Fancy, and finding still that she had not

done, he went into her garden and looked

at her cabbages and potatoes, and reminded

himself that they seemed to him to wear

a decidedly feminine aspect; then pulled up
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several weeds, and came in again. The clock

struck five, and still the snipping and sew-

ing went on.

Dick attempted to kill a fly, peeled all

the rind off his walking-stick, then threw

the stick into the scullery because it was

spoilt, produced hideous discords from the

harmonium, and accidentally overturned a

vase of flowers, the water from which ran

in a rill across the table and dribbled to

the floor, where it formed a lake, the shape

of which, after the lapse of a few minutes,

he began to modify considerably with his foot,

till it was like a map of England and Wales.

'Well, Dick, you needn't have made

quite such a mess.'

' Well, I needn't, I suppose.' He walked

up to the blue dress, and looked at it with a

rigid gaze. Then an idea seemed to cross

his brain.

' Fancy.'

'Yes.'

' I thought you said you were going to

wear the gray dress all day to-morrow on

your trip to Yalbury, and in the evening
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too, when I shall be with you, and ask

your father for you.'

' So I am.'

'And the blue one only on Sunday'?'

' And the blue one Sunday '

' Well, dear, I sha'n't be there Sunday to

see it.'

'No, but such lots of people will be

looking at me Sunday, you know, and it did

set so badly round the neck.'

'I never noticed it, and probably no-

body else would.'

' They might.'

' Then why not wear the gray one on

Sunday as well? 'Tis as pretty as the blue

one.'

'I might make the gray one do, cer-

tainly But it isn't so good ; it didn't cost

half so much as this one, and besides, it

would be the same I wore Saturday
'

' Then wear the striped one, dear.'

' I might.'

' Or the dark one.'

' Yes, I might ; but I want to wear a

fresh one they haven't seen.'
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'I see, I see,' said Dick, in a voice in

which the tones of love were decidedly in-

convenienced by a considerable emphasis,

his thoughts meanwhile running as follows

:

'I, the man she loves best in the world,

as she says, am to understand that my
poor half-holiday is to be lost, because she

wants to wear on Sunday a dress there is

not the slightest necessity for wearing,

simply, in fact, to appear more striking than

usual in the eyes of Yalbury young men

;

and I not there, either.'

' Then there are three dresses good

enough for my eyes, but neither is good

enough for the youth of Yalbury,' he said.

'Xo, not that exactly, Dick. Still, you

see, I do Avant—to look pretty to them

—

there, that's honest. But I shan't be much

longer.'

' How much?'
' A quarter of an hour.'

' Very well ; I'll come in in a quarter of

an hour.'

' Why go away ?'

'I may as Avell.'
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He went out, walked down the road,

and sat upon a gate. Here lie meditated

and meditated, and the more he meditated

the more decidedly did he begin to fume,

and the more positive was he that his time

had been scandalously trifled Avith by Miss

Fancy Day—that, so far from being the

simple girl who had never had a sweetheart

before, as she had solemnly assured him

time after time, she was, if not a flirt, a

woman who had had no end of admirers;

a girl most certainly too anxious about her

dresses ; a girl whose feelings, though warm,

were not deep; a girl who cared a great

deal too much how she appeared in the

eyes of other men. ' What she loves best in

the world,' he thought, with an incipient

spice of his father's grimness, ' are her hair

and complexion. What she loves next

best, her dresses ; what she loves next best,

myself, perhaps.'

Suffering great anguish at this dis-

loyalty in himself, and harshness to his

darling, yet disposed to persevere in it, a

horribly cruel thought crossed his mind.
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He would not call for her, as he had pro-

mised, at the end of a quarter of an hour

!

Yes, it would be a punishment she well

deserved ! Although the best part of the

afternoon had been wasted, he would go

nutting as he had intended, and go by

himself.

He leaped over the gate, and pushed

along the path for nearly two miles, till it

sloped up a hill, and entered a hazel copse

by a hole like a rabbit's burrow. In he

plunged, vanished among the bushes, and

in a short time there was no sign of his

existence upon earth, save an occasional

rustling of boughs and snapping of twigs in

divers points of the wood.

Never man nutted as Dick nutted that

day. He worked like a galley slave. Hour

after hour passed away, and still he ga-

thered without ceasing. At last, when the

sun had set, and bunches of nuts could not

be distinguished from the leaves which

nourished them, he shouldered his bag, con-

taining about two pecks of the finest pro-

duce of the wood, and which were about as
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much use to him as two pecks of stones

from the road, and strolled along a bridle-

path leading into open ground, whistling as

he went.

Probably, Miss Fancy Day never before

or after stood so low in Mr. Dewy's opinion

as on that afternoon. In fact, it is just

possible that a few more blue dresses on

the Yalbury young men's account would

have clarified Dick's brain entirely, and

made him once more a free man.

But Yenus had planned other develop-

ments, at any rate for the present. The

path he pursued passed over a ridge which

rose keenly against the western sky, about

fifty yards in his van. Here, upon the

bright after-glow about the horizon, was

now visible an irregular outline, which at

first he conceived to be a bush standing

a little beyond the line of its neighbours.

Then it seemed to move, and as he ad-

vanced still farther, there was no doubt that

it was a living being of some species or

other. The grassy path entirely prevented

his footsteps from being heard, and it was

K
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not till he was close, that the figure recog-

nised him. Up it sprang, and he was face

to face with Fancy.

'Dick, Dick! 0, is it you, Dick!'

' Yes, Fancy,' said Dick, in a rather

repentant tone, and lowering his nuts.

She ran up to him, flung her parasol on

the grass, put her little head against his

breast, and then there began a narrative,

disjointed by such a hysterical weeping as

was never surpassed for intensity in the

whole history of love.

' Dick,' she sobbed out, ' where have

you been away from me! 0, I have suf-

fered agony, and thought you would never

come any more! 'Tis cruel, Dick; no 'tisn't,

it is justice! I've been walking miles and

miles up and down this wood, trying to find

you, till I was wearied and worn out, and

I could walk no farther. Dick, directly

you were gone, I thought I had offended

you, and I put down the dress ; 'tisn't

finished now, Dick, and I never will finish

it, and I'll wear an old one Sunday ! Yes,

Dick, I will, because I don't care what I
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wear when you are not by my side—ha,

you think I do, but I don't !—and I ran

after you, and I saw you go up the hill and

not look back once, and then you plunged

in, and I after you ; but I was too far

behind. 0, I did wish the horrid bushes

had been cut down, so that I could see your

dear shape again! And then I called out

to you, and nobody answered, and I was

afraid to call very loud, lest anybody else

should hear me. Then I kept wandering

and wandering about, and it was dreadful

misery, Dick. And then I shut my eyes and

fell to picturing you looking at some other

woman, very pretty and nice, but with no

affection or truth in her at all, and then

imagined you saying to yourself, " Ah, she's

as good as Fancy, for Fancy told me a

story, and was a flirt, and cared for herself

more than me, so now I'll have this one for

my sweetheart." 0, you won't, will you,

Dick, for I do love you so!'

It is scarcely necessary to add that Dick

renounced his freedom there and then, and

kissed her ten times over, and promised
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that no pretty woman of the kind alluded

to should ever engross his thoughts ; in

short, that though he had been vexed with

her, all such vexation was past, and that

henceforth and for ever it was simply

Fancy or death for him. And then they

set about proceeding homewards, very

slowly on account of Fancy's weariness, she

leaning upon his shoulder, and in addition

receiving support from his arm round her

waist- though she had sufficiently recovered

from her desperate condition to sing to him,

' Why are you wandering here, I pray ?'

during the latter part of their walk. Xor

is it necessary to describe in detail how the

bag of nuts was quite forgotten until three

days later, when it was found by an under-

keeper and restored empty to Mrs. Dewy,

her initials being marked thereon in red cot-

ton; and how she puzzled herself till her

head ached, upon the question of how on

earth her meal-bag could have got into

Mell stock copse.
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CHAPTER II.

HONEY-TAKING, AND AFTERWARDS.

Saturday evening saw Dick Dewy jour-

neying on foot to Yalbury "Wood, according

to the arrangement with Fancy

The landscape was concave, and at the

going down of the sun everything suddenly

assumed a uniform robe of shade. The even-

ing advanced from sunset to dusk long be-

fore Dick's arrival, and his progress during

the latter portion of his walk through the

trees was indicated by the flutter of terrified

birds that had been roosting over the path.

And in crossing the glades, masses of hot

dry air, that had been formed on the hills

during the day, greeted his cheeks alter-

nately with clouds of damp night air from

the valleys. He reached the keeper's house,

where the grass-plot and the garden in

front appeared light and pale against the

unbroken darkness of the grove from which

he had emerged, and paused at the garden

gate.
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He had scarcely been there a minute

when he beheld a sort of procession advanc-

ing from the door in his front. It consisted

first of Enoch the trapper, carrying a spade

on his shoulder and a lantern dangling in his

hand ; then came Mrs. Day, the light of the

lantern revealing that she bore in her arms

curious objects about a foot long, in the form

of Latin crosses (made of lath and brown

paper dipped in brimstone,—called matches

by bee-fanciers) ; next came Miss Day, with

a shawl thrown over her head ; and behind

all, in the gloom, Mr. Frederic Shinar.

Dick, in his consternation at finding

Shinar present, was at a loss how to pro-

ceed, and retired under a tree to collect his

thoughts.

' Here I be, Enoch,' said a voice ; and the

procession advancing farther, the lantern's

rays illuminated the figure of Geoffrey,

awaiting their arrival beside a row of bee-

hives, in front of the path. Taking the spade

from Enoch, he proceeded to dig two holes

in the earth beside the hives, the others

standing round in a circle, except Mrs. Day,
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who deposited her matches in the fork of an

apple-tree and returned to the house. The

party remaining were now lit up in front by

the lantern in their midst, their shadows ra-

diating each way upon the garden-plot like

the spokes of a wheel. An apparent embar-

rassment of Fancy at the presence of Shinar

caused a silence in the assembly, during

which the preliminaries of execution were

arranged, the matches fixed, the stake kin-

dled, the two hives placed over the two holes,

and the earth stopped round the edges.

Geoffrey then stood erect, and rather more,

to straighten his backbone after the dig-

ging.

' They were a peculiar family,' said Mr.

Shinar, regarding the hives reflectively.

Geoffrey nodded.

' Those holes will be the grave of thou-

sands !' said Taney. ' I think 'tis rather a

cruel thing to do.'

Her father shook his head. ' No,' he said,

tapping the hives to shake the dead bees

from their cells, ' if you suffocate 'em this

way, they only die once : ifyou fumigate 'em
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in the new way, they come to life again, and

so the pangs o' death be twice upon 'em.'

' I incline to Fancy's notion,' said Mr.

Shinar, laughing lightly.

' The proper way to take honey, so that

the bees be neither starved nor murdered,

is not so much an amusing as a puzzling

matter,' said the keeper steadily

' I should like never to take it from them,'

said Fancy
' But 'tis the money,' said Enoch mus-

ingly- ' For without money man is a shad-

der!'

The lantern-light had disturbed several

bees that had escaped from hives destroyed

some days earlier, and who were now getting

a living as marauders about the doors of

other hives. Several flew round the head and

neck of Geoffrey; then darted upon him

with an irritated bizz.

Enoch threw down the lantern, and ran

off and pushed his head into a currant bush

;

Fancy scudded up the path; and Mr. Shinar

floundered away helter-skelter among the

cabbages. Geoffrey stood his ground un-
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moved, and firm as a rock. Fancy was the

first to return, followed by Enoch picking

up the lantern. Mr. Shinar still remained

invisible.

' Have the craters stung ye ?' said Enoch

to Geoffrey

-

' No, not much—only a little here and

there,' he said with leisurely solemnity,

shaking one bee out of his shirt sleeve, pull-

ing another from among his hair, and two

or three more from his neck. The others

looked on during this proceeding with a

complacent sense of being out of it,—much

as a European nation in a state of internal

commotion is watched by its neighbours.

' Are those all of them, father?' said

Fancy, when Geoffrey had pulled away

five.

' Almost all,—though I feel a few more

sticking into my shoulder and side. Ah!

there's another just begun again upon my
backbone. You lively young martels, how

did you get inside there? However, they

can't sting me many times more, poor

things, for they must be getting weak. They
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may as well stay in me till bedtime now, I

suppose.'

As lie himself was the only person af-

fected by this arrangement, it seemed satis-

factory enough; and after a noise of feet

kicking against cabbages in a blundering

progress among them, the voice ofMr. Shinar

was heard from the darkness in that direc-

tion.

' Is all quite safe again ?'

Xo answer being returned to this query,

he apparently assumed that he might ven-

ture forth, aud gradually drew near the

lantern again. The hives were now removed

from their position over the holes, one being

handed to Enoch to carry indoors, and one

being taken by Geoffrey himself.

' Bring hither the lantern, Fancy : the

spade can bide.'

Geoffrey and Enoch then went towards

the house, leaving Shinar and Fancy stand-

ing side by side on the garden-plot.

'Allow me,' said Shinar, stooping for the

lantern and seizing it at the same time with

Fancy.
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'I can carry it,' said Fancy, religiously

repressing all inclination to trifle. She had

thoroughly considered that subject after the

tearful explanation of the bird-catching ad-

venture to Dick, and had decided that it

would be dishonest in her, as an engaged

young woman, to trifle with men's eyes and

hands any more. Finding that Shinar still

retained his hold of the lantern, she relin-

quished it, and he, having found her retain-

ing it, also let go. The lantern fell, and was

extinguished. Fancy moved on.

1 Where is the path ?' said Mr. Shinar.

'Here,' said Fancy. 'Your eyes will

get used to the dark in a minute or two.'

' Till that time will ye lend me your

hand?'

Fancy gave him the extreme tips of her

fingers, and they stepped from the plot into

the path.

' You don't accept attentions very

freely

'

' It depends upon who offers them.'

' A fellow like me, for instance.'

A dead silence.
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' "Well, what do you say, Missie ?'

' It then depends upon how they are

offered.'

' Xot wildly, and yet not indifferently

;

not intentionally, and yet not by chance;

not actively nor idly; quickly nor slowly-'

' How then ?' said Fancy.

' Coolly and practically,' he said. ' How
would that kind of love be taken ?'

' Xot anxiously, and yet not carelessly

;

neither quickly nor slowly; neither redly

nor palely; not religiously nor yet quite

wickedly-'

'Well, how?'

'Xot at all.'

Geoffrey Day's storehouse at the back of

his dwelling was hung with bunches ofdried

horehound, mint, and sage; brown-paper

bags ofthyme and lavender; and long ropes

of clean onions. On shelves Avere spread

large red and yellow apples, and choice selec-

tions of early potatoes for seed next year;

—

vulgar crowds of commoner kind lying be-

neath in heaps. A few empty beehives were
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clustered around a nail in one corner, under

which stood two or three barrels ofnew cider

of the first crop, each bubbling and squirt-

ing forth from the yet open bunghole.

Fancy was now kneeling beside the two

inverted hives, one of which rested against

her lap, for convenience in operating upon

the contents. She thrust her sleeves above

her elbows, and inserted her small pink hand

edgewise between each white lobe of honey-

comb, performing the act so adroitly and

gently as not to unseal a single cell. Then

cracking the piece off at the crown of the

hive by a slight backward and forward

movement, she lifted each portion as it was

loosened into a large blue platter, placed on

a bench at her side.

'Bother them little martels!' said Geof-

frey, who was holding the light to her, and

giving his back an uneasy twist. ' I really

think I may so well go indoors and take

'em out, poor things ! for they won't let me

alone. There's two a-stinging wi' all their

might now. I'm sure I wonder their strength

can last so long.'
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'All right, friend; I'll hold the candle

whilst you are gone,' said Mr. Shinar, lei-

surely taking the light, and allowing Geof-

frey to depart, which he did with his usual

long paces.

He could hardly have gone round to

the cottage-door when other footsteps were

heard approaching the outhouse; the tip of

a finger appeared in the hole through which

the wood latch was lifted, and Dick Dewy
came in, having been all this time walking

up and down the wood, vainly waiting for

Shinar's departure.

Fancy looked up and welcomed him

rather confusedly- Shinar grasped the can-

dlestick more firmly, and, lest doing this in

silence should not imply to Dick with suffi-

cient force that he was quite at home and

cool, he sang invincibly,

' " King Arthur lie had three sons."
'

' Father here ?' said Dick.

' Indoors, I think,' said Fancy, looking

pleasantly at him.

Dick surveyed the scene, and did not
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seem inclined to hurry off just at that mo-

ment. Shinar went on singing,

' " The miller was drown'd in his pond,

The weaver was hung in his yarn,

And the d— ran away with the little tailor,

With the broadcloth under his arm.'"

' That's a terrible crippled rhyme, if

that's your rhyme!' said Dick, with a grain

of superciliousness in his tone, and elevating

his nose an inch or thereabout.

' It's no use your complaining to me

about the rhyme !' said Mr. Shinar. ' You
must go to the man that made it.'

Fancy by this time had acquired confi-

dence.

' Taste a bit, Mr. Dewy,' she said, hold-

ing up to him a small circular piece of

honeycomb that had been the last in the

row of lobes, and remaining still on her

knees, and flinging back her head to look in

his face; ' and then I'll taste a bit too.'

'And I, if you please,' said Mr. Shinar.

Nevertheless the farmer looked superior,

as if he could even now hardly join the

trifling from very importance of station; and
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after receiving the honeycomb from Fancy,

he turned it over in his hand till the cells

began to be crushed, and the liquid honey

ran down from his fingers in a thin string.

Suddenly a faint cry from Fancy caused

them to gaze at her.

'What's the matter, dear?' said Dick.

' It is nothing, but O-o ! a bee has stung

the inside of my lip ! He was in one of the

cells I was eating!'

'"We must keep down the swelling, or

it may be serious !' said Shinar, stepping up

and kneeling beside her. ' Let me see it.'

' Xo, no !'

'Just let me see it,' said Dick, kneeling

on the other side ; and after some hesitation

she pressed down her lip with one finger to

show the place. 'I hope 'twill soon be

better. I don't mind a sting in ordinary

places, but it is so bad upon your lip,' she

added with tears in her eyes, and writhing

a little from the pain.

Shinar held the light above his head

and pushed his face close to Fancy's, as if

the lip had been shown exclusively to him-
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self, upon which Dick pushed closer, as if

Shinar were not there at all.

' It is swelling,' said Dick to her right

aspect.

'It isn't swelling,' said Shinar to her

left aspect.

' Is it dangerous on the lip ?' cried Fancy
' I know it is dangerous on the tongue.'

'O no, not dangerous!' answered Dick.

' Rather dangerous,' had answered Shi-

nar simultaneously -

' It doesn't hurt me so much now,' said

Fancy, turning again to the hives.

' Hartshorn and oil is a good thing to

put to it, Miss Day,' said Shinar with great

concern.

' Sweet oil and hartshorn I've found to

be a good thing to cure stings, Miss Day,'

said Dick with greater concern.

'We have some mixed indoors; would

you kindly run and get it for me ?' she said.

Now, whether by inadvertence, or whe-

ther by mischievous intention, the individu-

ality of the you was so carelessly denoted

that both Dick and Shinar sprang to their

s
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feet like twin acrobats, and marched abreast

to the door ; both seized the latch and lifted

it, and continued marching on, shoulder to

shoulder, in the same manner to the dwell-

ing-house. Not only so, but entering the

room, they marched as before straight up to

Mrs. Day's chair, letting the door in the old

oak partition slam so forcibly, that the rows

of pewter on the dresser rang like a bell.

'Mrs. Day, Fancy has stung her lip,

and wants you to give me the hartshorn,

please,' said Mr. Shinar, very close to Mrs.

Day's face.

' 0, Mrs. Day, Fancy has asked me to

bring out the hartshorn, please, because she

has stung her lip!' said Dick, a little closer

to Mrs. Day's face.

' Well, men alive ! that's no reason

why you should eat me, I suppose !' said

Mrs. Day, drawing back.

She searched in the corner-cupboard,

produced the bottle, and began to dust the

cork, the rim, and every other part very

carefully, Dick's hand and Shinar's hand

waiting side by side.
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'Which is head man?' said Mrs. Day
'Now, don't come mumbudgeting so close

again. Which is head man ?'

Neither spoke; and the bottle was in-

clined towards Shinar. Shinar, as a high-

class man, wonld not look in the least tri-

umphant, and turned to go off with it as

Geoffrey came downstairs after the search

in his linen for concealed bees.

' —that you, Master Dewy ?'

Dick assured the keeper that it was;

and the young man then determined upon a

bold stroke for the attainment of his end,

forgetting that the worst of bold strokes is

the disastrous consequences they involve if

they fail.

' I've come o' purpose to speak to you

very particularly, Mr. Day,' he said, with a

crushing emphasis intended for the ears of

Mr. Shinar, who was vanishing round the

door-post at that moment.
' Well, T've been forced to go upstairs

and unrind myself, and shake some bees

out o' me,' said Geoffrey, walking slowly

towards the open door, and standing on
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the threshold. 'The young rascals got

into my shirt and wouldn't be quiet no-

how.'

Dick followed hhn to the door.

' I've come to speak a word to you,' he

repeated, looking out at the pale mist

creeping up from the gloom of the valley.

1 You may perhaps guess what it is about.'

The keeper lowered his hands into the

extreme depths of his pockets, twirled his

eyes, balanced himself on his toes, looked

perpendicularly downward as if his glance

were a plumb-line, then scrupulously hori-

zontal, gradually collecting together the

cracks that lay about his face till they were

all in the neighbourhood of his eyes.

1 Maybe I don't know,' he replied.

Dick said nothing ; and the stillness was

disturbed only by some small bird that

was being killed by an owl in the adjoining

copse, whose cry passed into the silence

without mingling; with it.

' I've left my hat in the chammer,' said

Geoffrey ;
' wait while I step up and get

en.'
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' I'll be in the garden,' said Dick.

He went round by a side wicket into

the garden, and Geoffrey went upstairs. It

was the custom in Mellstock and its vicinity

to discuss matters of pleasure and ordinary

business inside the house, and to reserve

the garden for very important affairs: a

custom which, as is supposed, originated

in the desirability of getting away at such

times from the other members of the fa-

mily, when there was only one room for

living in, though it was now quite as fre-

quently practised by those who suffered

from no such limitation to the size of their

domiciles.

The keeper's form appeared in the dusky

garden, and Dick walked towards him. The

keeper paused, turned, and leant over the

rail of a piggery that stood on the left of

the path, upon which Dick did the same
;

and they both contemplated a whitish sha-

dowy form that was moving about and

grunting among the straw of the interior.

' I've come to ask for Fancy,' said Dick.

' I'd as lief you hadn't.'
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'Why should that be, Mr. Day?'

'Because it makes me say that you've

come to ask for what ye be'n't likely to

have. Have ye come for anything else?'

'Nothing.'

' Then I'll just tell ye you've come on a

very foolish errand. D'ye know what her

mother was?'

'No.'

' A governess in a county family, who
was foolish enough to marry the keeper of

the same establishment. D'ye think Fancy

picked up her good manners, the smooth

turn of her tongue, her musical skill, and

her knowledge of books, in a homely hole

like this?'

' No.'

' D'ye know where ?'

.No.

' Well, when I went a-wandering after

her mother's death, she lived Avith her aunt,

who kept a boarding-school, till her aunt

married Lawyer Green—a man as sharp as

a needle—and the school was broken up.

Did ye know that then she went to the
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training-school, and that her name stood

first among the Queen's scholars of her

year?'

' I've heard so.'

' And that when she sat for her certifi-

cate as Government teacher, she had the

highest of the first class ?'

' Yes.'

' Well, and do ye know what I live in

such a miserly way for when I've got

enough to do without it, and why I make

her work as a schoolmistress instead of liv-

ing here?'

'No.'

' That if any gentleman, who sees her to

be his equal in polish, should want to marry

her, and she want to marry him, he sha'n't

be superior to her in pocket. Now do ye

think after this that you be good enough

for her?'

'No.'

' Then good-night t'ye, Master Dewy '

' Good-night, Mr. Day '

Modest Dick's reply had faltered upon

his tongue, and he turned away wondering
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at his presumption in asking for a woman
whom he had seen from the beginning to

be so superior to him.

CHAPTER III.

FANCY IN THE EAIN.

The next scene is a tempestuous after-

noon in the following month, and Fancy

Day is discovered walking from her father's

home towards Mellstock.

A single vast gray cloud covered all

the country, from which the small rain

and mist had just begun to blow down in

wavy sheets, alternately thick and thin.

The trees of the old brown plantation

writhed like miserable men as the air

wended its way swiftly among them: the

lowest portions of their trunks, that had

hardly ever been known to move, were

visibly rocked by the fiercer gusts, dis-

tressing the mind by its painful unwonted-

ness, as when a strong man is seen to shed
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tears. Low-hanging boughs went up and

down ; high and erect boughs went to

and fro; the blasts being so irregular, and

divided into so many cross-currents, that

neighbouring branches of the same tree

swept the skies in independent motions,

crossed each other, passed, or became en-

tangled. Across the open spaces flew flocks

of green and yellowish leaves, which, after

travelling a long distance from their pa-

rent trees, reached the ground, and lay

there with their under-sides upward.

As the rain and wind increased, and

Fancy's bonnet -ribbons leapt more and

more snappishly against her chin, she

paused to consider her latitude, and the

distance to a place of shelter. The nearest

house was Elizabeth Endorfield's, whose

cottage and garden stood at the junction

of the lane with the high road. Fancy

hastened onward, and in five minutes en-

tered a gate, which shed upon her toes a

flood of water-drops as she opened it.

' Come in, chiel!' a voice exclaimed, be-

fore Fancy had knocked: a promptness
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that would have surprised her, had she

not known that Mrs. Endorfield was an

exceedingly and exceptionally sharp wo-

man in the use of her eyes and ears.

Fancy went in and sat down. Eliza-

beth was paring potatoes for her husband's

supper.

Scrape, scrape, scrape ; then a toss, and

splash went a potato into a bucket of

water,

Xow, as Fancy listlessly noted these

proceedings of the dame, she began to re-

consider an old subject that lay uppermost

in her heart. Since the interview between

her father and Dick, the days had been

melancholy days for her. Geoffrey's firm

opposition to the notion of Dick as a son-

in-law was more than she had expected.

She had frequently seen her lover since

that time, it is true, and had loved him more

for the opposition than she would have

otherwise dreamt of doing—which was a

happiness of a certain kind. Yet, though

love is thus an end in itself, it must be

believed to be the means to another end if
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It is to assume the rosy hues of an unal-

loyed pleasure. And such a belief Fancy and

Dick were emphatically denied just now.

Elizabeth Endorfield had a repute among

women which was in its nature something

between distinction and notoriety- It was

founded on the following items of character.

She was shrewd and penetrating ; her house

stood in a lonely place ; she never went to

church; she always retained her bonnet in-

doors; and she had a pointed chin. Thus

far her attributes were distinctly Satanic;

and those who looked no further called her,

in plain terms, a witch. But she was not

gaunt, nor ugly in the upper part of her

face, nor particularly strange in manner;

so that, when her more intimate acquaint-

ances spoke of her, the term was softened,

and she became simply a Deep Body, who
was as long-headed as she was high. It

may be stated that Elizabeth belonged to a

class of people who were gradually losing

their mysterious characteristics under the

administration of the young vicar ; though,

during the long reign of Mr. Grinham, the
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parish of Mellstock had proved extremely-

favourable to the growth of witches.

While Fancy was revolving all this in

her mind, and putting it to herself whe-

ther it was worth while to tell her troubles

to Elizabeth, and ask her advice in getting

out of them, the witch spoke.

' You are down—proper down,' she said

suddenly, dropping another potato into the

bucket.

Fancy took no notice.

' About your young man.'

Fancy reddened. Elizabeth seemed to be

watching her thoughts. Really, one would

almost think she must have the powers

people ascribed to her.

'Father not in the humour for't, hey?'

Another potato was finished and flung in.

' Ah, I know about it. Little birds tell me
things that people don't dream ofmy know-

ing.'

Fancy was desperate about Dick, and

here was a chance—0, such a wicked

chance!—of getting help; but what was

goodness beside love

!
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' I wish you'd tell me how to put him

in the humour for it? she said.

' That I could soon do,' said the witch

quietly.

'Really? 0, do; anyhow—I don't care

—so that it is done! How could I do it,

Mrs. Endorfield?'

' Nothing so mighty wonderful in it.'

'Well, but how?'

' By witchery, of course !' said Eliza-

beth.

' No !' said Fancy.

' 'Tis, I assure ye. Didn't you ever hear

I was a witch?'

' Well,' said Fancy hesitatingly, ' I have

heard you called so.'

' And you believed it ?'

' I can't say that I did exactly believe

it, for 'tis very horrible and wicked; but,

0, how I do wish it was possible for you

to be one !'

' So I am. And I'll tell ye how to be-

witch your father, to let you marry Dick

Dewy.'

'Will it hurt him, poor thing?'
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'Hurt who?
' Father.'

' No ; the charm is worked by common
sense, and the spell can only be broke by

your acting stupidly.'

Fancy looked rather perplexed, andEliza-

beth went on

:

' This fear of Lizz—whatever 'tis

—

By great and small

;

She makes pretence to common sense,

And that's all.

You must do it like this.' The witch

laid down her knife and potato, and then

poured into Fancy's ear a long and de-

tailed list of directions, glancing up from

the corner of her eye into Fancy's face

with an expression of sinister humour.

Fancy's face brightened, clouded, rose and

sank, as the narrative proceeded. ' There,'

said Elizabeth at length, stooping for the

knife and another potato, ' do that, and

you'll have him by-long and by-late, my
dear.'

'And do it I will!' said Fancy

She then turned her attention to the
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external world once more. The rain con-

tinued as usual, but the wind had abated

considerably during the discourse. Judg-

ing that it was now possible to keep an

umbrella erect, she pulled her hood again

over her bonnet, bade the witch good-bye,

and went her way

CHAPTER IV.

THE SPELL.

Mrs. Endoefield's advice was duly fol-

lowed.

' I be proper sorry that your daughter

isn't so well as she might be,' said a Mell-

stock man to Geoffrey one morning.

' But is there anything in it ?' said Geof-

frey uneasily He shifted his hat slightly

to the right. ' I can't understand the re-

port. She didn't complain to me at all,

when I seed her.'

' No appetite at all, they say

'

Geoffrey called at the school that after-
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noon. Fancy welcomed him as usual, and

asked him to stay and take tea with her.

' I be'n't much for tea, this time o' day,'

he said, but stayed.

During the meal he watched her nar-

rowly- And to his great consternation

discovered the following unprecedented

change in the healthy girl—that she cut

herself only a diaphanous slice of bread-

and-butter, and laying it on her plate,

passed the meal in breaking it into pieces,

but eating no more than about one-tenth

of the slice. Geoffrey hoped she would say

something about Dick, and finish up by

weeping, as she had done after the decision

against him a few days subsequent to the

interview in the garden. But nothing was

said, and in due time Geoffrey departed

again for Yalbury Wood.
' 'Tis to be hoped poor Miss Fancy will

be able to keep on her school,' said Geof-

frey's man Enoch to Geoffrey the foliowin«

week, as they were shovelling up ant-hills in

the wood.

Geoffrey stuck in the shovel, swept seven
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or eight ants from his sleeve, and killed

another that was prowling round his ear,

then looked perpendicularly into the earth,

waiting for Enoch to say more. 'Well,

why shouldn't she ?' said the keeper at last.

' The baker told me yesterday,' con-

tinued Enoch, shaking out another emmet

that had run merrily up his thigh, ' that the

bread he've left at- that there school-house

this last month would starve any mouse in

the three creations ; that 'twould so. And
afterwards I had a pint o' small at the Old

Souls, and there I heard more.'

' What might that ha' been ?'

' That she used to have half a pound o'

the best rolled butter a week, regular as

clockwork, from Dairyman Quenton's; but

now the same quantity d'last her three

weeks, and then 'tis thoughted she throws it

away sour.'

' Finish doing the emmets, and carry

the bag home-along.' The keeper resumed

his gun, tucked it under his arm, and went

on without whistling to the dogs, who
however followed, with a bearing meant

T
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to imply that they did not expect any

such attentions when their master was re-

flecting.

On Saturday morning a note came from

Fancy. He was not to trouble about send-

ing her the couple of early young rabbits,

as was intended, because she feared she

should not want them. Later in the day,

Geoffrey went to Casterbridge, and called

upon the butcher who served Fancy with

fresh meat, which was put down to her

father's account.

'I've called to pay up our little bill,

naibour Sabley, and you can gie me the

chiel's account at the same time.'

Mr. Sabley turned round three quarters

of a circle in the midst of a heap of joints,

altered the expression of his face from meat

to money, went into a little office consisting

only of a door and a window, looked very

vigorously into a book which possessed

length but no breadth; and then, seizing a

piece of paper and scribbling thereupon,

handed the bill.

Probably it was the first time in the
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history of commercial transactions that the

quality of shortness in a butcher's bill was

a cause of tribulation to the debtor. 'Why,

this isn't all she've had in a whole month!'

said Geoffrey.

'Every mossel,' said the butcher—
' (now, Dan, take that leg and shoulder to

Mrs. White's, and this eleven pound here

to Mr. Martin's)—you've been trating her

to smaller joints lately, to my thinking, Mr.

Day?'

' Only two or three little scram rabbits

this last week, as I be alive—I wish I had.'

'Well, my wife said to me—(Dan! not

too much, not too much at a time; better

go twice)—my wife said to me as she posted

up the books :
" Sabley," she ses, "Miss Day

must have been affronted this summer dur-

ing that hot muggy weather that spoilt so

much for us; for depend upon't," she ses,

" she've been trying Joe Grimmett unknown

to us : see her account else." Tis little, of

course, at the best of times, being only for

one, but now 'tis next kin to nothing.'

' I'll inquire,' said Geoffrey despondingly.
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He returned by way of Mellstock, and

called upon Fancy, in fulfilment of a pro-

mise. It being Saturday, the children were

enjoying a holiday, and on entering the

residence Fancy was nowhere to be seen.

Nan, the charwoman, was sweeping the

kitchen.

' Where's my da'ter ?' said the keeper.

' Well, you see she was tired with the

week's work, and this morning she said,

"Nan, I sha'n't get up till the evening."

You see, Mr. Day, if people don't eat, they

can't work; and as she've gie'd up eating,

she must gie up working.'

' Have yc carried up any dinner to

her?'

' No ; she don't want any. There, we all

know that such things don't come without

good reason—not that I wish to say any-

thing about a broken heart, or anything of

the kind.'

Geoffrey's own heart felt inconveniently

large just then. He went to the staircase

and ascended to his daughter's door.

' Fancy !'
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' Come in, father.'

To see a person in bed from any cause

whatever, on a fine afternoon, is depressing

enough ; and here was his only child Fancy,

not only in bed, but looking very pale.

Geoffrey was visibly disturbed.

' Fancy, I didn't expect to see thee here,

chiel,' he said. 'What's the matter?'

' I'm not well, father.'

'How's that?'

' Because I think of things.'

' What things can you have to think o'

so martel much?'

' You know, father.'

' You think I've been cruel to thee in

saying that that penniless Dick o' thine

sha'n't marry thee, I suppose ?'

No answer.

' Well, you know, Fancy, I do it for the

best, and he isn't good enough for thee.

You know that well enough.' Here he

again looked at her as she lay. 'Well,

Fancy, I can't let my only chiel die ; and if

you can't live without en, you must ha' en,

I suppose.'
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' 0, I don't want him like that ; all

against your will, and everything so dis-

obedient!' sighed the invalid.

'No, no, 'tisn't against my will. My
wish is, now I d'see how 'tis hurten thee to

live without en, that he shall marry thee as

soon as we've considered a little. That's

my wish flat and plain, Fancy. There,

never cry, my little maid ! You ought to ha'

cried afore; no need o' crying now 'tis all

over. Well, howsoever, try to stap over

and see me and mother-law to-morrow, and

ha' a bit of dinner wi' us.'

'And—Dick too?'

'Ay, Dick too, 'far's I know.'

' And ichen do you think you'll have

considered, father, and he may marry me ?'

she Coaxed.

' Well, there, say next Midsummer ; that's

not a day too long to wait.'

On leaving the school, Geoffrey went to

the tranter's. Old William opened the

door.

'Is your grandson Dick in 'ithin, Wil-

liam ?'
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'No, not just now, Geoffrey Though

he've been at home a good deal lately

'

'0, how's that?'

'What wi' one thing, and what wi'

'tother, he's all in a mope, as m't be said.

Don't seem the feller 'a used to. Ay, 'a

will sit studding and thinking as if 'a were

going to turn chapel-member, and then 'a

don't do nothing but traypsing and wamb-

ling about. Used to be such a chatty feller,

too, Dick did; and now 'a don't spak at

all. But won't ye stap inside? Reuben

will be home soon, 'a b'lieve.'

' No, thank you, I can't stay now. Will

ye just ask Dick if he'll do me the kindness

to stap over to Yalbury to-morrow with

my da'ter Fancy, if she's well enough? I

don't like her to come by herself, now she's

not so terrible topping in health.'

' So I've heard. Ay, sure, I'll tell'n

without fail.'
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CHAPTER V

AFTER GAINING HER POINT.

The visit to Geoffrey passed off as de-

lightfully as a visit might have been ex-

pected to pass offwhen it was the first day of

smooth experience in a hitherto obstructed

love-course. And then came a series of

several happy days, of the same undisturbed

serenity Dick could court her when he

chose; stay away when he chose,—which

was never ; walk with her by winding

streams and waterfalls and autumn scenery

till dews and twilight sent them home.

And thus they drew near the day of the

Harvest Thankso-iving, which was also the

time chosen for opening the organ in Mell-

stock Church.

It chanced that Dick on that very day

was called away from Mellstock. A young

acquaintance had died of consumption at

Stoneley, a neighbouring village, on the

previous Monday, and Dick, in fulfilment of

a long-standing promise, was to assist in
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carrying him to the grave. When, on Tues-

day, Dick went towards the school to ac-

quaint Fancy of the fact, it is difficult to say

whether his own disappointment, at being

denied the sight of her triumphant debut as

organist, was greater than his vexation that

his pet should on this great occasion be

deprived of the pleasure of his presence.

However, the intelligence was communi-

cated. She bore it as she best could, not

without many expressions of regret, and

convictions that her performance would be

nothing to her now

Just before eleven o'clock on Sunday he

set out upon his sad errand. The funeral

was to be immediately after the morning

service, and as there were four good miles to

walk, it became necessary to start compara-

tively early Half an hour later would cer-

tainly have answered his purpose quite as

well, yet nothing would content his ardent

mind but that he must go a mile out of his

way, in the direction of the school, in the

hope of getting a glimpse of his Love as she

started for church.
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Striking into the path between the

church and the school, he proceeded to-

wards the latter spot, and arrived opposite

her door as his goddess emerged.

If ever a woman looked a divinity, Fancy

Day appsared one that morning as she

floated down those school steps, in the form

of a nebulous collection of colours inclining

to blue. With an audacity unparalleled in

the whole history of schoolmistresses

—

partly owing, no doubt, to papa's respectable

accumulation of cash, which rendered her

profession not altogether one of necessity

—

she had actually donned a hat and feather,

and lowered her hitherto plainly looped-up

hair, which now fell about her shoulders in

a profusion of curls. Poor Dick was aston-

ished: he had never seen her look so dis-

tractingly beautiful before, save on Christ-

mas-eve, when her hair was in the same

luxuriant condition of freedom. But his

first burst of delighted surprise was fol-

lowed by less comfortable feelings, as soon

as his brain recovered its power to think.

Fancy had blushed;—was it with con-
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fusion? She had also involuntarily pressed

back her curls. She had not expected

him.

' Fancy, you didn't know me for a mo-

ment in my funeral clothes, did you?'

' Good-morning, Dick—no, really I didn't

recognise you for an instant.'

He looked again at the gay tresses and

hat. ' You've never dressed so charmingly

before, dearest.'

' I like to hear you praise me in that

way, Dick,' she said, smiling archly- ' It is

meat and drink to a woman. Do I look

nice really?'

'Fancy,—fie! you know it. Did you

remember,—I mean didn't you remember

about my going away to-day ?'

' Well, yes, I did, Dick ; but, you know,

I wanted to look well;—forgive me.'

' Yes, darling
;
yes, of course,—there's

nothing to forgive. No, I was only think-

ing that when we talked on Tuesday and

Wednesday and Thursday and Friday about

my absence to-day, and I regretted it so,

you said, Fancy, so did you regret it, and
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almost cried, and said it would be no plea-

sure to you to be the attraction of the

church to-day, since I could not be there.'

' My dear one, neither will it be so much
pleasure to me. . But I do take a little

delight in my life, I suppose,' she pouted.

' Apart from mine?'

She looked at him with perplexed eyes.

' I know you are vexed with me, Dick, and

it is because the first Sunday I have curls

and a hat and feather since I have been

here happens to be the very day you are

away and won't be with me. Yes, say it is,

for that is it ! And you think that all this

week I ought to have remembered you

wouldn't be here, and not have cared to be

better dressed than usual. Yes, you do,

Dick, and it is rather unkind!'

'No, no,' said Dick earnestly and simply,

' I didn't think so badly of you as that. I

only thought that, if you had been going

away, I shouldn't have adopted new attrac-

tions for the eyes of other people. But then

of course you and I are different naturally.'

'Well, perhaps we are.'
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' Whatever will the vicar say, Fancy ?'

' I don't fear what he says in the least
!'

she answered proudly ' But he won't say

anything of the sort you think. No, no.'

' He can hardly have conscience to, in-

deed.'

' Now come, you say, Dick, that you

quite forgive me, for I must go,' she said

with sudden gaiety, and skipped backwards

into the porch. ' Come here, sir ;—say you

forgive me, and then you shall kiss me;

—

you never have yet when I have worn curls,

you know- Yes, in the very middle of my
mouth, where you want to so much,—yes,

you may

'

Dick followed her into the inner corner,

where he was not slow in availing himself

of the privilege offered.

' Now that's a treat for you, isn't it?' she

continued. ' Good-bye, or I shall be late.

Come and see me to-morrow : you'll be tired

to-night.'

Thus they parted, and Fancy proceeded

to the church. The organ stood on one side

of the chancel, close to and under the im-
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mediate eye of the vicar when he was in

the pulpit, and also in full view of the whole

congregation. Here she sat down, for the

first time in such a conspicuous position,

her seat having previously been in a remote

spot in the aisle. ' Good heavens—disgrace-

ful ! Curls and a hat and feather !' said the

daughters of the small gentry, who had

either only curly hair without a hat and

feather, or a hat and feather without curl-

ing hair. ' A bonnet for church always !'

said sober matrons.

That Mr. Maybold was conscious of her

presence close beside him during his ser-

mon; that he was not at all angry at her

development of costume ; that he admired

her, she perceived. But she did not see

that he loved her during that sermon-time

as he had never loved a woman before ; that

her proximity was a strange delight to him

;

and that he gloried in her musical success

that morning in a spirit quite beyond a

mere cleric's glory at the inauguration of a

new order of things.

The old choir, with humbled hearts, no
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longer took their seats in the gallery as

heretofore (which was now given up to the

school-children who were not singers, and

a pupil-teacher), but were scattered about

with their wives in different parts of the

church. Having nothing to do with con-

ducting the service for almost the first time

in their lives, they all felt awkward, out of

place, abashed, and inconvenienced by their

hands. The tranter had proposed that they

should stay away to-day and go nutting,

but grandfather William would not hear of

such a thing for a moment. ' No,' he replied

reproachfully, and quoted a verse :
" Though

this has come upon us, let not our hearts be

turned back, or our steps go out ofthe way "

'

So they stood and watched the curls of hair

trailing down the back of the successful

rival, and the waving of her feather, as she

swayed her head. After a few timid notes

and uncertain touches her playing became

markedly correct, and towards the end full

and free. But, whether from prejudice or

unbiassed judgment, the venerable body

of musicians could not help thinking that
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the simpler notes they had been wont to

bring forth were more in keeping with the

simplicity of their old church than the

crowded chords and interludes it was her

pleasure to produce.

CHAPTER VI.

INTO TEMPTATION.

The day was done, and Fancy was again

in the school-house. About five o'clock it

began to rain, and in rather a dull frame of

mind she wandered into the schoolroom, for

want of something better to do. She was

thinking— of her lover Dick Dewy ? not

precisely Of hoAv weary she was of living

alone : how unbearable it would be to return

to Yalbury under the rule of her strange-

tempered step-mother ; that it was far better

to be married to anybody than do that;

that eight or nine long months had yet to

be lived through ere the wedding could

take place.
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At the end of the room was a high, win-

dow, upon the sill of which, she could sit

by first mounting a desk and using it as a

footstool. As the evening advanced, here

she perched herself, as was her custom on

such wet and gloomy occasions, put on a

light shawl and bonnet, opened the window,

and looked out at the rain.

The window overlooked a field and foot-

path across it, and it was the position from

which she used to survey the crown of

Dick's hat in the early days of their ac-

quaintance and meetings. Not a living soul

was now visible anywhere ; the rain kept all

people indoors who were not forced abroad

by necessity, and necessity was less impor-

tunate on Sundays than during the week.

Sitting here and thinking again—of her

lover, or of the sensation she had created

at church that day ?—well, it is unknown

—

thinking and thinking she saw a dark mas-

culine figure arising into distinctness at the

farther end of the path—a man without an

umbrella. Nearer and nearer he came, and

she perceived that he was in deep mourn-

XJ
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ing, and then that it was Dick. Yes, in the

fondness and foolishness of his young heart,

after walking four miles, in a drizzling rain

without overcoat or umbrella, and in face

of a remark from his love that he was not

to come because he would be tired, he had

made it his business to wander this mile out

of his way again, from sheer love of spend-

ing ten minutes in her beloved presence.

' Dick, how wet you are !' she said,

as he drew up under the window. ' Why,

your coat shines as if it had been var-

nished, and your hat—my goodness, there's

a streaming hat !'

' O, I don't mind, darling !' said Dick

cheerfully. ' Wet never hurts me, though

I am rather sorry for my best clothes.

However, it couldn't be helped; they lent

all the umbrellas to the women.'

' And look, there's a nasty patch of

something just on your shoulder.'

'Ah, that's japanning; it rubbed off the

clamps of poor Jack's coffin when we low-

ered him from our shoulders upon the

bier! I don't care about that, for 'twas
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the last deed I could do for him; and 'tis

hard if you can't afford a coat to an old

friend.'

Fancy put her hand to her mouth for

half a minute. Underneath the palm of that

little hand there existed for that half-mi-

nute a little yawn.

'Dick, I don't like you to stand there

in the wet. Go home and change your

things. Don't stay another minute.'

' One kiss after coming so far,' he pleaded.

' If I can reach, then.'

He looked rather disappointed at not

being invited round to the door. She left

her seated position and bent herself down-

wards, but not even by standing on the

plinth was it possible for Dick to get his

mouth into contact with hers as she held

it. By great exertion she might have

reached a little lower; but then she would

have exposed her head to the rain.

'Never mind, Dick; kiss my hand,' she

said, flinging it down to him. ' Now, good-

bye.'

' Good-bye.'
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He walked slowly away, turning and

turning again to look at her till he was out

of sight. During the retreat she said to her-

self, almost involuntarily, and still conscious

of that morning's triumph,

' I like Dick, and I love him ; but how
poor and mean a man looks in the rain,

with no umbrella, and wet through
!'

As he vanished, she made as if to de-

scend from her seat; but glancing in the

other direction she saw another form coming

along the same path. It was also that of a

man. He, too, was in black from top to toe

;

but he carried an umbrella.

He drew nearer, and the direction of

the rain caused him so to slant his um-

brella, that from her height above the

ground his head was invisible, as she was

also to him. He passed in due time directly

beneath her, and in looking down upon the

exterior of his umbrella her feminine eyes

instinctively perceived it to be of superior

silk, and of elegant make. He reached the

angle of the building, and Fancy suddenly

lost sight of him. Instead of pursuing the
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straight path, as Dick had done, he had

turned sharply round to her own door.

She jumped to the floor, hastily flung

off her shawl and bonnet, smoothed and

patted her hair till the curls hung in pass-

able condition, and listened. No knock.

Nearly a minute passed, and still there was

no knock. Then there arose a soft series

of raps, no louder than the tapping of a dis-

tant woodpecker, and barely distinct enough

to reach her ears. She composed herself

and flung open the door.

In the porch stood Mr. Maybold.

There was a warm flush upon his face,

and a bright flash in his eyes, which made

him look handsomer than she had ever seen

him before.

' Good-evening, Miss Day '

' Good-evening, Mr. Maybold,' she said,

in a strange state of mind. She had noticed,

beyond the ardent hue of his face, that his

voice had a singular tremor in it, and that

his hand shook like an aspen leaf when he

laid his umbrella in the corner of the porch.

Without anotherword being spoken by either
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he came into the schoolroom, shut the door,

and moved close to her. Once inside, the

expression of his face was no more dis-

cernible, by reason of the increasing dusk

of evening.

' I want to speak to you,' he then said

;

' seriously—on a perhaps unexpected subject,

but one which is all the world to me—I don't

know what it may be to you, Miss Day.'

No reply

' Fancy, I have come to ask you if you

will be my wife ?'

As a person who has been idly amusing

himself with rolling a snowball might start

at finding he had set in motion an ava-

lanche, so did Fancy start at these words

from the vicar. And in the dead silence

which followed them, the breathings of the

man and of the woman could be distinctly

and separately heard; and there was this

difference between them—his respirations

gradually grew quieter and less rapid after

the enunciation ; hers, from having been

low and regular, increased in quickness and

force, till she almost panted.
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' I cannot, I cannot, Mr. Maybold—

I

cannot. Don't ask me !' she said.

' Don't answer in a hurry !' he entreated.

' And do listen to me. This is no sudden

feeling on my part. I have loved you for

more than six months ! Perhaps my late

interest in teaching the children here has

not been so single-minded as it seemed. You

will understand my motive—like me better,

perhaps—for honestly telling you that I

have struggled against my emotion con-

tinually, because I have thought that it

was not well for me to love you ! But I

resolve to struggle no longer; I have ex-

amined the feeling ; and the love I bear you

is as genuine as that I could bear any wo-

man! I see your great beauty; I respect

your natural talents, and the refinement

they have brought into your nature—they

are quite enough, and. more than enough

for me ! They are equal to anything ever

required of the mistress of a quiet parson-

age-house—the place in which I shall pass

my days, wherever it may be situated.

Fancy, I have watched you, criticised you
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even severely, brought my feelings to the

light of judgment, and still have found

them rational, and such as any man might

have expected to be inspired with by a wo-

man like you ! So there is nothing hurried,

secret, or untoward in my desire to make

you my wife ! Fancy, will you marry

me ?'

No answer was returned.

'Don't refuse ; don't,' he implored. 'It

would be foolish of you—I mean cruel ! Of

course we would not live here, Fancy I

have had for a long time the offer of an

exchange of livings with a friend in York-

shire, but I have hitherto refused on ac-

count of my mother. There we would go.

Your musical powers shall be still further

developed; you shall have whatever piano

you like; you shall have anything, Fancy!

anything to make you happy—pony-car-

riage, flowers, birds, pleasant society; yes,

you have enough in you for any society,

after a few months of travel with me ! Will

you, Fancy, marry me ?'

Another pause ensued, varied only by
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the surging of the rain against the window-

panes, and then Fancy spoke, in a faint and

broken voice.

' Yes, I will,' she said.

' God bless you, my own!' He advanced

quickly, and put his arm out to embrace

her. She drew back hastily. ' No, no, not

now!' she said in an agitated whisper

' There are things ;—but the temptation is,

0, too strong, and I can't resist it; I can't

tell you now, but I must tell you ! Don't,

please, don't come near me now ! I want to

think. I can scarcely get myself used to

the idea of what I have promised yet.' The

next minute she turned to a desk, buried

her face in her hands, and burst into a hys-

terical fit of weeping. ' 0, leave me !' she

sobbed, 'leave me! 0, leave me!'

'Don't be distressed; don't, dearest!' It

was with visible difficulty that he restrained

himself from approaching her. ' You shall

tell me at your leisure what it is that

grieves you so ; I am happy—beyond all

measure happy !—at having your simple

promise.'
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' And do leave me now !'

' But I must not, injustice to you, leave

for a minute, until you are yourself again.'

'There then,' she said, controlling her

emotion, and standing up ; 'I am not dis-

turbed now '

He reluctantly moved towards the door.

' Good-bye !' he murmured tenderly- ' I'll

come to-morrow about this time.'

CHAPTER VII.

A CRISIS.

The next morning the vicar rose early -

The first thing he did was to write a long

and careful letter to his friend in York-

shire. Then, partaking of a little break-

fast, he crossed the dale and heath in the

direction of Casterbridge, bearing his letter

in his pocket, that he might post it at the

town office, and obviate the loss of one

day in its transmission that would have

resulted had he left it for the foot-post

through the village.
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It was a foggy morning, and the trees

shed in noisy water-drops the moisture

they had collected from the thick air, an

acorn occasionally falling from its cup to

the ground, in company with the drippings.

In the heath, sheets of spiders'-web, almost

opaque with wet, hung in folds over the

furze -bushes, and the ferns appeared in

every variety of brown, green, and yellow

hues.

A low and merry whistling was heard on

the other side of the hedge, then the light

footsteps of a man going in the same direc-

tion as himself. On reaching the gate which

divided the two enclosures, the vicar be-

held Dick Dewy's open and cheerful face.

Dick lifted his hat, and came through

the gate into the path the vicar was pur-

suing.

' Good-morning, Dewy How well you

are looking!' said Mr. Maybold.

' Yes, sir, I am well—quite Avell ! I am
going to Casterbridge now, to get Smart's

collar ; we left it there Saturday to be

repaired.'
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'I am going to Casterbridge, so we'll

walk together,' the vicar said. Dick gave

a hop with one foot to put himself in step

with Mr. Maybold, who proceeded :
' I fancy

I didn't see you at church yesterday, Dewy.

Or were you behind the pier ?'

'No: I went to Stoneley Poor John

Dunford chose me to be one of his bearers

a long time before he died, and yesterday

was the funeral. Of course I couldn't re-

fuse, though I should have liked particu-

larly to have been at home on this occa-

sion.'

' Yes, you should have been. The mu-

sical portion of the service was success-

ful—very successful indeed; and what is

more to the purpose, no ill-feeling whatever

was evinced by any of the members of the

old choir. They joined in the singing with

the greatest good-will.'

' 'Twas natural enough that I should

want to be there, I suppose,' said Dick,

smiling a private smile ;
' considering who

the organist was.'

At this the vicar reddened a little, and
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said, ' Yes, yes,' though not at all com-

prehending Dick's true meaning, who, as

he received no further reply, continued

hesitatingly, and with another smile denot-

ing his pride as a lover,

' I suppose you know what I mean,

sir? You've heard about me and—Miss

Day?'

The red in Maybold's countenance went

away: he turned and looked Dick in the

face.

' No,' he said constrainedly, ' I've heard

nothing whatever about you and Miss Day '

'Why, she's my sweetheart, and we

are going to be married next Midsummer.

We are keeping it rather close just at pre-

sent, because it is a good many months to

wait; but it is her father's wish that we

don't marry before, and of course we must

submit. But the time will soon slip along.'

'Yes, the time will soon slip along.

Time glides away every day—yes.'

Maybold said these words, but he had

no idea of what they were. He was con-

scious of a cold and sickly thrill through-
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out him; and all he reasoned was this, that

the young creature whose graces had in-

toxicated him into making the most im-

prudent resolution of his life, was less an

angel than a woman.

'lou see, sir,' continued the ingenuous

Dick, ' 'twill be better in one sense. I

shall by that time be the regular manager

of a branch of my father's business, which

has very much increased lately, and we

expect next year to keep an extra couple

of horses. We've already our eye on one

—brown as a berry, neck like a rainbow,

fifteen hands, and not a gray hair in her

—

offered us at twenty-five want a crown.

And to keep pace with the times, I have

had some cards printed, and I beg leave

to hand you one, sir.'

' Certainly,' said the vicar, mechanically

taking the card that Dick offered him.

' I turn in here by the river,' said Dick.

' I suppose you go straight up the town ?'

' Yes.'

' Good-morning, sir.'

' Good-morning, Dewy.'
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Maybold stood still upon the bridge,

holding the card as it had been put into

his hand, and Dick's footsteps died away

The vicar's first voluntary action was to

read the card :

—

DEWY AND SON,

tranters anb Hauliers,

Mellstock.

N.B. Furniture, Coals, Potatoes, Live and Dead Stock,

removed to any distance on the shortest notice.

Mr. Maybold leant over the parapet of

the bridge and looked into the river. He
saw—without heeding—how the water

came rapidly from beneath the arches,

glided down a little steep, then spread it-

self over a pool in which dace, trout, and

minnows sported at ease among the long

green locks of weed, that lay heaving and

sinking with their roots towards the cur-

rent. At the end of ten minutes spent

leaning thus, he stood erect, drew the let-

ter from his pocket, tore it deliberately

into such minute fragments that scarcely

two syllables remained in juxtaposition,
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and sent the whole handful of shreds flut-

tering into the water. Here he watched

them eddy, dart, and turn, as they were

carried doAvnwards towards the ocean and

gradually disappeared from his view. Fin-

ally he moved off, and pursued his way
at a rapid pace towards Mellstock Vicar-

age.

Nerving himself by a long and intense

effort, he sat down in his study and wrote

as follows

:

' Dear Miss Day,—The meaning of your

words, "the temptation is too strong," of

your sadness and your tears, has been

brought home to me by an accident. I

know to-day what I did not know yester-

day—that you are not a free woman.
' Why did you not tell me—why didn't

you ? Did you suppose I knew ? Xo.

Had I known, my conduct in coming to

you as I did would have been reprehen-

sible.

' But I don't chide you ! perhaps no

blame attaches to you— I can't tell.
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Fancy, though my opinion of you is as-

sailed and disturbed in a way which cannot

be expressed, I love you still, and my
word to you holds good yet. But will

you, in justice to an honest man who relies

upon your word to him, consider whether,

under the circumstances, you can honour-

ably forsake him?
' Yours ever sincerely,

' Aethue Maybold.'

He rang the bell. ' Tell Charles to take

these copybooks and this note to the school

at once.'

The maid took the parcel and the letter,

and in a few minutes a boy was seen to

leave the vicarage gate, with the one under

his arm, and the other in his hand. The

vicar sat with his hand to his brow, watch-

ing the lad as he climbed the hill and

entered the little field that intervened be-

tween that spot and the school.

Here he was met by another boy, and

after a salutation and pugilistic frisk had

passed between the two, the second boy
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came on his way to the vicarage, and the

other vanished out of sight.

The boy came to the door, and a note

for Mr. Mavbold was brought in.

He knew the writing. Opening the

envelope with an unsteady hand, he read

the subjoined words:

' Dear Mr. Maybold,—I have been think-

ing seriously and sadly through the whole

of the night of the question you put to me

last evening; and of my answer. That

answer, as an honest woman, I had no right

to give.

'It is my nature—perhaps all women's

—to love refinement of mind and manners

;

but even more than this, to be ever fascin-

ated with the idea of surroundings more

elegant and luxurious than those which

have been customary. And you praised me,

and praise is life to me. It was alone my
sensations at these things which prompted

my reply. Ambition and vanity they would

be called; perhaps they are so.

' After this explanation, I hope you will
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generously allow me to withdraw the ans-

wer I too hastily gave.

'And one more request. To keep the

meeting of last night, and all that passed

between us there, for ever a secret. Were

it to become known, it would for ever

blight the happiness of a trusting and gen-

erous man, whom I love still, and shall love

always.

'Yours sincerely,

' Fancy Day.'

The last written communication that

ever passed from the vicar to Fancy, was a

note containing these words only

:

' Tell him everything ; it is best. He
will forgive you.'



Part V. Conclusion.

Chapter I. ' The Knot there's no Untying.'

The last day of the story is dated just sub-

sequent to that point in the development

of the seasons when country people go to

bed among nearly naked trees, and awake

next morning among green ones ; when the

landscape appears embarrassed with the

sudden weight and brilliancy of its leaves

;

when the night-jar comes and commences

for the summer his tune of one note ; when

the apple-trees have bloomed, and the roads

and orchards become spotted with fallen

petals; when the faces of the delicate

flowers are darkened, and their heads

weighed down by the throng of honey-bees,

which increase their humming till humming

is too mild a term for the all-pervading

sound; and when cuckoos, blackbirds, and
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sparrows, that have hitherto been merry

and respectful neighbours, become noisy

and persistent intimates.

The exterior of Geoffrey Day's house in

Yalbury Wood appeared exactly as was

usual at that season, but a frantic barking

of the dogs at the back told of unwonted

movements somewhere within. Inside the

door the eyes beheld a gathering, which

was a rarity indeed for the dwelling of the

solitary keeper.

About the room were sitting and stand-

ing, in various gnarled attitudes, our old

acquaintance, grandfathers James and Wil-

liam, the tranter, Mr. Penny, two or three

children, including Jimmy and Charley,

besides three or four country ladies and

gentlemen who do not require any dis-

tinction by name. Geoffrey was seen and

heard stamping about the outhouse and

among the bushes of the garden, attending

to details of daily routine before the proper

time arrived for their performance, in order

that they might be off his hands for the

day- He appeared with his shirt-sleeves
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rolled up; his best new nether garments, in

which he had arrayed himself that morn-

ing, being temporarily disguised under a

week-day apron whilst these proceedings

were in operation. He occasionally glanced

at the hives in passing, to see if the bees

were swarming, ultimately rolling down his

shirt-sleeves and going indoors, talking to

tranter Dewy whilst buttoning the wrist-

bands, to save time; next going upstairs for

his best waistcoat, and coming down again

to make another remark whilst buttoning

that, during the time looking fixedly in

the tranter's face, as if he were a looking-

glass.

The furniture had undergone attenua-

tion to an alarming extent, every duplicate

piece having being removed, including the

clock by Thomas Wood; Ezekiel Sparrow-

grass being at last left sole referee in mat-

ters of time.

Fancy was stationary upstairs, receiving

her layers of clothes and adornments, and

answering by short fragments of laughter

which had more fidgetiness than mirth in
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them, remarks that were made from time

to time by Mrs. Dewy and Mrs. Penny,

who were assisting her at the toilet, Mrs.

Day having pleaded a queerness in her

head as a reason for shutting herself up in

an inner bedroom for the whole morning.

Mrs. Penny appeared with nine corkscrew

curls on each side of her temples, and a

back comb stuck upon her crown like a

castle on a steep.

The conversation just now going on

was concerning the banns, the last publica-

tion of which had been on the Sunday pre-

vious.

'And how did they sound?' Fancy

subtly inquired.

' Very beautiful indeed,' said Mrs. Pen-

ny ' I never heard any sound better
'

' But how V
' 0, so natural and elegant, didn't they,

Reuben!' she cried, through the chinks of

the unceiled floor, to the tranter downstairs.

' What's that ?' said the tranter, looking

up inquiringly at the floor above him for an

answer.
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' Didn't Dick and Fancy sound well

when they were called home in church last

Sunday?' came downwards again in Mrs.

Penny's voice.

' Ay, that they did, my sonnies !—especi-

ally the first time. There was a terrible

whispering piece of work in the congre-

gation, wasn't there, naibour Penny?' said

the tranter, taking up the thread of conver-

sation on his own account, and, in order to

be heard in the room above, speaking very

loudly to Mr. Penny, who sat at the dis-

tance of two feet from him, or rather less.

' I never remember seeing such a whis-

pering as there was,' said Mr. Penny, also

loudly, to the room above. ' And such sor-

rowful envy on the maidens' faces; reallv,

I never see such envy as there was !'

Fancy's lineaments varied in innumer-

able little flushes, and her heart palpitated

innumerable little tremors ofpleasure. ' But

perhaps,' she said, with assumed indiffer-

ence, ' it was only because no religion was

going on just then.'

' 0, no; nothing to do with that. 'Twas
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because of your high standing. It was just

as if they had one and all caught Dick kiss-

ing and coling ye to death, wasn't it, Mrs.

Dewy ?'

'Ay; that 'twas.'

' How people will talk about people !'

Fancy exclaimed.

' Well, if you make songs about your-

self, my dear, you can't blame other people

for singing 'em.'

' Mercy me ! how shall I go through

it?' said the young lady again, but merely

to those in the bedroom, with a breathing

of a kind between a sigh and a pant, round

shining eyes, and warm face.

' 0, you'll get through it well enough,

child,' said Mrs. Dewy placidly ' The edge

of the performance is taken off at the call-

ing home; and when once you get up to

the chancel end o' the church, you feel as

saucy as you please. I'm sure I felt as

brave as a soclger all through the deed

—

though of course I dropped my face and

looked modest, as was becoming to a maid.

Mind you do that, Fancy.'
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' And I Avalked into the church as quiet

as a lamb, I'm sure,' subjoined Mrs. Penny.

' There, you see Penny is such a little small

man. But certainly, I was flurried in the

inside o' me. Well, thinks I, 'tis to be, and

here goes ! And do you do the same : say,

" 'Tis to be, and here goes !" '

'Is there such a wonderful virtue in

your '"Tis to be, and here goes!" ' inquired

Fancy. #

' Wonderful ! 'Twill carry a body through

it all from wedding to churching, if you

only let it out with spirit enough.'

'Very well, then,' said Fancy, blush-

ing. ' 'Tis to be, and here goes
!'

' That's a girl for a husband !' said Mrs.

Dewy
'I do hope he'll come in time!' con-

tinued the bride -elect, inventing a new

cause of affright, now that the other was

demolished.

'Twould be a thousand pities if he

didn't come, now you be so brave,' said

Mrs. Penny.

Grandfather James, having overheard
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some of these remarks, said downstairs

with mischievous loudness

:

< I've heard that at some weddings the

men don't come.'

'They've been known not to, beiore

now, certainly,' said Mr. Penny, cleaning

one of the glasses of his spectacles.

< do hear Avhat they are saying down-

stairs/ whispered Fancy. ' Hush, hush !'

She listened.

< They have, haven't they, Geoffrey i

continued grandfather James, as Geoffrey

entered.

' Have what ?' said Geoffrey.

'The men have been known not to

come.'

'That they have,' said the keeper.

' Ay I've knowed times when the wed-

ding ha'd to be put off through his not

appearing, being tired of the woman. And

another case I knowed when the man was

catched in a man-trap crossing Mellstock

Wood and the three months had run out

before he got well, and the banns had to be

published over again.'
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'How horrible!' said Fancy.

' They only say it on purpose to teasi-

you, my clear,' said Mrs. Dewy.

"Tis quite sad to think what wretched

shifts poor maids have, been put to,' came

a^ain from downstairs. ' Ye should hear

Clerk Wilkins, my brother-law, tell his

experiences in marrying couples these last

thirty years: sometimes one thing, some-

times another
—

'tis quite heart-rending

—

enough to make your hair stand on end.'

'Those things don't happen very often,

I know,' said Fancy, with smouldering un-

easiness.

'Well, really 'tis time Dick was here,'

said the tranter.

'Don't keep on at me so, grandfather

James and Mr. Dewy, and all you down

there !' Fancy broke out, unable to endure

any longer. ' I am sure I shall die, or do

something, if you do.'

' Xever you hearken to these old chaps.

Miss Day!' cried Nat Callcome, the best

man, who had just entered, and threw his

voice upward through the chinks of the
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floor as the others had done. "Tis all

right; Dick's coming on like a wild feller;

he'll be here in a minute. The hive 0' bees

his mother gie'd en for his new garden

swarmed jist as he was starting, and he

said, " I can't afford to lose a stock o' bees;

no, that I can't, though I fain would ;
and

Fancy wouldn't wish it on any account."

So he jist stopped to ting to 'em and shake

'em.'

' A genuine wise man,' said Geoffrey

' To be sure, what a day's work we had

yesterday!' Mr. Callcome continued, lower-

ino- his voice as if it were not necessary any

longer to include those in the room above

among his audience, and selecting a remote

corner of his best clean handkerchief for

wiping his face. ' To be sure
!'

' Things so heavy, I suppose,' said Geof-

frey, as if reading through the chimney-

window from the far end of the pad-

dock.

' Ay,' said Nat, looking round the room

at points from which furniture had been re-

moved. ' And so awkward to carry, too.
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'Twas ath'art and across Dick's garden; in

and out Dick's door; up and down Dick's

stairs; round and round Dick's chammers

till legs were worn to stumps : and Dick is

so particular, too. And the stores of vic-

tuals and drink that lad has laid in: why,

'tis enough for Noah's ark! I'm sure I

never Avish to see a choicer half-dozen of

hams than he's got there in his chimley

;

and the cider I tasted was a very pretty

drop, indeed ;—never could desire a prettier

tasted cider.'

' They be for the love and the stalled ox

both. Ah, the greedy martels !' said grand-

father James.

'Well, may-be they be. " Surely," says

I, "that couple between 'em have heaped

up so much furniture and victuals, that

anybody would think they were going to

take hold the big end of married life first,

and begin wi' a grown-up family " Ah,

what a bath of heat we two chaps were

in, to be sure, a-getting that furniture in

order !'

' I do so wish the room below was ceiled,'
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said Fancy, as the dressing went on ;
' they

can hear all we say and do up here.'

' Hark ! Who's that ?' exclaimed a small

pupil-teacher, who also assisted this morn-

ing, to her great delight. She ran half-way

down the stairs, and peeped round the ban-

ister. ' 0, you should, you should, you

should!' she exclaimed, scrambling up to

the room again.

'What?' said Fancy
' See the bridesmaids ! They've just

come ! 'Tis wonderful, really ! 'tis wonderful

how muslin can be brought to it. There,

they don't look a bit like themselves, but

like some very rich sisters o' theirs that no-

body knew they had !'

' Make 'em come up to me, make 'em

come up !' cried Fancy ecstatically; and the

four damsels appointed, namely, Miss Susan

Dewy, Miss Bessie Dewy, Miss Vashti Sniff,

and Miss Mercy Onmey, surged upstairs,

and floated along the passage.

' I wish Dick would come !' was again

the burden of Fancy

.

The same instant a small twig and flower
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from the creeper outside the door flew in

at the open window, and a masculine voice

said, 'Ready, Fancy dearest?'

' There he is, he is !' cried Fancy, titter-

ing spasmodically, and breathing as it were

for the first time that morning.

The bridesmaids crowded to the win-

dow and turned their heads in the direction

pointed out, at which motion eight ear-

rings all swung as one : — not looking

at Dick because they particularly wanted

to see him, but with an important sense of

their duty as obedient ministers of the will

of that apotheosised being—the Bride.

' He looks very taking !' said Miss Vashti

Sniff, a young lady who blushed cream-

colour and wore yellow bonnet-ribbons.

Dick was advancing to the door in a

painfully new coat of shining cloth, prim-

rose-coloured waistcoat, hat of the same

painful style of newness, and with an extra

quantity of whiskers shaved off his face,

and his hair cut to an unwonted shortness

in honour of the occasion.

' Now I'll run down,' said Fancy, look-
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ing at herself over her shoulder in the glass,

and flitting off.

' Dick !' she exclaimed,' ' I am so glad

3-011 are come ! I knew you would, of course,

but I thought, if you shouldn't!'

'Not come, Fancy! Het or wet, blow

or snow, here come I to-day ! Why, what's

possessing your little soul ? You never used

to mind such things a bit.'

'Ah, Mr. Dick, I hadn't hoisted my
colours and committed myself then !' said

Fancy
' 'Tis a pity I can't marry the whole

five of ye!' said Dick, surveying them all

round.

' Heh-heh-heh !' laughed the four brides-

maids, and Fancy privately touched Dick

and smoothed him down behind his shoul-

der, as if to assure herself that he was there

in flesh and blood as her own property

' Well, whoever would have thought such

a thing ?' said Dick, taking off his hat, sink-

ing into a chair, and turning to the elder

members of the company.

The elder members of the company
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arranged their eyes and lips to signify that

in their opinion nobody could have thought

such a thing, whatever it was.

' That my bees should have swarmed

just then, of all times and seasons!' con-

tinued Dick, throwing a comprehensive

glance like a net over the whole auditory.

' And 'tis a fine swarm, too : I haven't seen

such a fine swarm for these ten years.'

'An excellent sign,' said Mrs. Penny,

from the depths of experience. ' An excel-

lent sign.'

'I am glad everything seems so right,'

said Fancy with a breath of relief.

' And so am I,' said the four bridesmaids

with much sympathy

'Well, bees can't be put off,' observed

grandfather James. ' Marrying a woman is

a thing you can do at any moment; but a

swarm of bees won't come for the asking.'

Dick fanned himself with his hat. 'I

can't think,' he said thoughtfully, 'what-

ever 'twas I did to offend Mr. Maybold,—

a

man I like so much too. He rather took to

me when he came first, and used to say he
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should like to see me married, and that

he'd marry me, whether the young woman
I chose lived in his parish or no. I slightly

reminded him of it when I put in the banns,

but he didn't seem to take kindly to the

notion now, and so I said no more. I

wonder how it was.'

' I wonder,' said Fancy, looking into

vacancy with those beautiful eyes of hers

—

too refined and beautiful for a tranter's

wife ; but, perhaps, not too good.

'Altered his mind, as folk will, I sup-

pose,' said the tranter. ' Well, my sonnies,

there'll be a good strong party looking at

us to-day as we go along.'

' And the body of the church,' said

Geoffrey, ' will be lined with feymells, and

a row of young fellers' heads, as far down

as the eyes, will be noticed just above the

sills of the chancel-winders.'

' Ay, you've been through it twice,' said

Reuben, ' and well may know.'

'I can put up with it for once,' said

Dick, ' or twice either, or a dozen times.'

' Dick !' said Fancy reproachfully.
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' And I mane to, come next Christmas !'

said Nat the bridesman vigorously, and

looking towards the person of Miss Vashti

Sniff.

' Respectable people don't nowadays,'

said Fancy- ' Still, since poor mother did,

I will'

' Ay,' resumed the tranter, ' 'twas on a

White Tuesday when I committed it. Mell-

stock Club walked the same day, and we

new-married folk went a-gaying round the

parish behind 'em. Everybody used to wear

summat white at Whitsuntide in them clays.

My sonnies, I've got they very white trou-

sers that I wore, at home in box now.

Ha'n'tl, Ann?'

' You had till I cut 'em up for Jimmy,'

said Mrs. Dewy
'And we ought, by rights, to go round

Galligar - lane, by Quenton's,' said Mr.

Penny, recovering scent of the matter in

hand. ' Dairyman Quenton is a very re-

spectable man, and so is Farmer Crocker,

and we ought to show ourselves to them.'

1 True,' said the tranter, ' we ought to
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go round Galligar lane to do the thing

well. We shall form a very striking object

walking along: good-now, naibours?'

' That we shall : a proper pretty sight

for the nation,' said Mrs. Penny
' Hullo !' said the tranter, suddenly

catching sight of a singular human figure

standing in the doorway, and wearing a

long smock-frock of pillow-case cut and of

snowy whiteness. 'Why, Leaf! whatever

dost thou do here?'

' I've come to know if so be T can come

to the wedding—hee-hee!' said Leaf in an

uneasy voice of timidity -

' Now, Leaf,' said the tranter reproach-

fully, ' you know we don't want ye here to-

day : we've got no room for ye, Leaf.'

'Thomas Leaf, Thomas Leaf, fie upon

ye for prying !' said old William.

' I know I've got no head, but I thought,

if I washed and put on a clane shirt and

smock-frock, I might just call,' said Leaf,

turning away disappointed and trembling.

'Pore feller!' said the tranter, turning

to Geoffrey- ' Suppose we must let en
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come? His looks is rather against en, and

'a is terrible silly; but 'a have never been

in jail, and 'a wont do no harm.'

Leaf looked with gratitude at the tranter

for these praises, and then anxiously at

Geoffrey, to see what effect they would have

in helping his cause.

' Ay, let en come, ' said Geoffrey deci-

sively ' Leaf, th'rt welcome, 'st know ;' and

Leaf accordingly rem ained.

They were now all ready for leaving the

house, and began to form a procession in

the following order: Fancy and her father,

Dick and Susan Dewy, Nat Callcome and

Yashti Sniff, Ted Waywood and Mercy On-

mey, and Jimmy and Bessy Dewy These

formed the executive, and all appeared in

strict wedding attire. Then came the

tranter and Mrs. Dewy, and last of all, Mr.

and Mrs. Penny;—the tranter conspicuous

by his enormous gloves, size eleven and

three-quarters, which appeared at a distance

like boxing gloves bleached, and sat rather

awkwardly upon his brown hands; this

hall-mark of respectability having been set
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upon himself to-day (by Fancy's special re-

quest) for the first time in his life.

' The proper way is for the bridesmaids

to walk together,' suggested Fancy.

'What? 'Twas always young man and

young woman, arm in crook, in my time !'

said Geoffrey, astounded.

' And in mine !' said the tranter.

' And in ours !' said Mr. and Mrs. Penny.

' Never heard o' such a thing as woman

and woman!' said old William; who, with

grandfather James and Mrs. Day, was to

stay at home.

' Whichever way you and the company

likes, my dear!' said Dick, who being on

the point of securing his right to Fancy,

seemed willing to renounce all other rights

in the world with the greatest pleasure.

The decision was left to Fancy -

'Well, I think I'd rather have it the

way mother had it,' she said, and the cou-

ples moved along under the trees, every

man to his maid.

'Ah!' said grandfather James to grand-

father William as they retired, ' I wonder
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Avhich she thinks most about, Dick or her

wedding raiment!'

' Well, 'tis their nater,' said grandfather

William. ' Remember the words of the pro-

phet Jeremiah :
" Can a maid forget her or-

naments, or a bride her attire?"
'

Now among dark perpendicular firs, like

the shafted columns of a cathedral; now
under broad beeches in bright young leaves,

they threaded their way: then through a

hazel copse, matted with primroses and wild

hyacinths, into the high road, which dipped

at that point directly into the village of

Yalbury ; and in the space of a quarter of

an hour, Fancy found herself to be Mrs.

Richard Dewy, though, much to her sur-

prise, feeling no other than Fancy Day still.

On the circuitous return walk through

the lanes and fields, amid much chattering

and laughter, especially when they came to

stiles, Dick discerned a brown spot far up a

turnip field.

' Why, 'tis Enoch !' he said to Fancy 'I

thought I missed him at the house this

morning. How is it he's left you?'

' He drank too much cider, and it got
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into his head, and they put him in the

stocks for it. Father was obliged to get

somebody else for a day or two, and Enoch

hasn't had anything to do with the woods

since.'

' We might ask him to call down to-

night. Stocks are nothing for once, con-

sidering 'tis our wedding-day.' The bridal

party was ordered to halt.

'Eno-o-o-o-ch!' cried Dick at the top

of his voice.

' Y-a-a-a-a-a-as !' said Enoch from the

distance.

'D'ye know Avho I be-e-e-e-e-e?'

' No-o-o-o-o-o-o!'

' Dick Dew-w-w-w-wy
!'

' O-h-h-h-h-h
!'

' Just a-ma-a-a-a-a-arried
!'

' O-h-h-h-h-h
!'

' This is my wife, Fa-a-a-a-a-ancy !' (hold-

ing her up to Enoch's view as if she had

been a nosegay.)

'O-h-h-h-h-h!'

'Will ye come down to the party to-

ni-i-i-i-i-i-ight
!'

' Ca-a-a-a-a-an't
!'
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' Why n-o-o-o-o-ot ?'

' Don't work for the family no-o-o-o-ow !'

' Not nice of Master Enoch,' said Dick,

as they resumed their walk.

' You mustn't blame en,' said Geoffrey

;

'the man's not himself now; he's in his

morning frame of mind. When he's had a

gallon o' cider or ale, and a pint or two of

mead, the man's well enough, and his man-

ners be as good as anybody's in the king-

dom.'

CHAPTER II.

UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE.

The point in Yalbury Wood which

abutted on the end of Geoffrey Day's pre-

mises was closed with an ancient beech-tree,

horizontally ofenormous extent, though hav-

ing no great pretentions to height. Many
hundreds of birds had been born amidst the

boughs of this single tree ; tribes of rabbits

and hares had nibbled at its bark from year

to year
;
quaint tufts of fungi had sprung
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from the cavities of its forks; and countless

families of moles and earthworms had crept

about its roots. Beneath its shade spread a

carefully-tended grass-plot, its purpose be-

ing to supply a healthy exercise-ground for

young chicken and pheasants: the hens,

their mothers, being enclosed in coops

placed upon the same green flooring.

All these encumbrances were now re-

moved, and as the afternoon advanced, the

guests gathered on the spot, where music,

dancing, and the singing of songs went

forward with great spirit throughout the

evening. The propriety of every one was

intense, by reason of the influence of Fancy,

who, as an additional precaution in this

direction, had strictly charged her father

and the tranter to carefully avoid saying

'thee' and 'thou' in their conversation, on

the plea that those ancient words sounded

so very humiliating to persons of decent

taste ; also that they Avere never to be seen

drawing the back of the hand across the

mouth after drinking,—a local English cus-

tom of extraordinary antiquity, but stated
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by Fancy to be decidedly dying out among

the upper classes of society

In addition to the local musicians pre-

sent, a man who had a thorough knowledge

of the tambourine was invited from the vil-

lage of Tantrum Clangley,—a place long

celebrated for the skill of its inhabitants as

performers on instruments of percussion.

These important members of the assembly

were relegated to a height of two or three

feet from the ground, upon a temporary

erection of planks supported by barrels.

Whilst the dancing progressed, the older

persons sat in a group under the trunk of

the beech,—the space being allotted to them

somewhat grudgingly by the young ones,

who were greedy of pirouetting room,—and

fortified by a table against the heels of the

dancers. Here the gaffers and gammers,

whose dancing days were over, told stories

of great impressiveness, and at intervals

surveyed the advancing and retiring couples

from the same retreat, as people on shore

might be supposed to survey a naval en-

gagement in the bay beyond ; returning
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again to their tales when the pause was

over. Those of the whirling throng, who,

during the rests between each figure, turned

their eyes in the direction of these seated

ones, were only able to discover, on ac-

count of the music and bustle, that a very

striking circumstance was in course of nar-

ration—denoted by an emphatic sweep of

the hand, snapping of the fingers, close of

the lips, and fixed look into the centre of

the listener's eye for the space of a quarter

of a minute, which raised in that listener

such a reciprocating working of face as to

sometimes make the distant dancers half

wish to know what such an interesting tale

could refer to.

Fancy caused her looks to wear as much

matronly expression as was obtainable out

of six hours' experience as a wife, in order

that the contrast between her own state of

life and that of the unmarried young women

present might be duly impressed upon the

company : occasionally stealing glances of

admiration at her left hand, but this quite

privately; for her ostensible bearing con-
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cerning the matter was intended to show

that, though she undoubtedly occupied the

most wondrous position in the eyes of the

world that had ever been attained, she was

almost unconscious of the circumstance, and

that the somewhat prominent position in

which that wonderfully - emblazoned left

hand was continually found to be placed,

when handing cups and saucers, knives,

forks, and glasses, was quite the result of ac-

cident. As to wishing to excite envy in the

bosoms ofher maiden companions, by the ex-

hibition ofthe shining ring, every one was to

know it was quite foreign to the dignity of

such an experienced married woman. Dick's

imagination in the mean time was far less

capable of drawing so much wontedness

from his new condition. He had been for

two or three hours trying to feel himself

merely a newly-married man, but had been

able to get no farther in the attempt than

to realise that he was Dick Dewy, the

tranter's son, at a party at the keeper's,

dancing and chatting with Fancy Day.

Five country dances, including 'Haste
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to the Wedding,' two reels, and three frag-

ments of hornpipes, brought them to the

time for supper, which, on account of the

dampness of the grass from the immaturity

of the summer season, was spread indoors.

At the conclusion of the meal, Dick went

out to put the horse in; and Fancy, with

the elder half of the four bridesmaids, re-

tired upstairs to dress for the journey to

Dick's new cottage near Mellstock.

' How long will you be putting on your

bonnet, Fancy ?' Dick inquired at the foot

of the staircase. Being now a man of busi-

ness and married, he was strong on the im-

portance of time, and doubled the emphasis

of his words in conversing, and added vigour

to his nods.

' Only a minute.'

' How long is that ?'

' Well, dear, five.'

' Ah, sonnies !' said the tranter, as Dick

retired, ' 'tis a talent of the female race that

low numbers should stand for high, more

especially in matters of waiting, matters of

age, and matters of money-'
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' True, true, upon my body,' said Geof-

frey

'Ye spak with feeling, Geoffrey, seem-

ingly'

'Anybody that d'know my experience

might guess that.'

' What's she doing now, Geoffrey ?'

' Claning out all the upstairs drawers

and cupboards, and dusting the second-

best chainey—a thing that's only done

once a year. " If there's work to be

done, I must do it," says she, "wedding

or no."

'

' 'Tis my belief she's a very good woman
at bottom.'

' She's terrible deep, then.'

Mrs. Penny turned round. ' "Well, 'tis

humps and hollers with the best of us;

but still and for all that, Dick and Fancy

stand as fair a chance of having a bit of

sunsheen as any married pair in the land.'

' Ay, there's no gainsaying it.'

Mrs. Dewy came up, talking to one per-

son and looking at another. ' Happy, yes,'

she said. ' 'Tis always so when a couple is

z
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so exactly in tune with one another as Dick

and she.'

' When they be'n't too poor to have time

to sing,' said grandfather James.

' I tell ye, naibours, when the pinch

comes,' said the tranter: 'when the oldest

daughter's boots be only a size less than her

mother's, and the rest o' the flock close be-

hind her. A sharp time for a man that, my
sonnies; a very sharp time! Chanticleer's

comb is a-cut then, 'a b'lieve.'

' That's about the form o't,' said Mr.

Penny- ' That'll put the stuns upon a man,

when you must measure mother and daugh-

ter's lasts to tell 'em apart.'

' You've no cause to complain, Reuben,

of such a close-coming flock,' said Mrs.

Dewy; 'for ours was a straggling lot

enough, God knows!'

' I d'know it, I d'know it,' said the

tranter. ' You be a well-enough woman,

Ann.'

Mrs. Dewy put her mouth in the form

of a smile, aud put it back again without

smiling.
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' And if they come together, they go to-

gether,' said Mrs. Penny, whose family was

the reverse of the tranter's ;
' and a little

money will make either fate tolerable. And
money can be made by our young couple, I

know.'

' Yes, that it can !' said the impulsive

voice of Leaf, who had hitherto humbly ad-

mired the proceedings from a corner. ' It

can be done—all that's wanted is a few

pounds to begin with. That's all ! I know

a story about it
!'

' Let's hear thy story, Leaf,' said the

tranter. ' I never knowed you were clever

enough to tell a story Silence, all of ye !

Mr. Leaf will tell a story.'

' Tell your story, Thomas Leaf,' said

grandfather William in the tone of a school"

master.

' Once,' said the delighted Leaf, in an

uncertain voice, ' there was a man who lived

in a house ! Well, this man went thinking

and thinking night and day. At last, he

said to himself, as I might, " If I had only

ten pound, I'd make a fortune." At last by
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hook or by crook, behold he got the ten

pounds !'

' Only think of that !' said Nat Callcome

satirically

' Silence !' said the tranter.

' Well, now comes the interesting part

of the story ! In a little time he made that

ten pounds twenty Then a little time after

that he doubled it, and made it forty- Well,

he went on, and a good while after that he

made it eighty, and on to a hundred. Well,

by and by he made it two hundred ! Well,

you'd never believe it, but—he went on and

made it four hundred ! He went on, and

what did he do? Why, he made it eight

hundred ! Yes, he did,' continued Leaf, in

the highest pitch of excitement, bringing

down his fist upon his knee with such force

that he quivered with the pain; 'yes, and

he went on and made it a thousand !'

' Hear, hear !' said the tranter. ' Better

than the history of England, my sonnies
!'

' Thank you for your story, Thomas
Leaf,' said grandfather William; and then

Leaf gradually sank into nothingness again.
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Amid a medley of laughter, old shoes,

and elder-wine, Dick and his bride took

their departure, side by side in the excel-

lent new spring-cart which the young tran-

ter now possessed. The moon was just over

the full, rendering any light from lamps or

their own beauties quite unnecessary to the

pair. They drove slowly along Wilderness

Bottom, where the lane passed between

two copses. Dick was talking to his com-

panion.

' Fancy,' he said, ' why we are so happy

is because there is such entire confidence

between us. Ever since that time you con-

fessed to that little flirtation with Shinar by

the river (which was really no flirtation at

all), I have thought how artless and good

you must be to tell me of such a trifling

thing, and to be so frightened about it as

you were. It has won me to tell you my
every movement since then. We'll have

no secrets from each other, darling, will Ave

ever?—no secret at all.'

' None from to-day,' said Fancy. 'Hark

!

what's that?'
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From a neighbouring thicket was sud-

denly heard to issue in a loud, musical, and

liquid voice,

' Tippiwit ! swe-e-et ! ki-ki-ki ! Come

hither, come hither, come hither!'

' 0, 'tis the nightingale,' murmured she,

and thought of a secret she should never

tell.

THE END.
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New Ed., small 4to, cloth extra, 6s.

Chaucer for Schools. By Mrs. H. R.

Haweis. Demy8vo, cloth limp, 2s.6d.

City (The) of Dream : A Poem.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. [/» the press.

Clodd. — Myths and Dreams.
By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S., Author
of " The Childhood of Religions," &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Cobban.—The Cure of Souls :

A Story. By J. Maclaren Cobban.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Coleman.— Curly: An Actor's
Story. By John Coleman. Illustrated

by J. C. Dollman. Crown 8vo, Is.;

Cloth, Is. 6d.
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Collins (Mortimer), Novels by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,

Sweet Anne Page.

Transm Igratlon.

From Midnight to Midnight.

A Fight with Fortune. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Collins (Mortimer & Frances),
Novels by:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each j post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2a. each.

Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Play Me False.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Sweet and Twenty.
Frances.

Collins (Wilkie), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Illustrated,

3s.Gd. each
;
post8vo,illustrated bds.,

2s. each ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Antonlna. Illust. by SirJoHNGiLBERT.
Basil. Illustrated by Sir John Gil-
bert and J. Mahoney.

Hide and Seek. Illustrated by Sir

John Gilbert and J. Mahoney,
The Dead Secret. Illustrated by Sir

John Gilbert.
Queen of Hearts. Illustrated by Sir
John Gilbert.

My Miscellanies. With a Steel-plate
Portrait of Wilkie Collins.

The Woman In White. With Illus-

trations by Sir John Gilbert and
F. A. Fraser.

The Moonstone. With Illustrations
byG. Du MAURiERand F. A. Fraser.

Man and Wife. Illust. by W. Small.
Poor Miss Finch. Illustrated by
G. Du Maurier and Edward
Hughe*.

Miss or Mrs.? With Illustrations by
S. L. FiLDEsand Henry Woods.

The New Magdalen. Illustrated by
G.Du Maurier and C.S.Reinhardt,

The Frozen Deep. Illustrated by
G. Du Maurier and J. Mahoney.

The Law and the Lady. Illustrated
by S. L. Fildes and Sydney Hall.

."he Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel. Illustrated by
Arthur Hopkins.

The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science: A Story of the
Present Time,

"
I Say No."

Collins (C. Allston).—The Bar
Sinister: A Story. By C. Allstoh
Collins. Post 8vo, illustrated bds.,2s.

Colman's Humorous Works:
"Broad Grins," " My Nightgown and
Slippers," and other Humorous Works,
Prose and Poetical, of George Col-
man. With Life by G. B. Buckstonb,
and Frontispiece by Hogarth. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.

Convalescent Cookery: A
Family Handbook. By Catherine
Ryan. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Conway (Moncure D.), Works
by:

Demonology and Devil-Lore. Two
Vols., royal 8vo, with 65 Illusts. , 28a,

A Necklace of Stories. Illustrated
by W. J. Hennessy. Square 8v0|
cloth extra, 68.

Cook (Dutton), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

Hours with the Players. With a
Steel Plate Frontispiece.

Nights at the Play: A View of the
English Stage.

Leo: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated
boards, 2s.

Paul Foster's Daughter, crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Copyright. —A Handbook of
English and Foreign Copyright In
Literary and Dramatic Works. By
Sidney Jerrold, of the Middle
Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Cornwall.—PopularRomances
of the West of England; or, The
Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions
of Old Cornwall. Collected and Edited
by Robert Hunt, F.R.S. New and
Revised Edition, with Additions, and
Two Steel-plate Illustrations by
George Cruikshank, Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Craddock— T'.ie Prophet of
the Great Smoky Mountains. By
Charles Egbert Craddock. Post
8vo, illust. bds., 2s. ; cloth limp , 2s. 6d.

Creasy.—Memoirs of Eminent
Etonians: with Notices of the Early
History of Eton College. By Sir
Edward Creasy, Author of " The
Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World."
Crown 8vo, cloth extya, gilt, with is
Portraits, 7s. 6<L

*
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Cruikshank (George)

:

The Comic Almanack. Complete in
Two Series : The First from 1835
to 1843 ; the Second from 1844 to
1853. A Gathering of the Best
HuMOUROf Thackeray, Hood, May-
hew, Albert Smith, A'Beckett,
Robert Brough, &c. With 2,000
Woodcuts and Steel Engravings by
Cruikshank, Hine, Landells, &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, two very thick
volumes, 7s. 6d. each.

The Life of George Cruikshank. By
Blanchard Jerrold, Author of

"The Life of Napoleon III.," &c.
With 84 Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition, enlarged, with Ad-
ditional Plates, and a very carefully

compiled Bibliography. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Robinson Crusoe. A beautiful re-

production of Major's Edition, with

37 Woodcuts and Two Steel Plates

by Geokce Cruikshank, choicely
printed. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

7s. 6d.

Cumming(C. F. Gordon),Works
by:

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 8s. 6d. each.

In the Hebrides. With Autotype Fac-
simile and numerous full-page Illus-

trations.

hi the Himalayas and on the Indian
Plains. With numerous Illustra-

tions.

Via Cornwall to Egypt. With a
Photogravure Frontispiece. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Cussans.—Handbook of Her-
aldry; with Instructions for Tracing
Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient
MSS., &c. By John E. Cussans.
Entirely New and Revised Edition,
illustrated with over 400 Woodcuts
and Coloured Plates. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Cyples.—Hearts of Gold : A
Novel. By William Cyples. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

;
post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

Daniel Merrie England in

the Olden Time. By George Daniel.
With Illustrations by Robt. Cruik-
shank. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Daudet.—Port Salvation ; or,

The Evangelist. By Alphonsb
Daudet. Translated by C. Harry
Meltzb*. With Portrait of the

Author. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3a. 6d.
;
post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s,

Davenant.— What shall my
Son be ? Hints for Parents on the
Choice of a Profession or Trade for
their Sons. By Francis Davenant,
M.A. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Davies (Dr. N. E.), Works by:
Crown 8vo, Is. each; cloth limp,

Is. 6d. each.

One Thousand Medical Maxims.
Nursery Hints: A Mother's Guide.

Aids to Long Life. Crown 8vo, 2s.

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works, including Psalms I.

to L. in Verse, and other hitherto Un-
published MSS., for the first time
Collected and Edited, with Memorial-
Introduction and Notes, by the Rev.
A. B. Grosart, D.D. Two Vols.,
crown 8vo, cloth boards, 12s.

De Maistre.—A Journey Round
My Room. By Xavier de Maistre.
Translated by Henry Attwell. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

De Mille.—A Castle in Spain:
A Novel. By James De Mille. With
a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s,

Derwent (Leith), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 61. each

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Our Lady of Tears.

Circe's Lover*

DiGkens (Charles), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Sketches by Boz. I NicholasNIckleby.
Pickwick Papers. | Oliver Twist.

The Speeches of Charles Dickens
1841-1870. With a New Bibliography,
revised and enlarged. Edited and
Prefaced by Richard Herne Shep-
herd. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

—

Also a Smaller Edition, in the
Mayfair Library. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

About England with Dickens. By
Alfred Rimmer. With 57 Illustra-

tions by C. A. Vanderhoof, Alfred
Rimmer, and others. Sq. 8vo, cloth
extra, 10s. 6d.

Dictionaries;
A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative,

Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the
Rev. E. C. Beewer, LL.D. Crown
8vo, cloth extra 7s. 6d. ; hf.-bound, 9s.
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Dictionaries, continued—
The Reader's Handbook of Allu-
sions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. E. C. Brewer,
LL.D. Fifth Edition, revised
throughout, with a New Appendix,
containing a Complete English Bib-
liography. Crown 8vo, 1,400 page9,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Authors and their Works, with the
Dates. Being the Appendices to
" The Readers Handbook," sepa-
rately printed. By the Rev. Dr.
Brewer. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Familiar Allusions: A Handbook
of Miscellaneous Information ; in-

cluding the Names of Celebrated
Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country
Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships,
Streets, Clubs, Natural Curiosities,
and the like. By Wu. A: Wheeler
and Charles G. Wheeler. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Short Sayings of Great Men. With
Historical and Explanatory Notes.
By Samuel A. Bent, M.A. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Dictionary of the Drama: Being
a comprehensive Guide to the Plays,
Playwrights.Players, and Playhouses
of the United Kingdom and America,
from the Earliest to the Present
Times. By W. Davenport Adams.
A thick volume, crown 8vo, half-

bound, 12s. 6d. [In preparation.
The Slang Dictionary: Etymological,

Historical, and Anecdotal, Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 6d.

Women of the Day: A Biographical
Dictionary. By Frances Hays. Cr.
8vo, cloth eitra, 6s.

Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dic-
tionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-
of-the-Way Matters. By Eliezer
Edwards. New and Cheaper Issue.
Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 7s. 6d. ; hf.-bd., 9a.

Diderot.—The Paradox of Act-
ing. Translated, with Annotations,
from Diderot's " Le Paradoxe sur le

Comedien," by Walter Herries
Pollock. With a Preface by Henry
Irving. Cr. 8vo, in parchment, 4s. 6d,

Dobson (W. T.), Works by :

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,

and Frolics.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentri-
cities.

Doran. — Memories of our
Great Towns ; with Anecdotic Glean-
ings concerning their Worthies and
their Oddities. By Dr. John Doran,
F.S.A. With 38 Illustrations. New
and Cheaper Ed., cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 7s. 60.

Drama, A Dictionary of the.
Being a comprehensive Gwide to tha

Plays, Playwrights, Playen and Play,

houses of the United Kingdom and
America, from the Earliest to the Pro-
sent Times. By W. Davenport
Adams. (Uniform with Brewer's
" Reader's Handbook.") Crown 8vo,
half-bound, 12s. 6d. [In preparation.

Dramatists, The Old. Cr. 8vo,
cl. ex., Vignette Portraits, 6s. per Vol.

Ben Jonson's Works. With Notes
Critical and Explanatory, and a Bio-
graphical Memoir by Wm. Gifford.
Edit, by Col. Cunningham. 3 Vols.

Chapman's Works. Complete in
Three Vols. Vol. I. contains tha
Plays complete, including doubtful
ones; Vol. II., Poems and Minor
Translations.withlntroductoryEssay
by A. C.Swinburne; Vol. III., Trans-
lations of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Marlowe's Works. Including his
Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introduction, by Col. Cunning-
ham. One Vol.

Massinger's Plays. From the Text of
William Gifford. Edited by Col.
Cunningham. One Vol.

Dyer The Folk -Lore of
Plants. By Rev. T. F. Thiselton
Dyer, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

7s. 6d. [In preparation.

Early English Poets. Edited,
with Introductions and Annotations,
by Rev. A. B.Grosart, D.D. Crowa
8vo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Complete
Poems. One Vol.

Davles' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Herrlck's (Robert) Complete Col-
lected Poems. Three Vols.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works. Three Vols.

Herbert (Lord) ofCherbury's Poems.
Edited, with Introduction, by ].

Churton Collins. Crown 8vo,
parchment, 8a.

Edwardes(Mr8.A.), Novels by:
A Point of Honour. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Archie Lovell. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Eggleston.—Roxy: ANpvel. By
Edward Egglkstoh. Post 8vo, illust.
boards, 2s.
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Emanuel.—On Diamonds and
Precious Stones: their History.Value,
and Properties ; with Simple Tests for
ascertaining their Reality. By Harry
Emanuel, F.R.G.S. With numerous
Illustrations, tinted and plain. Crown
Bvo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s.

Englishman's House, The: A
Practical Guide to all interested in
Selecting or Building a House, with
full Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c.
By C. J. Richardson. Third Edition.
Nearly 600 Illusts. Cr. 8vo,cl. ex.,7s.6d.

English Merchants: Memoirs
in Illustration of the Progress of British
Commerce. By H. R. Fox Bourne,
With Illusts. New and Cheaper Edit,
revised. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Ewald (Alex. Charles, F.S.A.),

Works by:

The Life and Times of Prince
Charles Stuart, Count of Albany,
commonly called the Young Pre-
tender. From the State Papers and
other Sources. New and Cheaper
Edition, with a Portrait, crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Stories from the State Papers.
With an Autotype Facsimile. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Studies Re-studled: Historical
Sketches from Original Sources.
Demy 8vo cloth extra, IBs.

Eyes, The.—How to Use our
Eyes, and How to Preserve Them. By
John Browning, F.R.A.S., &c. With
52 Illustrations. Crown 8vo Is.; cloth,
Is. 64.

Fairholt.—Tobacco: Its His-
tory and Associations ; with an Ac-
count of the Plant and its Manu-
facture, and its Modes of Use in all

Ages and Countries. By F W. Fair-
holt, F.S.A. With upwards of 100
Illustrations by the Author. Crown
Bvo, cloth extra, 6s.

Familiar Allusions: A Hand-
book of Miscellaneous Information:
including the Names of Celebrated
Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country
Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships, Streets,

Clubs, Natural Curiosities, and the

like. By William A. Wheeler,
Author of " Noted Names of Fiction ;

"

and Charles G. Wheeler. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 78. 6d.

Faraday (Michael), Works by:
Post 8vo, cloth extra, 48. 6d. each.

The Chemical History of a Candle

:

Lectures delivered before a Juvenile
Audience at the Royal Institution.
Edited by William Crookes, F.C.S.
With numerous Illustrations.

On the Various Forces of Nature,
and their Relations to each other

:

Lectures delivered before a Juvenile
Audience at the Royal Institution.
Edited by William Crookes, F.C.S.
With numerous Illustrations.

Farrer. — Military Manners
and Customs. By J. A. Farrer,
Author of "Primitive Manners and
Customs," &c. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Fin-Bee.— The Cupboard
Papers : Observations on the Art of
Living and Dining. By Fin-Bec Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Fitzgerald (Percy), Works by :

The Recreations ofa Literary Man

;

or, Does Writing Pay ? With Re-
collections of some Literary Men,
and a View of a Literary Man's
Working Life. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The World Behind the Scenes.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Little^ Essays: Passages from the
Letters of Charles Lamb. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Bella Donna. | Never Forgotten

The Second Mrs. Tillotson.

Polly.

Seventy-five Brooke Street.

The Lady of Brantome.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Com-
plete Poems : Christ's Victorie in

Heaven, Christ's Victorie on Earth,
Christ's Triumph over Death, and
Minor Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. A. B.
Grosart, P.P. Cr. 8vo, cloth bds.,68.

Fonblanque.—Filthy Lucre: A
Novel. By Albany de Fonblanque.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Francillon (R. E.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.
Olympla. I Queen Cophetua.
One by One. | A Real Queen.

Esther's Glove. Fcap. 8vo, Is.

French Literature, History of.

By Henry Van Laun. Complete in

i Vols., demy 8vo, cl. bds., 7s. Gd »ach.
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Frere.—Pandurang Hari ; or,

Memoirs of a Hindoo. With a Preface
by Sir H. Bartle Frere, G.C.S.I., &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6(1. ; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Friswell.—OneofTwo: ANovel.
By Hain Friswell. Post 5vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Frost (Thomas), Works by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.

The Lives of the Conjurers.
The Old Showmen and the Old
London Fairs.

Fry's (Herbert) Royal Guide
to the London Charities, 1886-7.
Showing their Name, Date of Founda-
tion,Objects,Income,Officials,&c. Pub-
lished Annually. Cr. 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

Gardening Books:
Post 8vo, Is. each ; cl. limp, Is. 6d. each.

A Year's Work in Garden and Green-
house: Practical Advice to Amateur
Gardeners as to the Management of
the Flower,Fruit, and Frame Garden.
By George Glenny.

Our Kitchen Garden : The Plants we
Grow, and How we Cook Them,
By Tom Jerrold.

Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. By Tom and Jane
Jerrold. Illustrated.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By Tom Jerrold.

My Garden Wild, and What I Grew
there. ByF.G. Heath. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

;
gilt edges, 6s.

Garrett.—The Capel Girls: A
Novel. By Edward Garrett. Cr. 8vo,
cl. ex., 3S. 6d. ; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Gentleman's Magazine (The)
for 1886. One Shilling Monthly. In
addition to the Articles upon subjects
in Literature, Science, and Art, for

which this Magazine has so high a
reputation, "Science Notes," by W.
Mattieu Williams, F.R.A.S., and
"Table Talk," by Sylvanus Urban,
appear monthly.

%* Now ready, the Volume for July to

December, 1885, cloth extra, price 8s.6d.;

Cases for binding, 2s. each.

German Popular Stories. Col"
lected by the Brothers Grimm, and
Translated by Edgar Taylor. Edited,

with an Introduction, by John Ruskin.
With 22 Illustrations on Steel by
George Cruikshank. Square 8vo,

cloth extra, 6s. 6d. ;
gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Gibbon (Charles), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Braes of Yar-
row.

Robin Gray.
For Lack of Gold.
What will the
World Say?

In HonourBound.
Queen of the
Meadow.

The Floweret the
Forest. Uera.

A Heart's Prob-
TheGoldenShaft
Of High Degree.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
For the King.

|
InPasturesGreen,

The Dead Heart. 1 Fancy Free.
In Love and War.
By Mead and Stream.
Heart's Delight. [Preparing.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

Loving a Dream.
|

A Hard Knot.

Gilbert (William), Novels by

»

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2a. each.

Dr. Austin's Guests.
The Wizard of the Mountain.
James Duke, Costermonger.

Gilbert (W. S.), Original Plays
by : In Two Series, each complete in

itself, price 2s. 6d. each.
The First Series contains—Tha

Wicked World—Pygmalion and Ga-
latea— Charity— The Princess— The
Palace of Truth—Trial by Jury.
The Second Series contains—Bro-

ken Hearts—Engaged—Sweethearts—
Grctchen—Dan'l Druce—Tom Cobb—
H.M.S. Pinafore—The Sorcerer—The
Pirates of Penzance.

Eight Original Comic Operas. Writ-
ten by W. S. Gilbert. Containing:
The Sorcerer—H.M.S. "Pinafore"
—The Pirates of Penzance—Iolanthe
— Patience — Princess Ida — Tha
Mikado—Trial by Jury. Demy 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Glenny.—A Year's Work In
Garden and Greenhouse: Practical
Advice to Amateur Gardeners as to
the Management of the Flower, Fruit,
and Frame Garden. By Georgb
Glenny. Post 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Godwin.—Lives of the Necro-
mancers. By William Godwin
Post 8v», cloth limp, 2s.
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Golden Library, The:
Square i6mo (Tauchnitz size), cloth

limp, 28. per volume.

Bayard Taylor's Diversions of the
Echo Club.

Bennett's (Dr. W. C.) Ballad History
of England.

Bennett's (Dr.) Songs for Sailors.
Byron's Don Juan.
Godwin's (William) Lives of tha
Necromancers.

Holmes's Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table. Introduction by Sala,

Holmes's Professor at tha Break-
fast Table.

Hood's Whims and Oddities. Com-
. plete. All the original Illustrations.

living's (Washington) Tales of a
Traveller.

Irvlng's (Washington) Tales of the
Alham bra.

Jesse's (Edward) Scenes and Oc-
cupations of a Country Life.

Lamb's Essays of Ella. Both Series
Complete in One Vol.

Leigh Hunt's Essays : A Tale for a
Chimney Corner, and other Pieces.
With Portrait, and Introduction by
Edmund Ollier.

Mallory's (Sir Thomas) Mort
d'Arthur: The Stories of King
Arthur and of the Knights of the
Round Table. Edited by B. Mont-
qomerie Ranking.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A New
Translation, with Historical Iutro-
ductionand Notes.byT.M'CRiE.D.D.

Pope's Poetical Works. Complete.
Rochefoucauld's Maxims and Moral

Reflections. With Notes, and In-
troductory Essay by Sainte-Beuve.

St. Pierre's Paul and Virginia, and
The Indian Cottage. Edited, with
Life, by the Rev. E. Clarke.

Shelley's Early Poems, and Queen
Mab. With Essay by Leigh Hunt.

Shelley's Later Poems: Laon and
Cythna, &c.

Shelley's Posthumous Poems, the
Shelley Papers, &c.

Shelley's Prose Works, including A
Refutation oi Deism, Zastrozzi, St.
Irvyne, &c.

Golden Treasury of Thought,
The : An Encyclopaedia or Quota-
tions from Writers of all Times and
Countries. Selected and Edited by
Theodore Taylor. Crown 8vo, cloth
tilt and gilt edges, 78. Ed,

Graham. — The Professor's
Wife : A Story. By Leouard Graham.
Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is.

Greeks and Romans, The Life
of the, Described from Antique Monu-
ments. By Ernst Guhl and W.
Koner. Translated from the Third
German Edition, and Edited by Dr.
F. Hueffer. With 545 Illustrations.
New and Cheaper Edition, demy 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Greenwood (James),Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

The Wilds of London.
Low-Life Deeps : An Account of tha
Strange Fish to be Found There.

Dick Temple: A Novel. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Guyot.—The Earth and Man;
or, Physical Geography in its relation
to the History of Mankind. Ey
Arnold Guyot. With Additions L-y

Professors Agassiz, Pierce, and Gray"
12 Maps and Engravings on Steel,

some Coloured, and copious Index.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 4s. 6d.

Hair (The): Its Treatment in

Health, Weakness, and Disease.
Translated from the German of Dr. J.
Pincus. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Hake (Dr, Thomas Gordon),
Poems by:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

New Symbols.
Legends of the Morrow.
The Serpent Play.

Maiden Ecstasy. Small 4to, cloth
extra, 8s.

Hall.—Sketches of Irish Cha-
racter. By Mrs. S. C. Hall. With
numerous Illustrations on Steel and
Wood by Maclise, Gilbert, Harvey,
and G. Cruikshank. Medium 8ro,
cloth extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.

Halliday.—Every-day Papers.
By Andrew Halliday. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Handwriting, The Philosophy
of. With over 100 Facsimiles and Ex-
planatory Text. By Don Felix de
Salamanca. Post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s. 6d.

Hanky-Panky: A Collection of
Very EasyTricks.Very Difficult Tricks,
White Magic, Sleight of Hand, &c.
Edited by W. H. Cremer. With 400
UJusts, Crown 8vo, cloth extra,4s. 6d.
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Hardy (Lady DufFus).— Paul
Wynter's Sacrifice: A Story. By
Lady Duffus Hardy. Post 8vo, illust.

boards, 2s.

Hardy (Thomas).—Under the
Greenwood Tree. By Thomas Hardy,
Author of " Far from the Madding
Crowd." With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ;
post

8vo. illustrated boards, 23,

Harwood.—The Tenth Earl.
By J. Berwick Harwood. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 23.

Haweis (Mrs. H. R.), Works by:
The Art of Dress. With numerous

Illustrations. Small 8vo, illustrated

cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d.

The Art of Beauty. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
Coloured Frontispiece and Illusts.6s.

The Art of Decoration. Square 8vo,
handsomely bound and profusely
Illustrated, 10s. 6d.

Chaucer for Children: A Golden
Key. With Eight Coloured Pictures
and numerous Woodcuts. New
Edition, small 4to, cloth extra, 6s.

Chaucer for Schools. Demy 8vo,
cloth limp, 28. 6d.

Haweis (Rev. H. R.).—American
Humorists. Including Washington
Irving, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
James Russell Lowell, Artemus
Ward.Mark Twain, and Bret Harte.
By the Rev. H. R. Haweis. M.A.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hawthorne(Julian), Novels by
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Garth. I Sebastian Stroma.
Elllce Quentln. | Dust.

Prince Saronl's Wife.

Fortune's Fool.
|
Beatrix Randolph.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3g. 6d. each.

Miss Cadogna.
Love—or a Name.

Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds.
Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, Is.

Hays.—Women of the Day: A
Biographical Dictionary of Notable
Contemporaries. By Frances Hays.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Heath (F. G.). — My Garden
Wild, and What I Grew There. By
Francis George Heath, Author of
" The Fern World," &c. Crown 8vo,
eloth extra, 5s. ; cl. gilt, g^lt edges, 6a.

Helps (Sir Arthur), Works by

.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Animals and their Master*.

Social Pressure.

Ivan de Blron : A Novel. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2g.

Heptalogia (The); or, The
Seven against Sense. A Cap with
Seven Bells. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hsrbert.—The Poems of Lord
Herbert of Cherbury. Edited, with
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins.
Crown 8vo, bound in parchment, 8s.

Herrick's (Robert) Hesperides,
Noble Numbers, and Complete Col-
lected Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. A B.
Grosart, D.D., Steel Portrait, Index
of First Lines, and Glossarial Index,
&c. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 18s.

Hesse - Wartegg (Chevalier
Ernst von), Works by

:

Tunis: The Land and the People.
With 22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d,

The New South-West: Travelling
Sketches from Kansas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Northern Mexico.
With ioo fine Illustrations and Three
Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth extra,

14s. [In preparation.

Hindley (Charles), Works by

:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 33. 6d. each.

Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings : In-

cluding the Origin of Signs, and
Reminiscences connected with
Taverns, Coffee Houses, Clubs, &c.
With Illustrations.

Th« Life and Adventures of a Cheap
Jack. By One of the Fraternity.
Edited by Charles Hindley.

Hoey.—The Lover's Creed.
By Mrs. Cashel Hoey. With Frontis-
piece by P. Macnab. New and Cheaper
Edit. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Holmes (O.Wendell), Works by:
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-
Table. Illustrated by J. Gordon
Thomson. Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.—Another Edition in smaller
type, with an Introduction by G. A
Sala. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

The Professor at the Breakfast-
Table ; with the Story of Iris. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2«.
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Holmes. — The Science of
Voice Production an* Voice Preser-
vation: A Popular Manual for the
Use of Speakers and Singers. By
Gordon Holmes, M.D. With Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Hood (Thomas):
Hood's Choice Works, In Prose and

Verse. Including the Cream of the
Comic Annuals. With Life of the
Author, Portrait, and aoo Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Hood's Whims and Oddities. Com-
plete. With all the original Illus-

trations. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 28.

Hood (Tom), Works by:
From Nowhere to the North Pole:
A Noah's Arkaeological Narrative.
With 25 Illustrations by W. Brun-
ton and E. C. Barnes. Square
crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.

A Golden Heart: A Novel. Post8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s,

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Hu-
morous Works, including his Ludi-
crous Adventures,Bons Mots, Puns and
Hoaxes. With a New Life of the
Author, Portraits, Facsimiles, and
Ulusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.

Hooper.—The House of Raby :

A Novel. By Mrs. George Hooper.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Hopkins—" 'Twixt Love and
Duty:" A Novel. By Tighe Hopkins.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Horne.—Orion : An Epic Poem,
in Three Books. By Richard Hen-
gist Horne. With Photographic
Portrait from a Medallion by Sum-
mers. Tenth Edition, crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 78.

Howell.—Conflicts of Capital
and Labour, Historically and Eco-
nomically considered : Being a His-
tory and Review of the Trade Unions
ot Great Britain. By Geo. Howell
M.P. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Hugo. — The Hunchback of
Notre Dame. By Victor Hugo.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Hunt.—Essays by Leigh Hunt.
A Tale for a Chimney Corner, and
other Pieces. With Portrait and In-

troduction by Edmund Ollibr. Post
gvo, cloth limp, 28,

Hunt (Mrs. Alfred), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Thornlcroft's Model.

The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned

Indoor Paupers. By One of
Them. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Ingelow.—Fated to be Free : A
Novel. By Jean Ingelow. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 38. 6<L; post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Irish Wit and Humour, Songs
of. Collected and Edited by A. Per-
ceval Graves, Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.

Irving (Washington),Works by:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2g, each.

Tales of a Traveller.

Tales of the Alhambra.

Janvier.—Practical Keramics
for Students. By Catherine A.
Janvier. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jay (Harriett), Novels by:
The Dark Colleen. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

The Queen of Connaught. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Jefferies (Richard), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

Nature near London.
The Life of the Fields.

The Open Air.

Jennings (H. J.), Works by:
Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo,

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Lord Tennyson: A Biographical
Sketch. With a Photograph-Por-
trait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6a.

Jennings (Hargrave)— The
Rosicruclans: Their Rites and Mys-
teries. With Chapters on the Ancient
Fire and Serpent Worshippers. By
Hargrave Jennings. With Five full-

page Plates and upwards of 300 Illus-

trations. A New Edition, crowa 8vq,

cloth extra, 7s. 64,
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Jerrold (Tom), Works by

:

Post 8vo, Is. each ; cloth, Is. 6d. each.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.

Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. Illustrated.

Our Kitchen Garden: The Plants
we Grow, and How we Cook Them.

Jesse.—Scenes and Occupa-
tions of a Country Life. By Edward
Jesse. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s,

Jeux d'Esprit. Collected and
Edited by Henry S. Leigh. Post8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Jones (Wm., F.S.A.), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Flnger-RIng Lore: Historical, Le-
gendary, and Anecdotal. With over
Two Hundred Illustrations.

Credulities, Past and Present; in-

cluding the Sea and Seamen, Miners,
Talismans,Word and Letter Divina-
tion, Exorcising and Blessing of
Animals, Birds, Eggs, Luck, &c.
With an Etched Frontispiece.

Crowns and Coronations : A History
of Regalia in all Times and Coun-
tries. With One Hundred Illus-

trations.

Jonson's (Ben) Works. With
Notes Critical and Explanatory, and
a Biographical Memoir by William
Gifford. Edited by Colonel Cun-
ningham. Three Vols., crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 18s.; or separately, 6s. each.

Joseph us,TheCom pleteWorks
of. Translated by Whiston. Con-
taining both " The Antiquities of the
Jews " and " The Wars of the Jews."
Two Vols., 8vo, with 52 Illustrations
and Maps, cloth extra, gilt, 143.

Kempt.—Pencil and Palette

:

Chaptero on Artand Artists. By Robert
Kempt. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Kingsley (Henry), Novels by:
Oakshott Castle. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Number Seventeen. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, Ss. 6d, ; post 8vo, illustrated
boards, 23.

Knight.—The Patient's Vade
Mecum : How to get most Benefit
from Medical Advice. By William
Knight, M.R.C.S., and Edward
Knight, L.R.C.P, Crown 8vo, 18.

;

cloth, Is. 6d.

Lamb (Charles):
Lamb's Complete Works, in Prose

and Verse, reprinted from the Ori-

ginal Editions, with many Pieces

hitherto unpublished. Edited, with

Notes and Introduction, by R. H.
Shepherd. With Two Portraits and
Facsimile of Page of the " Essay on
Roast Pig." Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d

The Essays of Elia. Complete Edi-
tion. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 2s.

Poetry for Children, and Prince
Dorus. By Charles Lamb. Care-
fully reprinted from unique copies.

Small 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Little Essays: Sketches and Charac-
ters. By Charles Lamb. Selected

from his Letters by Percy Fitz-

gerald. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2a. 6d.

Lane's Arabian Nights, &c.

:

The Thousand and One Nights:
commonly called, in England, " The
Arabian Nights' Entertain-
ments." A New Translation from
the Arabic, with copious Notes, by
Edward William Lane. Illustrated

by many hundred Engravings on
Wood, from Original Designs by
Wm. Harvey. A New Edition, from
a Copy annotated by the Translator,

edited by his Nephew, Edward
Stanley Poole. With a Preface by
Stanley Lane-Poole. Three Vols.,

demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Arabian Society In the Middle Ages:
Studies from "The Thousand and
One Nights." By Edward William
Lane, Author of "The Modern
Egyptians," &c. Edited by Stanley
Lane-Poole. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra. 63.

Lares and Penates ; or, The
Background of Life. By Florence
Caddy. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Larwood (Jacob), Works by

:

The Story of the London Parks.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each,

Forensic Anecdotes.

Theatrical Anecdotes .

Life in London ; or, The History
of Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian
Tom. With the whole of Cruik-
bhank's Illustrations, in Colours, after

the Originals. Crown &vo, cloth extra,

7s. 6d.

Linton (E. Lynn), Works by

:

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2b. 6d. each.

Witch Stories.

The True Story of Joshua Davidson.
Ourselves : Essays en Women,
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Linton (E. Lynn), continued—
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3a. 6d. each

; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2a. each.

Patricia Kemball.
The Atonement of Learn Dunlaa
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord ?

With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.
*' My Love !

" | lone.

Locks and Keys.—On the De-
velopment and Distribution of Primi-

ti ve Locks and Keys. By Lieut-Gen.
Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S. With numerous

usts. Demy4to, half Roxburghe, 168.

Longfellow

:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Longfellow's Complete Prose Works.
Including " Outre Mer," " Hyper-
ion," " Kavanagh," " The Poets and
Poetry of Europe,"and "Driftwood."
With Portrait and Illustrations by
Valentine Bromley.

Longfellow's Poetical Works. Care-
fully Reprinted from the Original
Editions. With numerous fine Illus-

trations on Steel and Wood.

Long Life, Aids to: A Medical,
Dietetic, and General Guide in
Health and Disease. By N. E.
Davies, L.R.C.P. Crown 8vo, 2s.

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Lucy.—Gideon Fleyce: A Novel.
By Henry W. Lucy. Crown 8vo,
cl. ex., 3s. 6d.; post 8vo,illust. bds., 2s.

Lusiad (The) of Camoens.
Translated into English Spenserian
Verse by Robert Ffrench Duff.
Demy 8vo, with Fourteen full-page
Plates, cloth boards, 18s.

McCarthy (Justin, M.P.),Works
by:

A History of Our Own Times, from
the Accession of Queen Victoria to

the General Election of 1880. Four
Vols, demy 8vo, cloth extra, 123.

each.—Also a Popular Edition, in

Four Vols. cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 6s. each.

A Short History of Our Own Times.
One Vol., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

History of the Four Georges. Four
Vols, demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s.

each. [Vol. I. now ready.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Dear Lady Disdain.

The Waterdale Neighbours.

McCarthy (Justin), continued—
My Enemy's Daughter.
A Fair Saxon.
Llnley Rochford.
The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens

Miss Misanthrope.
Donna Quixote.

Camlola: A Girl with a Fortune,
New and Cheaper Edition, Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

"The Right Honourable:' A Ro-
mance of Society and Politics. By
Justin McCarthy, M.P., end Mrs.
Campbell - Praed. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo.

McCarthy (Justin H., M.P.),
Works by:

An Outline of the History of Ireland,
from the Earliest Times to the Pre-
sent Day. Cr. 8vo, la. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

A History of Ireland from the Union
to the Introduction of Mr. Glad-
stone's Bill. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

6s. [In the press.

England under Gladstone, 1880-85.
Second Edition, revised and brought
down to the Fall of the Gladstone
Administration. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 63.

Doom ! An Atlantic Episode. Crown
8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Our Sensation Novel. Edited by
Justin H. McCarthy. Crown 8vo,
Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Haflz in London. Choicely printed.
Small 8vo, gold cloth, 3s. 6d.

MacDonald (George, LL.D.),

Works by :

The Princess and Curdle. With n
Illustrations by James Allen. Small
crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5a.

Guttapercha Willie, the Working
Genius. With 9 Illustrations by
Arthur Hughes. Square 8vo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Paul Faber, Surgeon. With a Fron-
tispiece by J. E. Millais.

Thomas Wingfold, Curate. With a
Frontispiece by C. J. Staniland.

Macdonell.—Quaker Cousins:
A Novel. By Agnes Macdonell,
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Macgregor. — Pastimes and
Players. Notes on Popular Games.
By Robert Macgregor, Post 8vo,

cloth limp, 2s. 64.
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Maclise Portrait-Gallery (The)
of Illustrious Literary Characters;
with Memoirs—Biographical, Critical,

Bibliographical, and Anecdotal—illus-

trative oi the Literature of the former
half of the Present Century. By
William Bates, B.A. With 85 Por-
traits printed on an India Tint. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Mackay.—Interludes and Un-
dertones : or, Music at Twilight. By
Ciiarles Mackay, LL.D. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 63.

Macquoid (Mrs.), Works by:
Square 8vo, cloth extra, 103. 6d. each.

In the Ardennes. With 50 fine Illus-

trations by Thomas R. Macquoid.
Pictures and Legends from Nor
mandy and Brittany. With numer-
ous Illustrations by Thomas R.
Macquoid.

About Yorkshire. With 67 Illustra-

tions by T. R. Macquoid.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d each.
Through Normandy. With 90 Illus-

trations byT. R. Macquoid.
Through Brittany. With numerous

Illustrations by T. R. Macquoid,

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Evil Eye, and other Stories.

Lost Rose.

Magician's Own Book (The)

:

Performances with Cups and Balls,

Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All
from actual Experience. Edited by
W. H. Cremer. With 200 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4a. 6d.

Magic Lantern (The), and its

Management: including full Prac-
tical Directions for producing the
Limelight, making Oxygen Gas, and
preparing Lantern Slides. By T. C.
Hepworth. With 10 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, 13. 6d.

Magna Charta. An exact Fac
simile of the Original in the British
Museum, printed on fine plate paper,
3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours. 5s.

Mallock (W. H.), Works by:
The New Republic; or, Culture, Faith
and Philosophy in an English Country
House. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

;

Cheap Edition, illustrated boards, 2s.

The New Paul and Virginia; or, Posi-
tivism on an Island. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Poems. Small 4to, in parchment, 8».
Is Life worth Living ? Crown gyo,
cloth extra, 6s,

Mallory's (Sir Thomas) Mort
d'Arthur : The Stories of King Arthur

and of the Knights of the Round Table.

Edited by B. Montgomerie Ranking.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Marryat (Florence), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post ovo, illustrated boards, 2s each.

Open ! Sesame!
Written in Fire

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,

A Harvest of Wild Oats.
A Little Stepson.
Fighting the Air.

Masterman.—Half a Dozen
Daughters: A Novel. By J. Master-
man. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Marlowe's Works. Including
his Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introductions, by Col. Cun-
ningham. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 63.

Mark Twain, Works by:
The Choice Works of Mark Twain,

Revised and Corrected throughout by
the Author. With Life, Portrait, and
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Innocents Abroad ; or, The New
Pilgrim's Progress : Being some Ac
count of the Steamship " Quaker
City's " Pleasure Excursion to

Europe and the Holy Land. With
234 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.—Cheap Edition (under
thetitleof" MarkTwain's Pleasure
Trip "),post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Roughing It, and The Innocents at
Home. With 200 Illustrations by
F. A. Fraser. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

The Gilded Age. By Mark Twain
and Charles Dudley Warner.
Wilh 212 Illustrations by T. Coppin.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
With in Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.—Cheap Edition,
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

An Idle Excurslon,and other Sketches.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

The Prince and the Pauper. With
nearly 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Tramp Abroad. With 314 Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.—Cheap Edition, post 8vo,illustrated
boards, 2s.

The Stolen White Elephant, *c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6a. ; post 8vO,
illustrated boards, 2s.
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Mark Twain's Works, continued-
Lite on the Mississippi. With about
300 Original Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 73. 6d.

The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn. With 174 Illustrations by
E. W. Kemble. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

Massinger's Plays. From the
Text of William Gifford. Edited
by Col. Cunningham. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Mayfair Library, The

:

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. per Volume.
A Journey Round My Room. By
Xavier de Maistre. Translated
by Henry Attwell.

Latter-Day Lyrics. Edited by W
Davenport Adams.

Quips and Quiddities. Selected by
W. Davenport Adams.

The Agony Column of "The Times,"
from 1800 to 1870. Edited, with an
Introduction, by Alice Clay.

Balzac's "Comedie Humalne" and
its Author. With Translations by
H. H. Walker.

Melancholy Anatomised: A Popular
Abridgment of " Burton's Anatomy
of Melancholy."

Gastronomy as a Fine Art. By
Brillat-Savarin.

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.
Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,
and Frolics. By W. T. Dobson.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentrici-
ties. Selected and Edited by W. T.
Dobson.

The Cupboard Papers. By Fin-Bec.

Original Plays by W. S. Gilbert.
First Series. Containing: The
Wicked World — Pygmalion and
Galatea— Charity— The Princess

—

The Palace of Truth—Trial by Jury.

Original Plays by W. S. Gilbert.
Second Series. Containing : Broken
Hearts— Engaged— Sweethearts

—

Gretchen—Dan'l Druce—Tom Cobb
—H.M.S. Pinafore— The Sorcerer
—The Pirates of Penzance.

Songs of Irish Wit and Humour.
Collectedand Edited by A. Perceval
Graves.

Animals and their Masters. By Sir
Arthur Helps.

Social Pressure. By Sir A. Helps.
Curiosities of Criticism. By Henry

J. Jennings.

TheAutocrat ofthe Breakfast-Table.
By Oliver Wendell Holmes. Il-

lustrated by J Gordon Thomson.

Mayfair Library, continued—
Pencil and Palette. By Robert
Kempt.

Little Essays : Sketches and Charac-
ters. By Chas. Lamb. Selected from
his Letters by Percy Fitzgerald.

Forensic Anecdotes; or, Humour and
Curiosities of the Law and Men of
Law. By Jacob Larwood.

Theatrical Anecdotes. By Jacob
Larwood.

Jeux d'Esprlt. Edited by Henry S.
Leigh.

True History of Joshua Davidson.
By E. Lynn Linton.

Witch Stories. By E. Lynn Linton.
Ourselves: Essays on Women. By
E. Lynn Linton.

Pastimes and Players. By Robert
Macgregor.

The New Paul and Virginia. By
W. H. Mallock.

New Republic. By W. H. Mallock.
Puck on Pegasus. By H.Cholmonde
ley-Pennell.

Pegasus Re-Saddled. By H. Chol-
mondeley-Pennell. Illustrated by
George Du Maurier.

Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H.
Cholmondeley-Pennell.

Thoreau : His Life and Aims. By
H. A. Page.

Punlana. By the Hon. Hugh Rowley.
More Puniana. By the Hon. Hugh
Rowley.

The Philosophy of Handwriting. By
Don Felix de Salamanca,

By Stream and Sea. By William
Senior.

Old Stories Retold. By Walter
Thornbury.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
Book. By Dr. Andrew Wilson.

Mayhew.—London Characters
and the Humorous Side of London
Life. By Henry Mayhew. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Medicine, Family.—One Thou-
sand Medical Maxims and Surgical
Hints, for Infancy, Adult Life, Middle
Age, and Old Age. By N. E. Davies,
L.R.C.P. Lond. Cr. 8vo, Is.; cl., Is. 6d.

Merry Circle (The) : A Book of
New Intellectual Games and Amuse-
ments. By Clara Bijclew. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 4s. 6d.
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Mexican Mustang (On a),
through Texas, from the Gulf to the
Rio Grande. A New Book of Ameri-
can Humour. By Alex. E. Sweet and
J. Armoy Knox, Editors of " Texas
Sittings.'' With 265 Illusts. Cr. 8vo,
cloth extra, 7a. 6d.

Middlemass (Jean), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Touch and Go.
Mr.Dorlllion.

Wider. — Physiology for the
Young; or, The House of Life: Hu-
man Physiology, with its application
to the Preservation of Health. For
Classes and Popular Reading. With
numerous Illusts. By Mrs. F. Fenwick
Mtllfr. Small 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. 6d

Milton (J. L.), Works by:
Sm. 8vo, Is. each ; cloth ex., Is. 6d. each.

The Hygiene of the Skin. A Concise
Set of Rules for the Management of
the Skin; with Directions for Diet,
Wines. Soaps, Baths, &c.

The Bath In Diseases of the Skin.
The Laws of Life, and their Relation

to Diseases of the Skin.

Molesworth (Mrs.) Hather-
court Rectory. By Mrs. Moles-
worth, Author of "The Cuckoo
Clock," &c Crown 8vo, cloth extra.
4s. 6d.

Moncrieff.— The Abdication;
or, Time Tries All. An Historical
Drama. By W. D. Scott-Moncrieff.
With Seven Etchings by John Pettie,
R.A., W. Q. Orchardson, R.A., J.
MacWhirter, A.R.A., Colin Hunter,
R. Macbeth, and Tom Graham. Large
4to, bound in buckram, 21s.

Murray (D. Christie), Novels
by. Crown 8vo,cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Life's Atonement.
A Model Father.
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.

By the Gate of the Sea.
Val Strange.
Hearts.
The Way of the World.
A Bit of Human Nature.

First Person Singular: A Novel.
Cheap Edition, with a Frontispiece
by Arthur Hopkins. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

North Italian Folk. By Mrs.
Comyns Carr. Illustrated by Ran-
dolph Caldecott. Square 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

Number Nip (Stories about)i
the Spirit of the Giant Mountains.
Retold for Children by Walter
Grahame. With Illustrations by J
Moyr Smith. Post 8vo, cl. extra, 5s.

Nursery Hints: A Mother's
Guide in Health and Disease. By N.
E. Davies, L.R.C.P. Crown 8vo, Is.;

cloth, Is. 6d.

O'Connor.—Lord Beaconsfleld
ABiography. By T. P. O'Connor, M. P.
Sixth Edition, with a New Preface,
bringing the work down to the Death
of Lord Beaconsfield. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

O'Hanlon.— The Unforeseen:
A Novel. By Alice O'Hanlon. New
and Cheaper Edition. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Oliphant (Mrs.) Novels by:
Whiteladies. With Illustrations by
Arthur Hopkins and H. Woods.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. J

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d. each.

The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress In England.

O'Reilly.—Phoebe's Fortunes:
A Novel. With Illustrations by Henry
Tuck. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

O'Shaughnessy (Arth.), Works
by:

Songs of a Worker. Fcap. 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Music and Moonlight. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Lays of France. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 10s. 6d.

Ouida, Novels by. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 5s. each
;
post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. each.

Held in Bondage.

Strath more.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.

Cecil Castle-
malne's Gage.

Idalia.

Trlcotrln.

Puck.

Folle Farlne.

TwoLittleWooden
Shoes.

A Dog of Flanders.

Pascarel.

Slgna.

In a Winter City.

Ariadne
Friendship.

Moths.
Plplstrello.

A Village Com-
mune.

Blmbl.
In Maremma
Wanda.
Frescoes.

Princess Naprax«
ine.
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Ouida, Novels by, continued.

Othmar : A Novel. Second Edition.
Three Vols., crown 8vo.

Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected
from the Works of Ouida by F.
Sydney Morris. Small crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Page (H. A.), Works by :

Thoreau : His Life and Aims i A Study.
With a Portrait. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 23. 6d.

Lights on the Way : Some Tales with-
in a Tale. By the late J. H. Alex-
ander, E.A. Edited by H. A. Page.
Crowo 5vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A
New Translation, with Historical In-

troduction and Notes, by T. M'Crie,
D.D. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Patient's (The) Vade Mecum:
How to get most Benefit from Medi-
Gal Advice. By William Knight,
M.R.C.S., and Edward Knight,
L.R.C.P. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Paul Ferroll

:

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 28. each.

Paul Ferroll: A Novel.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.

Paul.—Gentle and Simple. By
Margaret Agnes Paul. With a
Frontispiece by Helen Paterson.
Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo,
Ulustrated boards, 2s.

Payn (James), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Lost Sir Masslngberd.
The Best of Husbands.
Walter's Word. | Halves.

What He Cost Her.

Less Black than we're Painted.

By Proxy. 1 High Spirits.

Under One Roof. | Carlyon's Year.

A Confidential Agent.

Some Private Views.

A Grape from a Thorn.
For Cash Only. | From Ex I la

Kit : A Memory,
The Canon's Ward.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Perfect Treasure.

Bentlnck'sTutorJMurphy's Master.

Fallen Fortunes.

Payn (James), continued—
A County Family. ] At Her Mercy,
A Woman's Vengeance.
Cecil's Tryst.
The Clyffard8 of Clyffe.

The Family Scapegrace.
The Foster Brothers.
Found Dead.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Humorous Stories.

Like Father, Like Son.
A Marine Residence.
Married Beneath Him,
Mirk Abbey.
Not Wooed, but Won.
Two Hundred Pounds Reward
In Peril and Privation: Stories of
Marine Adventure Re-told. A Book
for Boys. With numerous Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

The Talk of the Town: A Novel.
With Twelve Illustrations by Harry
Furniss. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.

Pears.—The Present Depres-
sion In Trade : Its Causes and Reme-
dies. Being the " Pears" Prize Essays
(of One Hundred Guineas). By Edwin
Goadey and William Watt. With
an Introductory Paper by Prof. Leone
Levi, F.S.A . , F.S.S. Demy 8vo, Is.

Pennell (H. Cholmondeley),
Works by

:

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Puck on Pegasus. With Illustrations.

Pegasus Re-Saddled. With Ten full-

page Illusts. by G. Du Maurier.
The Muses of Mayfalr. Vers de

SocicJte, Selected and Edited by H,
C. Pennell.

Phelps (E. Stuart), Works by:
Post 8vo, Is. each ; cloth limp,

Is. 6d. each.
Beyond the Gates. By the Author
of " The Gates Ajar."

An Old Maid's Paradise.

Pirkis (Mrs. C. L.), Novels by:
Trooping with Crows. Fcap. 8vo,
picture cover, Is.

Lady Lovelace. Post 8vo, illustrated
boards, 2s. {Preparing,

Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious
Men. Translated from the Greek,
with Notes Critical and Historical, and
a Life of Plutarch, by John and
William Langhorne. Two Vols.,
Bvo, cloth extra, with Portraits, 10s. 61,
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Planchg (J. R.), Works by:
The Pursuivant of Arms; or, Her-

aldry Founded upon Facts. With
Coloured Frontispiece and 200 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Songs and Poems, from 1819 to 1879.
Edited, with an Introduction, by his
Daughter, Mrs. Mackarness. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Poe (Edgar Allan) :—
The Choice Works, in Prose ana

Poetry, of Edgar Allan Poe. With
an Introductory Essay by Charles
Baudelaire, Portrait and Fac-
similes. Crown 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

The Mystery of Marie Roger, and
other Stories. Post 8vo, illust.bds.,2s.

Pope's Poetical Works. Com-
plete in One Vol. Post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s.

Praed (Mrs. Campbell-) "The
Right Honourable:" A Romance of
Society and Politics. By Mrs. Camp-
bell-Praed and Justin McCarthy,
M.P. Three Vols., crown 8vo.

Price (E. C), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Valentlna. | The Foreigners.

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

Gerald. Post 8vo, illustrated boards,
2s. [Preparing.

Proctor (Richd. A.), Works by :

Flowers of the Sky. With 55 Illusts.

Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Easy Star Lessons. With Star Maps
for Every Night in the Year, Draw-
ings of the Constellations, &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Familiar Science Studies. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Saturn and Its System. New and
Revised Edition, with 13 Steel Plates.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 10s. 6d.

The Great Pyramid: Observatory,
Tomb, and Temple. With Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Mysteries of Time and Space. With
Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Universe of Suns, and other
Science Gleanings. With numerous
Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Wages and Wants of Science
Workers. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

Pyrotechnist's Treasury(The);
or, Complete Art of Making Fireworks.
By Thomas Kentish. With numerous
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cj. extra, 4s. 6d.

Rabelais' Works. Faithfully
Translated from the French, with
variorum Notes, and numerous charac-
teristic Illustrations by Gustavb
Pore. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Rambosson.—Popular Astro-
nomy By J. Rambosson, Laureate o-

the Institute of France. Translated by
C. B. Pitman. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

numerous Illusts., and a beautifully
executed Chart of Spectra, 7s. 6d.

Reade (Charles), Novels by:
Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, illustrated,3s.6d.

each
;
post 8vo, Must, bds., 2s. each.

Peg Wofftngton. Illustrated by S. L,
Fildes, A. R.A.

Christie Johnstone. Illustrated by
William Small.

It Is Never Too Late to Mend. Il-

lustrated by G. J. Pinwell.
The Course of True Love Never did
run Smooth. Illustrated by Helen
Paterson.

The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack
of all Trades; and James Lambert.
Illustrated by Matt Stretch.

Love me Little, Love me Long. Il-

lustrated by M. Ellen Edwards.
The Double Marriage. Illust. by Sir

John Gilbert, R.A. , and C. Keene.
The Cloister and the Hearth. Ilf

lustrated by Charles Keene.
Hard Cash. Illust. by F. W. Lawson.
Griffith Gaunt. Illustrated by S. L.

Fildes, A.R.A., and W11. Small.
Foul Play. Illust. by Du Maurier.
Put Yourself In His Place. Illus-
trated by Robert Barnes.

A Terrible Temptation. Illustrated
by Edw. Hughes and A. W. Cooper.

The Wandering Heir. Illustrated by
H. Paterson, S. L. Fildes, A.R.A.,
C Green, and H. Woods, A.RA.

A Simpletoa Illustrated by Kate
Crauford.

A Woman-Hater. Illustrated by
Thos. Couldery.

Rcadiana. With a Steel-plate Portrait
of Charles Reade.

Singleheart and Doubleface: A
Malter-of-fact Romance. Illustrated
by P. Macnab.

Good Stories of Men and other
Animals. Illustrated by E. A. Abbey,
Percy Macquoid, and Joseph Nash.

Th e J II t, and other Stories. Illustrated
by Joseph Nash.

Readers Handbook (The) of
Allusions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. Dr. Brewer.
Fifth Edition, revised throughout,
with a New Appendix, containing a
Complete English Bibliography.
Cr. 8vo, 1,400 pages, cjoth extra, 7s. 6d.
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Richardson. — A Ministry of
Health, and other Papers. By Ben-
jamin Ward Richardson, M.D., &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Riddell (Mrs. J. H.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Hep Mother's Darling.

The Prince of Wales's Garden Party
Weird Stories.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2g. each.

The Uninhabited House.
Fairy Water.

Rimmer (Alfred), Works by

:

Square 8vo, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d. each.
Our Old Country Towns. With over

50 Illustrations.

Rambles Round Eton and Harrow.
With 50 Illustrations.

About England with Dickens. With
58 Illustrations by Alfred Rimmer
andC. A. Vanderhoof.

Robinson (F. W.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

Robinson (Phil), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The Poets' Birds.
The Poets' Beasts.
Poets' Natural History. [Preparing.

Robinson Crusoe : A beautiful
reproduction of Major's Edition, with
37 Woodcuts and Two Steel Plates by
George Cruikshank, choicely printed.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Rochefoucauld's Maxims and
Moral Reflections. With Notes, and
an Introductory Essay by Sainte-
Beuve. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Roll of Battle Abbey, The ; or,
A List of the Principal Warriors who
came over from Normandy with Wil-
liam the Conqueror, and Settled in
this Country, a.d. 1066-7. With the
principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Handsomelyprinted, Ss.

Rowley (Hon. Hugh), Works by:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Puniana: Riddles and Jokes. With
numerous Illustrations.

More Puniana. Profusely Illustrated.

Runciman (James), Stories by

:

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Skippers and Shellbacks.
Grace Balmalgn's Sweetheart.

Russell (W. Clark), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each ; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Round the Galley-Fire.
On the Fo'k'sle Head : A Collection

of Yarns and Sea Descriptions.

In the Middle Watch. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Sala—Gaslight and Daylight.
By George Augustus Sala. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Sanson.—Seven Generations
of Executioners: Memoirs of the
Sanson Family (1688 to 1847). Edited
byHENRYSANSQN. Cr.8vo,cl.ex. 3s.6d.

Saunders (John), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,

Bound to the Wheel.
One Against the World.
Guy Waterman.
The Lion in the Path.
The Two Dreamers.

Saunders (Katharine), Novels
by : Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Joan Merryweather.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
The High Mills.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
Heart Salvage. | Sebastian.
Gideon's Rock.

Science Gossip: An Illustrated
Medium of Interchange for Students
and Lovers of Nature. Edited by J. E.
Taylor, F.L.S., &c. Devoted to Geo-
logy, Botany, Physiology, Chemistry,
Zoology, Microscopy, Telescopy, Phy-
siography, &c. Price 4d. Monthly ; or
5s. per year, post free. Vols. I . to
XIV. may be had at 7s. 6d. each ; and
Vols. XV. to XXI. (1885), at 5s. each.
Cases for Binding, Is. 6d. each.

Scott's (Sir Walter) Marmion.
A New Edition of this famous Poem,
with over 100 new Illustrations by lead-
ing Artists. Small 4to, cloth extra, 163.

"Secret Out" Series, The:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, profusely Illus-

trated, 4s. 6d. each.
The Secret Out: One Thousand
Tricks with Cards, and other Re-
creations ; with Entertaining Experi-
ments in Drawing-room or "White
Magic." By W. H. Cremer. 300
Engravings.

The Pyrotechnist's Treasury; or.
Complete Art of Making Fireworks.
By Thomas Kentish, With numer-
ous Illustrations.
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" Secret Out " Series, continued—
The Art of Amusing : A Collection of
Graceful Arts,Games,Tricks,Puzzles,
and Charades. By Frank Bellew.
With 300 Illustrations.

Hanky-Panky: Very Easy Tricks,
Very Difficult Tricks, White Magic
Sleight of Hand. Edited by W. H.
Cremer. With 200 Illustrations.

The Merry Circle: A Book of New
Intellectual Games and Amusements.
By Clara Bellew. Many Illusts.

Magician's Own Book: Performances
with Cups and Balls, Eggs, Hats,
Handkerchiefs, &c. All from actual
Experience. Edited by W. H. Cre-
mer. 200 Illustrations.

Senior.—By Stream and Sea.
By William Senior. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Seven Sagas (The) of Prehis-
toric Man. ByJames H. Stoddart,
Author of " The village Life." Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Shakespeare:
The First Folio Shakespeare.—Mr.
William Shakespeare's Comedies,
Histories, and Tragedies. PublLhed
according to the true OriginallCopies.
London, Printed by Isaac Iaggard
and Ed. Blount. 1623.—A Repro-
duction ofthe extremely rare original,

in reduced facsimile, by a photogra-
phic process—ensuring the strictest

accuracy id every detail. Small 8vo,
half-Roxburghe, 7s. 6d.

TheLansdowne Shakespeare. Beau-
tifully printed in red and black, in

small but very clear type. With
engraved facsimile of Droeshout's
Portrait. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Shakespeare for Children: Tales
from Shakespeare. By Charles
and Mary Lamb. With numerous
Illustrations, coloured and plain, by
J. Movr Smith. Cr. 4to, cl. gilt, 6s.

The Dramatic Works of Shake-
speare : The Text of the First
Edition, carefully reprinted. Eight
Vols., demy 8vo, cloth boards, 40s.

The Handbook of Shakespeare
Music. Being an Account of 350
Pieces of Music, set to Words taken
from the Plays and Poems of Shake-
speare, the compositions ranging
from the Elizabethan Age to the
Present Time. By Alfred Roffe.
4to, half-Roxburghe, 7s.

A Study of Shakespeare. By Alger-
non Charles Swinburnb, Crown
gvo, cloth extra, 8s,

Shelley's Complete Works, in

Four Vols., post 8vo, cloth limp, 8s.

;

or separately, 2s. each. Vol. I. con-
tains his Early Poems, Queen Mab,
&c, with an Introduction by Leigh
Hunt; Vol. II., his Later Poems,
Laon and Cythna, &c. ; Vol. III.,

Posthumous Poems.the Shelley Papers,
&c. ; Vol. IV., his Prose Works, in-

cluding A Refutation of Deism, Zas-
trozzi, St. Irvyne, &c.

Sheridan:

—

Sheridan's Complete Works, with
Life and Anecdotes. Including his
Dramatic Writings, printed from ths
Original Editions, his Works in

Prose and Poetry, Translations,
Speeches, Jokes, Puns, &c. With t

Collection of Sheridaniana. Crowr.
8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with 10 full-

page Tinted Illustrations, 7s. 6d.
,'

Sheridan's Comedies: The Rivals,
and The School for Scandal.
Edited, with an Introduction and
Notes to each Play, and a Bio-
graphical Sketch of Sheridan, by
Brander Matthews. With Decora-
tive Vignettes and 10 full-page Illusts.

Demy 8vo, half-parchment, 12s. 6d.

Short Sayings of Great Men.
With Historical and Explanatory
Notes by Samuel A. Bent, M.A.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works, including all those in
" Arcadia." With Portrait, Memorial-
Introduction, Notes, &c, by the Rev.
A. B. Grosart, D.D. Three Vols.,

crown 8vo, cloth boards, 18s.

Signboards: Their History.
With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns
and Remarkable Characters. By
Jacob Larwood and John Camden
Hotten. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

with 100 Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Sims (George R.), Works by:
How the Poor Live. With 60 Illusts.

by Fred. Barnard. Large 4to, Is.

Rogues and Vagabonds. Post 8vo,

illust. boards, 2s. ; cloth limp, 23. 6d.

The Ring o' Bells. Post 8vo, illust.

bds., 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Sketchley.—A Match in the
Dark. By Arthur Sketchley, Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Slang Dictionary, The: Ety-
mological, Historical, and Anecdotal,
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s. 6&.
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Smith (J. Moyr), Works by:
The Prince of Argolis: A Story of the
Old Greek Fairy Time. Small 8vo,
cloth extra, with 130 Illusts., 3a. 6d.

Tales of Old Thule. With numerous
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

The Wooing of the Water Witch

:

A Northern Oddity. With numerous
Illustrations. Small 8vo, cl. ex., 63.

Society in London^ By A
Foreign Resident. New and Cheaper
Edition, Revised, with an Additional
Chapter on Society among the
Middle and Professional Classes.
Crown 8vo, Is,; cloth, 13. 6d.

Spalding.-Elizabethan Demon-
ology : An Essay in Illustration of the
Belief in the Existence of Devils, and
the Powers possessed by Them. By T.
Alfred Spalding, LL.B. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 53.

Spanish Legendary Tales. By
Mrs. S. G. C. Middlemore, Author of
" Round a Posada Fire." Crown 8vo,
cloth ex*ra, 68.

"Speight (T W.), Novels by:
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.
With a Frontispiece by M. Ellen
Edwards. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d. ;
post 8vo, illustrated bds., 2s.

A Barren Title. Cr. Svo, Is. ; cl., lg.6d.

Spenser for Children. By M.
H. Towry. With Illustrations by
Walter J. Morgan. Crown 4to, with
Coloured Illustrations, cloth gilt, 6s.

Staunton.—Laws and Practice
of Ches»; Together with an Analysis
of the Openings, and a Treatise on
End Games. By Howard Staunton.
Editedby Robert B.Wormald. New
Edition, small cr. 8vo, cloth extra, Gs.

Stedman. — The Poets of
America. With full Notes in Margin,
and careful Analytical Index. By
Edmund Clarence Stedman, Author
of " Victorian Poets," Cr. 8vo,cl.ex., 9s.

Sterndale.—The Afghan Knife:
ANovel. ByROBERTARMITAGESTERN-
dale. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 23.

Stevenson (R.Louis),Works by

:

Travels with a Donkey In the
Cevennes. Frontispiece by Walter
Crane. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

An Inland Voyage. With Front, by
W. Crane. Post 8vo, cl. lp., 2s. 6d.

Vlrglnlbus Puerisque, and other

Papers. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Familiar Studies of Men and Books.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

New Arabian Nights. Crown 8vo,

cl. extra, 63. ;
post 8vo, Must, bds., 2a.

Stevenson (R. Louis), continued—
The Silverado Squatters. With

Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6a.
Cheap Edition, post 8vo, picture
cover, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Prince Otto: A Romance. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. j

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

St. John.—A Levantine Family.
By Bayle St. John, Post 8vo, illus-
trated boards, 23.

Stoddard.—Summer Cruising
In the South Seas. By Charles
Warren Stoddard. Must, by Wallis
Mackay. Crown 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6<L

Stories from Foreign Novel-
Ists. With Notices of their Lives and
Writings. By Helen and Alice Zim-
mern. Frontispiece. Crown 8vo^ cloth
extra, 33. 6d. ; post 8vo, illust. bds., 28.

St. Pierre.—Paul and Virginia,
and The Indian Cottage. By Ber-
nardin St. Pierre. Edited, with Life,
by Rev. E. Clarke. Post 8vo, cl, lp., 2s.

Strutt's Sports and Pastimes
of the People of England; including
the Rural and Domestic Recreations,
May Games, Mummeries, Shows, &c.(

from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. With 140 Illustrations. Edited
by William Hone. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

Suburban Homes (The) of
London : A Residential Guide to
Favourite London Localities, their
Society, Celebrities, and Associations.
With Notes on their Rental, Rates,and
House Accommodation. With Map of
Suburban London. Cr.8vo,cl.ex.,7s.6d.

Swift's Choice Works, in Prose
and Verse. With Memoir, Portrait,
and Facsimiles of the Maps in the
Original Edition of " Gulliver's
Travels." Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s.' 6d.

Swinburne (Algernon C),
Works by: [Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

The Queen Mother and Rosamond,
Atalantain Calydon. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Chastelard. ATragedy. Cr, 8vo, 7i.

Poems and Ballads. First Series.
Fcap. 8vo, 9s. Cr. 8vo, same price.

Poems and Ballads. Second Series.
Fcap. 8vo, 93. Cr. 8vo, same price.

Notes on Poems and Reviews. 8vb,ls.
Songs before Sunrise. Cr. 8vo, 10s 6d,
Bothwell: ATragedy. Cr.8vo,12s.6d.
George Chapman: An Essay. Crowu

8vo, 7s.

Songs of Two Nations. Cr. Svo, 6s.
Essays and Studies. Crown 8vo, 12s
Erechtheus: A Tragedy. Cr,8vo, 6s
Note of an English Republican on
the Muscovite Crusade. Svo, Is,
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Swinburne's (A. C.) Works, continued.
Note on Charlotte Bronte. Cr.8vo,6s.
A Study of Shakespeare. Cr. 8vo, 8s.

Songs of the Spri ngtides. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Studies In Song. Crown 8vo, 7s.
Mary Stuart : A Tragedy. Cr. 8vo, 8s.
Tristram of Lyonesse, and other
Poems. Crown 8vo, 9s.

ACentury of Roundels. Small4to, 8s.

A Midsummer Holiday, and other
Poems. Crown 8vo, 7s.

Marino Faliero: ATragedy. Cr.8vo,6s.
A Study of Victor Hugo. Cr. 8vo,6s.
Miscellanies. Crown Bvo, 12s,

Symonds.—Wine, Women and
Song: Mediaeval Latin Students'
Songs. Now first translated into Eng-
lish Verse, with Essay by J. Addington
Symonds. Small 8vo, parchment, 6s.

Syntax's (Dp.) Three Tours:
In Search of the Picturesque, in Search
of Consolation, and in Search of a
Wife. With the whole of Rowland-
son's droll page Illustrations in Colours
and a Life of the Author by J. C.
Hotten. Med. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Taine's History of English
Literature. Translated by Henry
Van Laun. Four Vols., small 8vo,
cloth boards, 30s.

—

Popular Edition,
Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 15s.

Taylor's (Bayard) Diversions
of the Echo Club: Burlesques of
Modern Writers. Post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s.

Taylor (Dr. J. E., F.L.S.), Works
by : Crown 8vo, cloth ex., 7s. 6d. each.
The Sagacity and Morality of
Plants: A Sketch of the Life and
Conduct of the Vegetable Kingdom.
ColouredFrontispiece and ioo Must.

Our Common British Fossils, and
Where to Find Them : A Handbook
for Students. With 331 Illustrations.

Taylor's (Tom) Historical
Dramas: " Clancarty," "Jeanne
Dare,"" 'Twixt Axe and Crown/' " The
Fool's Revenge," " Arkwright's Wife,"
"Anne Boleyn," " Plot and Passion.''

One Vol., cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
%* The Plays may also be had sepa-

ratel y, at Is. each.

Tennyson (Lord): A Biogra-
phical Sketch. By H. J. Jennings.
With a Photograph-Portrait. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Thackerayana: Notes and Anec-
dotes. Illustrated by Hundreds of
Sketches by William Makepeace
Thackeray, depicting Humorous
Incidents in his School-life, and
Favourite Characters in the books of
his every-day reading'. With Coloured
Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

Thomas (Bertha), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Cresslda. |
Proud Maisle.

The Violin-Player.

Thomas (M.).—A Fight for Life :

A Novel. By W. Moy Thomas. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Thomson's Seasons and £astle
of Indolence. With a Biographical
and Critical Introduction by Allan
Cunningham, and over 50 fine Illustra-

tions on Steel and Wood. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Thornbury (Walter), Works by
Haunted London. Edited by Ed-
ward Walford, M.A. With Illus-

trations by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Life and Correspondence of
J. M. W. Turner. Founded upon
Letters and Papers furnished by his
Friends and fellow Academicians.
With numerous Illusts. in Colours,
facsimiled from Turner's Original
Drawings. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

Old Stories Re-told. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Tales for the Marines. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Timbs (John), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The History of Clubs and Club Life

In London. With Anecdotes of its

Famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries,
and Taverns. With many Illusts.

English Eccentrics and Eccen-
tricities: Stories of Wealth and
Fashion, Delusions, Impostures, and
Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights
and Sporting Scenes, Eccentric
Artists, Theatrical Folk, Men ot

Letters, &c. With nearlv 50 Illusts.

Trollope (Anthony), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Way We Live Now.
Kept in the Dark.
Frau Frohmann.

| Marlon Fay.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land Leaguers.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Golden Lion of Granpere.
JohnCaldigate.

| American Senator*

Trollope(Frances E.),Novelsby
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Like Ships upon the Sea.
Mabel's Progress. I Anne Fumw
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Trollope (T. A.).—Diamond Cut
Diamond, and other Stories. By
T. Adolphus Trollope. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Trowbridge.—Farnell's Folly:
A Novel. By J. T. Trowbridge. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. [Preparing.

Turgenieff. — Stories from
Foreign Novelists. By Ivan Turge-
nieff, and others. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra,

3s.6d.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Tytler (C. C. Fraser-). — Mis-
tress Judith: A Novel. By C. C.
Fraser-Tytler. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d.
;
post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Tytler (Sarah), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.
Saint Mungo's City.
Beauty and the Beast. With a
Frontispiece by P. Macnab.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
Noblesse Oblige. With Illustrations

by F. A. Fraser.
Citoyenne Jacqueline. Illustrated

by A. B. Houghton.
The Huguenot Family. With Ulusts.

Lady Bell. Illustrated by R. Macbeth.

juried Diamonds: A Novel. Three
Vols., crown 8vo.

Van Laun.— History of French
Literature. By H. Van Laun. Three
Vols., demy 8vo, cl. bd s., 73. 6d. each.

VilJari.— A Double Bond: A
Story. By Linda Villari. Fcap.
8vo, picture cover, Is.

Walfopd (Edw., M.A.),Works by

:

The County Families of the United
Kingdom. Containing Notices of
the Descent, Birth, Marriage, Educa-
tion, &c, of more than 12,000 dis-

tinguished Heads of Families, their
Heirs Apparent or Presumptive, the
Offices they hold or have held, their

Town and Country Addresses, Clubs,
&c. Twenty-sixth Annual Edition,
for 1886, cloth gilt, 50s.

The Shilling Peerage (1886). Con-
taining an Alphabetical List of the
House of Lords, Dates of Creation,
Lists of Scotch and Irish Peers,
Addresses, &o. 32mo, cloth, Is.

Published annually.

The Shilling Baronetage (1886).
Containing an Alphabetical List of

'the Baronets of the United Kingdom,
short Biographical Notices, Dates
of Creation, Addresses, &c. 32010,

sloth, Is.

Walford's (Edw.) Works, continued—
The Shilling Knightage (1886). Con-

taining an Alphabetical List of the
Knights of the United Kingdom,
short Biographical Notices, Dates
of Creation, Addresses, &c. 32mo,
cloth, Is.

The Shilling House of Commons
(1886). Containing a List of all the
Members of Parliament, their Town
and Country Addresses, &c. 3zmo,
cloth, Is. Published annually.

The Complete Peerage, Baronet-
age, Knightage, and House of
Commons (1886). In One Voluma,
royal 321110, cloth extra, gilt edges,
6s.

Haunted London. By Walter
Thornbury. Edited by Edward
Walford, M.A. With Illustrations

by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Walton andCotton'sComplete
Angler; or, The Contemplative Man's
Recreation ; being a Discourse of
Rivers, Fishponds, Fish and Fishing,
written by Izaak Walton; and In-
structions how to Angle for a Trout or
Grayling in a clear Stream, by Charles
Cotton. With Original Memoirs and
Notes by Sir Harris Nicolas, and
61 Copperplate Illustrations. Large
crown 8vo, cloth antique, 7s. 6d.

Walt Whitman's Select Poems.
Edited and selected, with an Intro-
duction, by William M. Rossetti. A
New Edition. Crown 8vo, printed on
hand-made paper and bound in buck-
ram, 6s. [J« the press.

Wanderer's Library, The:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. fd. each.
Wanderings in Patagonia; or, Life
among the Ostrich-Hunters. By
Julius Beerbohm. Illustrated.

Camp Notes: Stories of Sport and
Adventure in Asia, Africa, and
America. By Frederick Boyle.

Savage Life. By Frederick Boyle.
Merrie England In the Olden Time
By George Daniel. With Illustra-
tions by Robt. Cruikshank.

Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.
By Thomas Frost.

The Lives of the Conjurers. By
Thomas Frost.

The Old Showmen and the Old
London Fairs. By Thomas Frost.

Low-Life Deeps. An Account of the
Strange Fish to be found there. By
James Greenwood.

The Wilds of London. By James
Greenwood.

Tunis: The Land and the People.
By the Chevalier de Hesse-War-
tegg. With 22 Illustrations.
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Wanderer's Library, The, continued-
Tine Life and Adventures of a Cheap
Jack. By One of the Fraternity.
Edited by Charles Hindley.

The World Behind the Scenes. By
Percy Fitzgerald.

Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings:
Including the Origin of Signs, and
Reminiscences eonnected with Ta-
verns, Coffee Houses, Clubs, &c.
By Charles Hindley. With Illusts.

The Genial Showman: Life and Ad-
ventures of Artemus Ward. ByE. P.
Hingston. With a Frontispiece.

The Story of the London Parks.
By Jacob Larwood. With Illusts.

London Characters. By Henry May-
hew. Illustrated.

Seven Generations of Executioners

:

Memoirs of the Sanson Family (1688
to 1847). Edited by Henry Sanson.

Summer Cruising In the South
Seas. By C. Warren Stoddard.
Illustrated by Wallis Mackay.

Warner A Roundabout Jour-
ney. By Charles Dudley Warner,
Author of " My Summer in a Garden."
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Warrants, &c. :—
Warrant to Execute Charles I. An

exact Facsimile, with the Fifty-nine
Signatures, and corresponding Seals.
Carefully printed on paper to imitate
the Original, 22 in. by 14 in. Price 2s.

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of
Scots. An exact Facsimile, includ-
ing the Signature of Queen Eliza-
beth, and a Facsimile of the Great
Seal. Beautifully printed on paper
to imitate the Original MS. Price 2s.

Magna Charta. An exact Facsimile
of the Original Document in the
British Museum, printed on fine

plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by a
feet wide, with the Arms and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours.
Price 5s.

The Roll of Battle Abbey; or, A List
of the Principal Warriors who came
over from Normandy with William
the Conqueror, and Settled in this

Country, a.d. 1066-7. With the
principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Price 6s.

Weather, How to Foretell the,
with the Pocket Spectroscope. By
F. W. Cory, M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.Met.
Soc., &c. With 10 Illustrations, Crown
8vo, Is. ; cloth , Is. 6d.

Westropp.—Handbook of Pot-
tery and Porcelain : or, History of

those Arts from the Earliest Period.

By Hodder M. Westropp. With nu-
merous Illustrations, and a List oi

Marks. Crown 8vo, Cloth limp, 4s. 6d.

Whistlers (Mr.) "Ten o'clock."
Uniform with his " Whistler v. Ruskin

:

Art and Art Critics." Cr.8vo,ls. [Shortly,

Williams (W. Mattieu, F.R.A.8.),

Works by

:

Science Notes. See the Gentleman's
Magazine. Is. Monthly.

Science in Short Chapters. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. Crown
8vo, cloth limp, with Illusts., 2s. 6d.

The Chemistry of Cookery. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew, F.R.S.E.),
Works by:

Chapters on Evolution: A Popular
History of the Darwinian and
Allied Theories of Development.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with 259 Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
book. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Leisure-Time Studies, chiefly Bio-
logical. Third Edit., with New Pre-
face. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., with Illusts,, 6s.

Studies In Life and Sense. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vc
cloth extra, 6s. [Preparing',

Common Accidents, and How to
Treat them. By Dr. Andrew Wil-
son and others. With numerous Il-

lustrations. Crown Bvo, Is. ; cloth
limp, Is. 6d.

Winter (J. S.), Stories by

:

Cavalry Life. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.
Regimental Legends. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

; post 8vo, illus-
trated boards, 2s.

Women of the Day : A Biogra-
phical Dictionary of Notable Contem-
poraries. By Frances Hays. Crown

_ **v0
' cloth extra, 6s.

Wood.—Sabina: A Novel. By
Lady Wood. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2g.

Words, Facts, and Phrases.-
A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and
Out-of-the-Way Matters. By Eliezer
Edwards. New and cheaper issue,
cr. 8vo, c l. ex., 7s. 6d. ; half-bound, 9s.

WrighF~(Thomas), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Caricature History of the Georges.
(The House of Hanover.) With 400
Pictures, Caricatures, Squibs, Broad-
sides, Window Pictures, &c.

History of Caricature and of the
Grotesque In Art, Literature,
Sculpture, and Painting. Profusely
Illustrated by F.W. Fairholt.F.S.A.

Yates (Edmund), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Castaway.

| The Forlorn Hope.
Land at Last.
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NEW THREE-VOLUME NOVELS.

SARAH TYTLER'S NEW
NOVEL.

Burled Diamonds. By Sarah Tytler,
Auther of " Saint Mungo's City," &c.
Three Vols., crown 8vo. "

NEW NOVEL BY Mrs. CAMPBELL-
PRAED Sr JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

"The Right Honourable:" A Romance
of Society and Politics. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo.

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.
Popular Stories by the Best Authors. Library Editions, many Illustrated,

crown 8to, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

BY MRS. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife, or Widow ?

BY GRANT ALLEN.
Phlllstia.

BY BASIL.
A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

BY W. BESANT & JAMES RICE.
Ready-Money Mortlboy.
My Little Girl.
The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
This Son of Vulcan.
With Harp and Crown
The Golden Butterfly.
By Cella's Arbour.
The Monks of Thelema.
'Twas In Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.
The Ten Years' Tenant.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY WALTER BESANT.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men
The Captains' Room
All in a Garden Fair
Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
The Shadow of the Sword.
The Martyrdom of Madeline.
Love Me for Ever.
Annan Water. I The New Abelard.
Matt.

I
Foxglove Manor.

The Master of the Mine.

BY HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.

BY MRS. H. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever. | Juliet's Guardian.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page.
Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.

MORTIMER & FRANCES COLLINS-
Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Play me False.

BY WILKIE COLLINS.
Antonina.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.
Queen of Hearts.
My Miscellanies.
Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs. ?

New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Law and the
Lady.

TheTwo Destinies
Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves
Jezebel'sDaughtep
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science
I Say No.

BY DUTTON COOK.
Paul Foster's Daughter,

BY WILLIAM CYPLES
Hearts of Gold

BY ALPHONSE DAUDET.
Port Salvation

BY JAMES DE MILLS.
A Castle in Spain.

BY J LEITH DERWENT
Our Lady of Tears. | Circe's Lovers

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia. | Kitty.

BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES.
Archie Lovell.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia. I One by .One.
Queen Cophetua. ] A Real Queen.

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Pandurang Harl.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.
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Piccadilly Novels, continued—

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. | For Lack of Gold.
What will the World Say P
In Honour Bound.
Queen of the Meadow.
The Flower of the Forest.
A Heart's Problem.
The Brae3 of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft. I Of High Degree.
Fancy Free.

| Loving a Dream.
A Hard Knot.

BY THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth.

| Ellice Quentln.
Sebastian Strome.
Prince Saroni's Wife.
Dust. | Fortune's Fool.
Beatrix Randolph.
Miss Cadogna.
Love—or a Name.

BY SIR A. HELPS,
Ivan de Biron.

BY MRS. CASHEL HOBY.
The Lover's Creed.

BY MRS. ALFRED HUNT,
Thornlcroft's Model.
The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned.

BY JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

BY HARRIETT JAY.
The Queen of Connaught

BY HENRY KINGSLEY,
Number Seventeen.

BY E. LYNN LINTON,
Patricia Kemball.
Atonement of Learn Dundas.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord P

With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family
" My Love I " | lone.

BY HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

by justin McCarthy, m.p.
The Waterdale Neighbours.

|

My Enemy's Daughter.
Llnley Rochford.

| A Fair Saxon.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Miss Misanthrope.

| Donna Quixote.
The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens.
Camiola.

BY GEORGE MACDONALD,
Paul Faber, Surgeon.
Thomas Wingfold, Curate.

BY MRS. MACDONELL,
Quaker Cousins.

Piccadilly Novels, ctntinucd—
BY FLORENCE MARRYAT.

Open ! Sesame 1 | Written In Fire

BY D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
Life's Atonement. I Coals of Fire.

Joseph's Coat. Val Strange.
A Model Father. I Hearts.
By the Gate of the Sea
The Way of the World.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.

BY MRS. OLIPHANT.
Whlteladies.

BY MARGARET A. PAUL
Gentle and Simple.

BY JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massing
berd.

Best of Husbands
Halves.
Walter's Word.
What He Cost Her
Less Black than
We're Painted.

By Proxy.
High Spirits.
Under One Roof.
Carlyon's Year.

BY E. C.

Valentlna. I

A Confidential
Agent.

From Exile.
A Grape from a
Thorn.

For Cash Only.
Some Private
Views.

Kit: A Memory.
The Canon's
Ward. [Town.

The Talk of the

PRICE.
The Foreigners

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

BY CHARLES READE.
It Is Never Too Late to Mend.
Hard Cash.
Peg Wofflngton.
Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt. | Foul Play.
The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.
The Autobiography of a Thief.
Put Yourself In His Place.
A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir. I A Simpleton.
A Woman-Hater.

| Readiana
Singleheart and Doubleface.
The Jilt.

Good Stories of Men and other
Animals.
BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.

Her Mother's Darling.
Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
Weird Stories.

BY F. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Bound to the Wheel.
Guy Waterman.
Two Dreamers.
One Against the World.
The Lion In the Path.
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ftccABUXY Novels, continued—
BY KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Joan Merryweather.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
Gideon's Rock. I Heart Salvage.
The High Mills. | Sebastian.

BY T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

BY R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Malsle. | Cresslda.
The Violin-Player.

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Way we Live Now.
Frau Frohmann. | Marlon Fay.
Kept In the Dark.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land-Leaguers.

Piccadilly Novels, continued—
BY FRANCES E. TROLLOPS.

Like Ships upon the Sea.
Anne Furness.
Mabel's Progress.

BY IVAN TURGENIEFF, be.

Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By SARAH TYTLER.
What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.
Saint Mungo's City.
Beauty and the Beast.
Noblesse Oblige.
Citoyenne Jacqueline.
The Huguenot Family.
Lady Bell.

BY C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

BY J. S. WINTER.
Regimental Legends.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF
Post 8vo, illustrated

BY EDMOND ABOUT.
The Fellah.

BY HAMILTON Awi.
Carr of Carrlyon. | Confidences.

BY MRS. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife, or Widow P

Valerie's Fate.

BY GRANT ALLEN.
Strange Stories.
Philistla.

BY BASIL.

A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

BY SHELSLEY BEAUCHAUP.
Grantley Grange.

BY W. BESANT & JAMES RICE.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan. | My Little Girl.

The Case of Mr. Lucrait.
The Golden Butterfly.

By Celia's Arbour.
The Monks of Thelema.
•Twas In Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.

The Ten Years' Tenant.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY WALTER BESANT.
AM Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The CaptainV Room.
All in a Gart en Fair.

Dorothy Forster.

Uncle Jack.

POPULAR NOVELS.
boards, 2s. each.

BY FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes. | Savage Life.

Chronicles of No-man's Land.

BY BRET HARTE.
An Heiress of Red Dog.
The Luck of Roaring Camp.
Californlan Stories.
Gabriel Conroy. | Flip.
Maruja.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
of The Martyrdom

of Madeline.
Annan Water.
The New Abelard.
Matt.

The Shadow
the Sword.

A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
Love Me for Ever.
Foxglove Manor.

BY MRS. BURNETT.
Surly Tim.

BY HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.

BY MRS. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever. | Juliet's Guardian

BY MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls.

BY C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister.

BY WILKIE COLLINS.
Antonlna.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.
My Miscellanies.
Woman In White.
The Moonstone.
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—
Wilkie Collins, continued.

Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel'sDaughter
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science
"I Say No."

Man and Wife.
Poop Miss Finch.
Miss op Mrs.?
New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
Law and the Lady.
TheTwo Destinies

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page. I From Midnight to
Transmigration. | Midnight.
A Fight with Fortune.

MORTIMER & FRANCES COLLINS.
Sweet and Twenty. | France*.
Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Play me False.

BY DUTTON COOK.
Leo. | Paul Foster's Daughter.

BY C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky
Mountains.

BY WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

BY ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.

BY JAMES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain-

BY J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears. | Circe's Lovers.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz. I Oliver Twist.
Pickwick Papers. | Nicholas Nlckleby

BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES.
A Point of Honour. | Archie Lovell.

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia. | Kitty.

BY EDWARD EGGLESTON.
Roxy.

BY PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. | Never Forgotten.
The Second Mrs. Tillotson.
Polly.
Seventy-five Brooke Street.
The Lady of Brantome.

Br ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
Filthy Lucre.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympla. I Queen Cophetua.
One by One. | A Real Queen.

Prefaced by Sir H. BARTLE FRERE.
Pandurang Harl.

BY HAIN FRISWELL.
One of Two.

BY EDWARD GARRETT,
The Capel Girls.

Cheap Popular Novels, continued-*

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Queen of the Mea-
dow.

The Flower of th«
Forest.

A Heart's Problem
The Braes of Yar-
row.

The Golden Shaft.
Of High Degree.

Robin Gray.
For Lack of Gold.
What will the
World Say?

In Honour Bound.
The Dead Heart.
In Love end War.
For the King.
In PasturesGreen

Fancy Free.
By Mead and Stream.

BY WILLIAM GILBERT.
Dr. Austin's Guests.
The Wizard of the Mountain.
James Duke.

BY JAMES GREENWOOD.
Dick Temple.

BY ANDREW HALLWAY.
Every-Day Papers.

BY LADY DUFFUS HARDY.
Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.

BY THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

BY J. BERWICK HARWOOD.
The Tenth Earl.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth. I Sebastian Stroma
El I Ice Quentln. | Dust.
Prince Saroni's Wife.
Fortune's Fool. | Beatrix Randolph.

BY SIR ARTHUR HELPS.
Ivan de Blron.

BY MRS. CASHEL HOEY.
The Lover's Creed.

BY TOM HOOD.
A Golden Heart.

BY MRS. GEORGE HOOPER.
The House of Raby.

BY VICTOR HUGO.
The Hunchback of Notre Dama.
BY MRS. ALFRED HUNT.

Thorn Icroft's Model.
The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned.

BY JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

BY HARRIETT JAY.
The Dark Colleen.
The Queen of Connaught.

BY HENRY KINGSLEY.
Oakshott Castle.

| Number Seventeen
BY E. LYNN LINTON.

Patricia Kemball.
The Atonement of Learn Dundaa.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord P
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—

Lynn Linton, continued—
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.
"My Love | lone.

BY HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

by justin McCarthy, m.p.
Llnley Rochford.
MIssMlsanthPope
Donna Quixote.
The Comet of a
Season.

Maid of Athens.

Dear LadyDlsdaln
The Waterdale
Neighbours.

My Enemy's
Daughter.

A Fair Saxon.

BY GEORGE MACDONALD.
Paul Faber, Surgeon.
Thomas Wingfold, Curate.

BY MRS. MACDONELL.
Quaker Cousins.

BY KATHARINE S. MACQUOID.
The Evil Eye. | Lost Rose.

BY W.H. MALLOCK.
The New Republic.

BY FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open I Sesame
A Harvest of Wild

Oats.

A Little Stepson.
Fighting the Air
Written In Fire.

BY J. MASTERMAN,
Half-a-dozen Daughters.

BY JEAN MIDDLEMASS.
Touch and Go. I

Mr. Dorilllon.

BY D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
Val Strange.
Hearts.
The Way of
World.

A Bit of Human
Nature.

ALIfe'sAtonement
* Model Father,
oseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.

By the Gate ofthe
Sea.

BY ALICE O'HANLON.
The Unforeseen.

BY MRS. OLIPHANT.
Whlteladles.

BY MRS. ROBERT O'REILLY,
Phoebe's Fortunes.

BY OUIDA.

the

Held In Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.

Under Two Flags.
Idalia.
Cecil Castle-
maine's Gage.

Tricotrin.
Puck.
Folle Farlne.

A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.
Slgna.
Princess Napraxlne.

TwoLlttleWooden
Shoes.

In a Winter City.
Ariadne.
Friendship.
Moths.
Piplstrello.

A Village Com-
mune.

Bimbl.
In Maremma
Wanda.
Frescoes.

Cheap Popular Novels, continued—

BY MARGARET AGNES PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

BY JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massing-
berd.

A Perfect Trea-
sure.

Bentlnck's Tutor.
Murphy's Master.
A County Family.
At Her Mercy.
A Woman's Ven-
geance.

Cecil's Tryst.
Clyffards of Clyffe
The FamilyScape-

grace.
Foster Brothers.
Found Dead.
Best of Husbands.
Walter's Word.
Halves.
Fallen Fortunes.
What He Cost Her
Humorous Stories
Gwendoline's Har-
vest.

£200 Reward.

Like Father, Like
Son.

A Marine Resi-
dence.

Married Beneath
Him.

Mirk Abbey,
Not Wooed, but
Won.

Less Black than
We're Painted.

By Proxy.
Under One Roof.
High Spirits.
Carlyon's Year.
A Confidential
Agent.

Some Private
Views.

From Exile.
A Grape from a
Thorn.

For Cash Only,
Kit: A Memory.
The Canons Ward

BY EDGAR A. POE.
The Mystery of Marie Roget.

BY E. C. PRICE.
Valentina.

| The Foreigners.
Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.
Gerald.

BY CHARLES READE.
It Is Never Too Late to Mend
Hard Cash. | Peg Wofflngton.
Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.
Put Yourself in His Place.
The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
Foul Play.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.
Autobiography of a Thief.
A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir.
A Simpleton. I A Woman-Hater.
Readiana.

| The Jilt.

Singleheart and Doubleface.
Good Stories of Men and other
Animals.

BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.
Her Mother's Darling.
Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
Weird Stories.
The Uninhabited House.
Fairy Water.

BY F. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of.Justlca,
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—

BY JAMES RUNCIMAN.
Skippers and Shellbacks.
Grace Balmalgn's Sweetheart.

BY W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Round the Galley Fire.
On the Fo'k'sle Head.

BY BAYLE ST. JOHN.
A Levantine Family.

BY GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Bound to the Wheel.
One Against the World.
Guy Waterman.
The Lion In the Path.
Two Dreamers.

BY KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Joan Merryweather.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
The High Mills.

BY GEORGE R. SIMS.
Rogues and Vagabonds.
The Ring o' Bells.

BY ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
A Match In the Dark.

BY T. W SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

BY R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

BY R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabian Nights.
Prince Otto.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Cressida. | Proud Malsle.
The Violin-Player.

BY W. MOY THOMAS.
A Fight for Life.

BY WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPS.
The Way We Live Now.
The American Senator.
Frau Frohmann.
Marlon Fay.
Kept In the Dark.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land-Leaguers.
The Golden Lion of Granpere.
John Caldlgate.

By FRANCESELEANOR TROLLOPE
Like Ships upon the Sea.
Anne Furness.
Mabel's Progress.

Cheap Popular Novels, continued-^

BY J.T. TROWBRIDGE.
Farnell's Folly.

BY IVAN TURGENIEFF, &e.

Stories from Foreign Novelists
BY MARK TWAIN.

Tom Sawyer.
An Idle Excursion.
A Pleasure Trip on the Continent

of Europe.
A Tramp Abroad.
The Stolen White Elephant.
BY C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.

Mistress Judith.
BY SARAH TYTLER.

What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.
Saint Mungo's City.
Beauty and the Beast.

BY J.S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life.

| Regimental Legends,
BY LADY V/OOD.

Sabina.
BY EDMUND YATES.

Castaway. | The Forlorn Hope.
Land at Last.

ANONYMOUS.
Paul Ferroll.
Why Paul Ferroll Killed hie Wife

POPULAR SHILLING BOOKS.
Jeff Briggs's Love Story. By Bret
Harte.

The Twins of Table Mountain. By
Bret Harte.

Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds. By
Julian Hawthorne.

Kathleen Mavourneen. By Author
of " That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Lindsay's Luck. By the Author of
" That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Pretty Polly Pemberton. By the
Author of "That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Trooping with Crows. By Mrs.
PlRKIS.

The Professor's Wife. By Leonard
Graham.

A Double Bond. By Linda Villari
Esther's G love. By R. E. Francillon
The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By Tom Jerrold.

Curly. By John Coleman. Illus-
trated by J. C. Dollman.

Beyond the Gates. By E. S. Phelps,
An Old Maid's Paradise. By E. S.
Phelps.

Doom : An Atlantic Episode. By
Justin H. MacCarthy, M.P.

Our Sensation Novel. Edited by
Justin H. MacCarthy, M.P

A Barren Title. By T. W. Speight
The Silverado Squatters. By R
Louis Stevenson.

J. OGDEN AND CO., PRINTERS, IJt, ST. JOHN STKEKT B.C.



THE BEST REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION.

Trade JtlMM8^iMilaiilt3g3i!37*gfj^ Mark.

Sold Everywhere, Bottles, Is. lid., 2s. 9d., and lis.

6AM0MILE fILLS
Are confidently recommended as a simple but certain Remedy for

Indigestion, which is the cause of nearly all the diseases to which

isje are subject, being a medicine so uniformly grateful and bene-

ficial that it is withjustice called the " Natural Strengthener of

the Human Stomach." "Norton's Pills" act as a powerful*

mic andgentle aperient ; are mild in their operation, safe under

ny circumstances, and thousands of persons can now bear testi-

mony to the benefits to be derived from their use, as they have

ten a never-failing Family Friendfor upwards of 50 years.

Sold in Bottles at is. i$d., 2s. gd., and iu. each, in every

Town in the Kingdom.^

CAUTION.

Be sure to askfor "NORTON'S PILLS," and do not bepersuaded

topurchase an imitation.

ft (3LEAR 60MPLEXION.

GODFREY'S EXTRACT OP ELDER FLOWERS
is long been known for its surprising effect in softening, improving, and pre-

srving the Skin, and in rendering the Complexion clear and beautiful. It

'moves Tan, Sunburn, Redness, &c. ; cures Pimples, Humours and other

'niDtions and by persevering in its use the Skin becomes delicately soft, clear,

nd smooth. GODFREY'S EXTRACT OF ELDER FLOWERS
ossesses a delightful fragrance, and is an indispensable adjunct to the Toilet

nd Nursery.

Sold in Bottles, frict ss. gd., by all Chemists and Perfumers.

[Ouida.~\



Dr. BROWNE discovered the Medicine,
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And invented the word " Chlorodyne " in 1856.



SPECIALTIES

FOR ALL

Sold by the principal Druggists

at Home and Abroad.

THE YEAR

ROUND.

JACKSON'S

*USMA.

For the removal of Hair without a

Razor, from the Arms, Neck, or Face,

as well as Sunburn or Tan.

The activity of this depilatory is notable.

It is easy and safe. It leaves a Whole Skin

and a Clean Complexion.

At Is.

By Post,

Is. 2d.

JACKSON'S

JENZINE
EECT.

For taking out Grease, Oil, Paint, &c,
from all absorbent Fabrics, Dress, or

Drapery ; Furs, Gloves, Slippers, Books,
and Manuscripts, it cleans with equal
success. It may be freely used to wash
Gilt surfaces to which water is destructive.

At6d,,ls.,

and 2s. 6d.

Parcel Post|

3d, extra.

FACKSON'S CHINESE DIAMOND CEMENT.
For China, Glass, and what not.

T. J., in making this

dement, has constantly
cept in view the produc-
:ion of an article fit for

general household pur-
poses, and which would,
with average care, repair
lamages, so that the
nended articles should be

able to do duty alongside

the sound ones. It sur-

passes in neatness, in

strength, in cheapness,

and retains its virtues in

all climates. It has

ThisdeviceisPHnted
sto?d tJ

?f
test

t
°f *

im
f'

on the Wrapper of and in all quarters ot the
every Bottle of the world.
Genuine A rticle.

Sold in Bottles at 6d. and Is. each ; by Inland Post, Is. 2d

H.R.H.

'rince Albert's

CACHOUX

Dainty morsels, in the form of tiny Silver Bul-
lets, which dissolve in the mouth and surrender
to the breath their hidden fragrance.
The little Caskets containing the Cachoux bear

a Medallion of the late Prince Consort. They
are also furnished with " The Albert Gate Latch '•

(registered), being Thomas Jackson's contri-
vance for paying out the Cachoux singly.

At 6d.

By Post, 7d,

JACKSON'S

NCENSE

SPILLS.

A SPARKLING means of Incensing a Domicile,

and of Exorcising Evil Smells.

An enchanter's little wand, that on being
fired becomes to the receptive as a Medium
which quickens the fancy, be its mood grave or
gay, kindly leading the captive to that ladder,
the top of which reaches through the clo"ads.to
the borders of Fairyland.

At 6d,

By Post, 7d.

1885.
From, the Laboratory of

THOMAS JACKSON,
Strangeways, Manchester.

POSTAGK
for Abroad, at
Letter Rate

to same place.










